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This thesis is enncenr,ed wdth the d,esign anitr ileaelopment of sta-
tisticol grapliics softuarc-progmms to help drzw gruphs- Gmphs
serre two major functions in statistics. Firstlg, graphs are wed
lor euploratory d,ata analysis-for detecting the message in a set of
d,ata-and. secnnillg, gmpllu are used, for data display-for present-
ing the message in a set of ilota.

The most dmpofiant luturc of sofiwore lor *ploratory dota analy-
s,is is stensibility. This is the ability to quichly and easily deaelop
neu gvphical images anil is vital for being able to ezplol, a data
set in many d,ifierent ways. The rnost hnportant futare of softwarc
lor d,ata ilisplay is customisction. This is the obility to fine-tane
o graphiml image in grent iletail and, is aitol, for the production of
presentation-qualitg graphics. In both cases it is important that a
gmphical imoge shoulil be consbucted to best ezVlorc or show-off
the pecaliarities of o sprc,ifi,c dato set.

A pentading theme ol this thesis is that statistienl graphics sofkuarc
shoulil be flesible. the softwore tools ilescribed herein allow graphi-
uI images to be moilified, in arbitmry ways; the stntcture of grcph-
icol i,mages is also arbitrary ond not restricted, to standard grcph
formats; a sirnple, coherent methail, based on a generol constraint
sgstem, for deueloping noael graphiul images is esplorvd,; and a
muhanism for specifuing the arangemmt of the amponents of a
graphical image is introilucd. Some ol these ideas ore incorynrated
within an uisting stabistical analys,is packoge-
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Terminology

In this therisn a graph or plot is stinFly' consid€rrcd to be a coll6*ion of gSaphical
eleme,ntc. The graphical elements rtay be,aqyJhing ftom basic graplical primi-
tives such as linee, rectangles, and text to compler statistical objects such as a,rces,
bo:gplots, and acatterplob. The latter are often refrlrred to as ptotting elements.
Plotting elemrents are considered to be nade up of a arrnber of aonponents. For
enanple, the com.ponents of ?n 4rir are a major liue, a Dumber of tick-marks, alrd
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Chapter L

Introduction

This thesis describes a body of research in the area of graphical statistics.
The research involved developing experimmtal graphical software and enhancing

the graphics capabilities of an existi'g statistical software package.

1.1 What is Graphical Statistics ?

Graphs, statistical graphics, or "pictures ofnurnbers" (T\rfte, 1988) provide a povr-
erful and efficient means of communicating quantitative information. The birth of
graphs is often traced to the work of willia,m Playfair (1259-1823), but the pro-
liferation of graphs has only occurred since the mid-1970's (Qharnbers, Cleveland,
Kleiner, & T\rlcey, 1983). The increased use of graphs has depended upon the
development of computer hardware and softwa^re which can la^rgely automate the
production of complex graphical images.

This thesis is concerned with the design and implementation of statistical graph-
ics software.

There a.re an enormous number of software packages available which produce
graphs of one sort or another. There are packages which primarily provide a
full complement of statistical analysis tools, including graphics (e.g., $plus, sAs,
sPSs, systat, Minitab, statistica, and Data^Desk), packages which primarily provide
graphical tools, with some statistical analysis included (e.g., Sigmaplot, Axum), and
software which has no specific statistical orientation, but includes some analysis and
graphing capabilities (e.g., Microsoft Excel). In addition, there are a number of
packages which represent ongoing research into statistical graphics software, for ex-
ample, xlispstat (Tierney, 1990), the I system (Ihaka & Gentleman, 19g6), euail
(Hurley & Oldford, 1991), Pictor (Wilks, tggd), a.nd XGobi (Swayne and Cook,
1e90).

what axe the common features of these software packages ? It is uot just that
they all allow the user to create a graph. It would be possible to create a graph
using any graphics package (e.g., MacDraw, Microsoft Draw, or;fig) arbeit with an
enormous amount of time and effort. What is important about a statistical graphics
package is that it allows the user to create a graph ond it does most of the work.
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I.2 Issues in Graphical Statistics

This section introduces a number of general issues in statistical graphics which are
addressed in this thesis.

f .2.1 Customisation
Statisticd graphics software is convenient because it is able to produce a very com-
plex graph from relatively simple instructions. The software axranges many lines,
points, and pieces of text, which would be iacredibly laborious to arrange by ha,nd,

in an appropriate and pleasing manner. The potential danger with this approach
lies in determining what sort of arrangement is "appropriate and plea.sing"-as ev-
idenced by the number of different theories and the greater number of opinions
concerning the layout of the elements of a graph (see, for s:(ample, Chambers et al.,
1983; Cleveland, 1993, 1994; Henry, 1995; Schmid, 1992; T\rfbe, 1983, 1990; T[key
& wilk, 1965).

All statistical graphics packages provide a default arrangement for a grapb and
a ralrge of parameters for customising the default arrangement for specific needs or
preferences. For exa.mple, a graph axis might have five tick-marks by default and
the range on the axis might encompass the range of the plotted data. The user can
override these defaults by explicitly specifying the number of tick-ma.rks and/or the
range of values on the axis.

The extent to which the defaults provided by the softwa.re can be overridden
varies between packages. For exa.rnple, XGobi does not allow any control over the
arcis scales on graphs whereas Systat and Axum allow very fine control ofthe graph
(e.g., it is possible in Systat to control the size of each individual tick-ma,rk in a
scatterplot).

A high degree of customisation is a very useful feature. The convenience of
having design decisions made by the software should not come at the expense of
being constricted by those decisions; there is nothirlg convenierrt about an ugly or
obstructive graphical arrangement no matter how easy it is to create.

Chapter 2 investigates a soft,ware design which allows for arbitrary customisa-
tions of graphs.

1.2.2 Extensibility
To a greater or lesser extent, most statistical graphics software provides some way
for the user to extend the arrailable functionality of the software. This ranges from
simple macro or scripting facilities (e.g., SigmaPlot), to special command languages
(e.g., Axum), and even to complete environments for "programming with data"
(e.9., S-Plus, XlispStat).

In one sense, the ability to extend a system provides the ultimate in cust-
omisation-if the default arra"ngement is not suficiently appealing, program a new
one-however, this is only really true of systems which provide a statistical pro-
gra,mming environment.

The real power of extensibility is in the development of new graphical techniques.
Luke Tierney's XlispStat system (see Section 1.3.5 below) is currently the leading-
edge in this regard, particularly for the investigation of new dyna^rnic techniques.

One obstacle to extensibility, from the point-of-view of the user, is that it gen-

erally involves programming. Here the goal of extensibility appears incompatible
with the desire for easeof-use. A programming environment which is specifically
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designed for the development of statistical applications can provide a friendlier in-
terface than a general-purpose progranming language, but the user-interface of an
extensible system can be a major hurdle for the user.

A new approach to extensibility, based ou a general constraint mechanism is
described in Chapter 3.

1.2.3 Presentation-Quality Output vs. FlexibiUty and Inter-
action

The uses of graphs can be divided into two major types-finding the message in data
(data analysis) and communicating the message in data (presentation graphics).
Typical requirements of the first type of graph are that it must be easy and quick
to generate and modify (at least in simple ways), while the requirements of the
second type are that the graph must be well-designed, the user must be able to
extensively customise the graph, and it must be possible to produce the graph in a
recognised output format (e.g., PostScript).

Most systems allow the user to generate very high-quality 2D graphs, but provide
less support for 3D graphs. rn some cases, this is deliberate (e.g., the axes on a 3D
rotating plot are very basic, or missing altogether, in order to avoid cluttering up
the plot), however, there is still a requirement for high-quality 3D graphs (e.g_, in
order to publish the "best" view obtained from a rotating plot). Chapter 2 looks
at the production of high-qualrty 3D graphs.

In general, more flexible and interactive systems provide less support for high-
quality output (e.g., xGobi and xlispStat). Chapters 3 and 4 address the problem
of creating a flexible system which still allows for fine control of the graphics and
for the production of high-quality output.
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1.3 Modern Graphical Statistics Software

This section describes a number of statistical graphics packages in more detail.
These packages have been developed by statistical graphics resea^rchers and are
designed to provide the user with the most uFtcdate statistical graphics tools
and/or allow users to develop new tools of their own.

1.3.1 ,s

The 5 system (Becker, Chambers, and Wilks, 1988) was developed by Richard
A. Becker, John M. Chambers, and Allan R. Wilks of AT&T Bell Laboratories
Statistics Research Department. S-Plus is a commercial version of 5 with extra
functionality added, especially for performing specific sorts of statistical analyses.

S has a command line interface. The standard graphs are created by entering
the appropriate comma^nds. For example, two vectors of random normal values are
created and plotted with the following commands:

x <- rao:m(1O)
y <- ruorn(10)
plot(x, y)

The power of ^9is that it is a programming environment; users a.re able to create
new commands (functions) to perform new statistical analyses or to generate new
graphical displays. For example, the following code creates a new function which
takes a vector of y-values and two vectors of x-values and generates two scatterplots
side by side-y versus 01 and g/ versus c2:

plot.tso <- fuaction(y, x1, x2)
t

par(nfrow=c(1,2) )
plot(x1, Y)
plot(x2, y)

]
5 graphics a.re static. This means that once a graphical object has been drawn

on an output it cannot be modified; the overall graph can be modified by adding
further elements (e.g., annotating with text or adding lines between points or further
series of points), but once each element has been drawn, it is fixed. Modifications
to elements which have been drawn require redrawing the entire graph (reentering
the commands with the appropriate changes). Also, the .Sgraphics commands are
relatively highJevel, which makes it difficult to generate arbitrary novel graphical
images.

The graphics systems described in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are dynarnic; elements
of a graph may be modified a,fter they have been drawn (and the software will take
care of redrawing the image to reflect the change). Chapter 3 describes a more
powerful approach to providing users with the ability to program novel graphical
images.

1.3.2 R

The .E system (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) is "a language which is not entirely
unlike the S language". -R began as an experiment to investigate whether an ^9like
system could be created which did not suffer from the memory and performance
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deficiencies of S (5 is particularly gre€dy with respect to computer memory and
performs certain sorts of computations inefficiently). The fi interface and the be,
haviour of .E commands is almost identical to those of S.

Because the system is relatively new and because its source code is freely avail-
able, r? provides a technologically upto.date test-bed for experimenting with new
graphical ideas. Chapter 5 reports on work within the graphics system of E.

1.3.3 Quail
Quail (QUantitative Analysis In Lisp; Hurley and Oldford, 1991) is a general sta-
tistical analysis package which includes graphics capabilities. Quail was developed
in MCL (Macintosh Common Lisp)-

The graphics system of Quail (called vlEws) provides a nunber of standard
graphs. For example, the following code creates vectors, x and y each containing
10 random normal values and produces a scatterplot of these values:

(<- x (randon-gaussian :n 10))
(<- y (randon-gaussiaa :a 10))
(scatterplot :x x :y y)

The range of graphs provided by vlo,ws is relatively small, but the system is
noteworthy for its dyna.rnic capabilities and its potential for extensibility. It is not
only possible to link plots in vlEws, but also to link all sorts of graphical objects.
For exa^mple, a scatterplot with a linked histogra,nr in the rigbt ma.rgin is created
by,

(scatterplot :x x :y y :right-vien '(histogFan) :link t)
clicking with the mouse on data points in the scatterplot highlights the appre

priate data points and the appropriate regions of the bars of the histogram. The
following code creates a needle-slider (a rectangle with a line that can be moved
left and right within the rectangle using the mouse) and a linked text label which
describes the current level represented by the line on the slider:

(Iet ((n (ueedle-slider))
(I (labe] :text

#'(lanbda o
(format Dil tr-Arl

(slider-teve1-of n) ) ) ) )
(p (plot :left-view '(axis)

:interior-vies n
:rigbt-vies 1)))

(text-1ink (interior-vien-of p) 1))

When the line on the slider is dragged with the mouse, the text in the label is
updated for the new position of the line.

vlEws allows graphical objects to be combined together to form new objects.
In the example above, the needle-slider and the text label were combined together
within a plot object (by the command (p1ot :tefr-vieu , (axis) .. -)), which
has predefined regions for objects to fit into (".g., a.n : interior-view region and
a :right-vien region). The following code demonstrates that objects can also be
combined in arbitrary ways; the new object combines a pair of lines so that they
form a cross occupying the object's top-right quarter:
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(setq nelrl
(view-Iayout : subvi.eus

(list (liae)
(1ine :slope -1 :intercept 1))

: positions
(list (na.ke-region .5 1 .5 1)

(nake-region .5 1 .5 1))
:dras? t))

The disadrantages of Quail are the fact that it is based on the MCL environment
and its lack of documentation. MCL is not a familia,r environment for ma,ny users
and Lisp is arguably one of the more difficult to come to grips with. The fact that
Quail is ouly available for the Macintosh further decreases its potential audience.

The lack of documeutation makes it very difficult to take advantage of the power
of the system or even to determine what is possible. While it is a simple matter
to dumbly perform the provided exarnples, there is not enough explanation of how
these exarnples work for users to be able to develop ideas of their own.

There is a subtlety to this problem. In any sofiwa,re package, there is an internal
implementation which the user does not see and does not need to know anything
about to use the softwaxe, and there is an external interface which the user must
know as much as possible about in order to use the software. In a software package
which has a cul, the distinction is quite obvious; the implementation is a body
of code written in a prograrnming language (e.9., C) and the interface is a set of
windows, menus and dialogs. In Quail, the implementation is in Lisp and there is a
lispbased command-Iine interface (in addition to a cut). The advantage of this is
that the user has access to all of the power of general Lisp expressions for forming
commands to seud to Quail. The disadrrantage is that it is difrcult to distinguish
the boundary between the implementation a.nd the interface. I a^rr not suggesting
that documentation is required for all of the Lisp code in Quail (implementation
and interface), just that more ocplanation is required of the Lisp code that makes
up the Quail command-line interface-

This problem has the greatest impact on users who wish to use Quail to ex-
periment with new graphical images. An associated problem is the fact that there
appears to be several difiereut ways of performing any one task. For example, link-
ing plots requires a quite diferent approach than linking a needleslider and a piece

of text, and combining objects within a plot is quite different from combiuing ob-
jects with;n a view-layout. This difficulty is greatly exacerbated by the fact that
neither method is clearly explained, but it is easier for the user to work with a
system in which there is 3 single, straightforward way of performing a particular
task (e.g., linking objects or combining objects together). This important aspect of
extensible software is addressed in Chapter 3.

1.3.4 Pictor
Pictor (Wilks, 1994a, 1994b, 1996) is a statistical graphics system implemented in
.9. In Pictor, graphs are hierarchical collections of graphical objects called grobs.

For example, a simple scatterplot consists of a number of points, two axes, and a
box to go a^round the points. Each ilds consists of a number of tick-marks and a
label (see Figure 1.1).

The difierent components are combined together in sensible ways by specifying
constroints between them. Each groD has a coordinate system and a bounding box.
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Figure 1.1: A hierarchy of groDs to represent a simple scattqplot in Pictor

It is possible to specify a lirnited number of constraints between the coorrtiqate
systems of two groDs and between the bounding boxes of any two grobs- F'lor exa,rrple,
the constraint,

constraiut(rtxexacttt, f, n
specifies that, in the horizontal direction, the coordinate systems of i and l exactly
match (this can be used to make sure that the x-axis and the points in a simple
scatterplot use the same coordinate system). The following constraint specifies that
the right side of the bounding box of i is horizontalty aligned with the left side of
the bounding box ofj:

constraiat('tbmatch", d, j, 11 0)

The arrangement ofgraphical objects in a hierarchy turns out to have some other
useful applications (especially in relation to customisation and extensibility); these
are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 3 also considers the use of constraints
within statistical graphics and demonstrates the usefriness of completely general
constraints. An alternative way of expressing the arrangement of the components
of a plot is outlined in Chapter 4.

1.3.5 XLispStat
XlispStat (Tierneg 1990) is a statistical package with a particular emphasis on the
development of new, especially interactive, graphical techniques.

XlispStat is based on the XLISP dialect of Lisp (Betz, 1985) and includes an ob-
ject system. Plotting commands create a window containing a graph and return an
object representing the graph window. For exarnple, the following commands gen-
erate a scatterplot of some ra^ndom normal values and store the object representing
the scatterplot in the symbol called ny-plot:

(setf x (uornal-rand 10))
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(setf y (uo:mal-raad 10))
(setf rny-plot (plot-points x y))

The object representing a graph can be sent a message to perform modifications
to the graph. Fbr example,

(send roy-plot :abline 0 1)

adds the liae y : c to the plot. The following message tells the plot to change the
number of tick-marks on the x-a,:<is to 7:

(send ny-plot :x-axls t nil- 7)

The object-oriented nature of XlispStat m*urs that new objects can be derived
from existing objects. This means that the behaviour of the new object in response
to messages is exactly the sa.me as the object it is derived from. For e<ample,
the standard graph objects (scatterplots, histograms, and boxplots) are all derived
from an object called graph-proto which defines all sorts of useful behaviour that
most graphs need (such as drawing an a:cis when the object is sent a :x-eris
message). The new object can override the behaviour of the object it is derived
from by specifying its own behaviour for a particulax message (this is called writing
a method for the new object). For exa,mple, the scatterplot, the histogra^m, and the
boxplot all behave differently to the :add-polnts message because they each have
their own method for this message.

The a.rnount of work required to produce new sortsof plots depends upon how
diferent the new plot is from the existing XlispStat objects-a la,rger number
of differences will require writing more special methods. A reasonable amount of
progra.mming sophistication is required to fully exploit the power of XlispStat.
An alternative paradigm for extensible graphics, which requires less programmer
sophistication, is described in Chapter 3.

1.3.6 XGobi
XGobi (Swayne and Cook, 1990) is a stand-alone statistical graphics package avaii-
able for the X Window environment. XGobi provides standard 1- and 2-dimensional
graph, but its speciality is visualisations of high-dimensional data. These include
automatic animated oisualisations such as grand tours (Cook, Buja, and Cabrera,
1995) and interactive methods where the user manually controls the projection of
eadr variable into two dimensions (Swayne, Cook, and Buja, in press).

XGobi also implements brushing (selecting points by clicking the mouse or drag-
glng a recta,ngula,r region with the mouse) and linked graphs (e-9., brushing points in
one graph also selects corresponding points in another graph which shows the same
data). The package is very uptodate, especially with respect to high-rtimensional
data-visualisation a.nd certain dynarnic graphica.l techniques, but it is primarily a
tool for exploratory data analysis rather than for producing presentation-quality
output and it is not extensible (i.e., users cannot use it to further experiment with
new visualisation techniques).

The most important aspect of XGobi with respect to this thesis is the fact
that it is a stand-alone graphics package. The adrrantage of this design is that
the sophisticated graphical capabilities of XGobi ca^n be made available to any
statistical package (and the sophisticated statistical a^nalysis capabilities of other
packages become available to XGobi).

There are a number of wavs in which XGobi can cornmunicate with other soft-
ware packages:
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r XGobi can import and export ASCII files, allowing it to use data exported
in this format from other software and provide data for other software which
can import this format

o xGobi can be run from s, in which case data is automatically sent from .9 and
XGobi exports data in the ,9 format directly into the current S data directory
(Swayne, Cook, and Buja, 1992).

r a small number of programs (control panels) exist which run ,s (invisibly apart
from the 5 graphics window) and one or more XGobi processes. These com-
municate with S using uux inter-process communication (pressing a button
on a control panel sends a specific command to sand the result from .gis cap-
tured by the control panel) and run XGobi processes using the data obtained
from ,S (Swayne, Buja, and Hubble, lggl)

o XGobi can also be used in conjunction with ArcView (Symanzik, Majure, and
Cook, 1997)and XploRe (Symanzik, Klinke, Cook, and Lewin, in press) using
RPC (Remote Procedure Call) technology. This allows the difierent software
packages to send complicated requests to each other as well as raw data.

Communication between statistical graphics software and other software pack-
ages becomes more problematic if the graphics software is extmsible (i.e., new
graphics capabilities can be added at run-time). This problem is addressed in
Chapter 3.

1,.4 The Structure of this Thesis
The research reported in this thesis is mainly concerned with the following issues:

o the ease'of-use of statistical software-in what ways ca^rr statistical software
be made even more convenient ?

o the customisation of graphs-is there a limit and should we go there ?

r extensibility-how can this be provided and how can it be made less scary ?

I the compromise between power and couvenience-can we have both and if so
how ?

During the course of the research various new ideas were experimented with in
three separate prototype software modules. Chapters 2, J, and 4 describe these
sofbware modules. These chapters describe work which involved a good deal of
prograrnming. The thousands of lines of raw code are not included (for obvious
reasons), but every attempt is made to provide sufrcient explanation for each system
by describing each programming task at several levels of complexity: the design of
the software is given to convey the intended behaviour of the system; details oi the
implementation are provided to demonstrate how the design goals were achieved;
reference material is included to describe the user interface of the software; and a
user's guide provides a brief tutorial of the system and provides an opportuuity to
show off the importa^nt features.

Chapter 5 describes fruther work, which has a more practical aspect. implement-
ing various graphical features in the .R system and the final chapter discusses the
overall themes of the research and suggests further directions.
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Chapter 2

Simplisp

Suppose that a number of childreu are given a test and their scores are graphed on
a scatterplot as a function of their eges (see Figure 2.1).

There is a suggestion of more than one trend in the data so a 3D plot is created
to plot the data against geuder as well (see Figure 2.2).

The number of tick-marks on the y-axes is reduced to three to reduce the clutter
on those axes (see Figue 2.3).

The 3D plot shows that there a,re two distinct trends: the scores for boys im-
prove slowly at first and then rapidly, while the scores for girls do the reverse. fio
emphasise this distinction, the symbols for boys are coloured blue and the symbols
for girls are coloured pink. The appropriate ticJ<-mark labels are also coloured. (see
Figue 2.4).

FinallS the label on the gender a:ris is reoriented and repositioned in 3D so that
it can be read more easily (see Figure 2.5).

oge

Figure 2.1: A simple scatterplot.

t2
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Fignre 2.22 A scatterplot aod a 3D plot togethe'r ou the same page.

Figure 2.8: The plote in Figure 2.2 with the y-axis uodified-
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Figure 2.4: The plots in Figue 2.3 with
nark labels modified.
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Figure 2.6: The 3D plot in Figure 2.4 with the x-axis label relocated in 3D.

This exarnple of a statistical graphics session may appear quite straightforward
(and it should), but it illustrates several basic features that are not arnailable in most
statistical graphics software. First of all, it is often not possible to freely mix 2D and
3D graphs-they a^re treated as quite separate entities. Secondly, it is usually not
possible to perform the same modification on several graphs at once. For exarnple,
if a page contains several graphs, all of which have the sa,rre y-arcis, it would be
usefirl to be able to modify a feature of the y-a:cis for all graphs at once, rather than
having to repeat the modification for each graph. Thirdly, it is often not possible to
modify the characteristics of individual components within a plotting element (e.g.,
the individual symbols within a series and the individual tick-marks within an axis).
Fourthly, interaction with a 3D graph is often inferior to the interaction possible
with a 2D graph. For example, it is not usually possible to select the elements of
a 3D graph with the mouse. Similarly, the arnount of customisation is typically
inferior for 3D graphs. For example, there is often less control over the appea^rance
of the il(es on a 3D plot. FinallS although modern statistical graphics software
often boasts about how much graphs can be customised, there is not a complete
freedom to modify all of the components of a graph in any possible way.

The experimental software described in this chapter is designed to provide the
features mentioned above.

This chapter describes the Simplisp statistical graphics package. There are six
sections: the first section introduces the issues that motivated the development of
Simplisp and describes the aims of the project; the second and third sections give
an outline of the overall design of Simplisp and how that design was implemented;
the fourth section provides a reference for all of the functions available to the user
in Simplisp; the fifth section provides a brief tutorial on how to use the system and
shows examples of what can be achieved with Simplisp; the sixth section discusses
how well the aims of the project were met.

oge
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2.L Aims

2.1.L Fully incorporating 3D graphs

All modern statistical graphics software provides 6ome sort 6f thse-.limensional
(3D) $aphing facility.

In many cases, a 3D plot is provided for data inspection. For exa,mple, by rotat-
ing a 3D plot it is sometimes possible to identify simple relationships between thre€

variables. I-u these cases, the graph tends to have a very basic structue, for exa,m-

ple, the ilces may have labels, but no indication of scale. However, when the graph

is a static (non-interactive) image (for exa,mple, when the user has interactively dis-

covered an interesting view of the data and wants to generate a presentation-quality
graph of that view) there is more use for the normal trappings of a graphical image

(e.g., ticks and labels, text annotations, legends, and so ou).
The capabilities for modifying and annotating a 3D graph are typically inferior

to those for a 2D graph. F'lor exa,rrple, the control of anes, positioning of labels,

or the selection of data-symbol type may be less flexible or even missing for a 3D

graph. Also, there is typically no facility for placing new objects within the 3D

scene. For example, a text annotation might be positioned with respect to the 2D

projection plane, but not with respect to the original 3D scene.

Part of the motivation for the Simplisp package was the desire to allow the sa^rre

amount of control over a 3D graph as a 2D graph and to investigate the potential

for making use of the extra dimension to provide an even greater a.mount of control.

2.1.2 Accessing every detail of a graph

The developers of early statistical graphics software were able to provide users

with convenient and (compared to pen and paper) fast tools for producing simple,

sta,ndard graphs. However, they were constrained by the speed and size (memory-

wise) of their technology (and the technologr that the user was likely to have) so that
they could not provide the user with a great deal of control over the structure of the

final graph (e.g., old character-based SAS graphics). As software and hardware have

improved, the emount of control that the user cAn exert over the final appearance

of a graph has increased dramatically. How much control does the user require ?

lll
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Figure 2.0: A utemperaturen axis in standard form and with useful customi-
sations.
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consider a graph of the temperature of a body of water over the course of
an experimeut. The graph consists of an x-axis, which indicates the time scale,
a y-arcis which indicates the temperature scale, a,nd a series of data points which
represent the various temperature readings during the experiment. The values of
0"C and 100"C (the freezing and boiling points of water) are significant values in
this context. It would certainly be usefrrl to be able to adjust the scale on the y-Dds
so that tick-marks occur at these temperature values. It would also be useful to be
able to increase the size of the tick-marks at these two temperature values in order
to emphasise them. Even further, it would be nice if the label on the ticft-mark
at OoC could be coloured blue and the label on the tick-mark at r00oC could be
coloured red (see Figure 2.6). The point is that it is not very difficult to think of
a situation in which there are good reasons for being able to control the look of a
graph right down to the level of graphical primitriyss (lines and text).

Some packages do allow, in one way or another, the user to access the very lowest
level of graphic primitives from which a graph is constructed. For exanple, SAS
allows the user to invoke a graph editor which converts the graph into lines and text.
Similarly, S-Plus graphs can be exported as lines and text, in a format that allows
them to be loaded into the xfig program so that an S-plus graph can be edited,
as lines and text, in an arbitrary manner within xfig. One problem with most of
these systems is that the low-level editing facility is not properly integrated with the
high-level 6raphinC facility; the graph is constructed from a highJevel description
and then must be converted into some other format for low-level editing and/or
annotation. A major disadvantage of this approach is that there is typically no way
to reverse the process and convert a graph from the low-level format back to the
original high-level format. This means that further modifications of the highJevel
description of the graph are uot possible (unless the graph is created again, but
that will lose all of the lowJevel morlifications !). A goal for the Simplisp paclcage is
to have a single integrated system for constructing and editing graphs at any level
of description.

Another problem with many systems is that control is available at the highJevel
(e.g., the number of tick-marks aad the shape of data-points) and at the low-level
(i.e., the modification of graphic Frimitrly".;, but not at intermediate levels of de-
scription. For example, it is not usually possible to specify the characteristics of
an individual tick-mark. This is not a matter of modifying the low-level primitives
(the line and text that make up the tick-mark), rather it involves modifying the
description of the tick-mark as a whole. Another motivation for the Simplisp pack-
age is to investigate how to provide control over intertnediote-leael features of the
graph, such as the direction and size of each individual tick-mark.

2.L.3 Sharing elements between graphs
It is common to generate a number of quite similar graphs at once. For exa^rrple,
in the presentation of the results of a.n experiment involving a small number of
subjects, the results of each subject may be plotted on a separate graph. For the
purposes of comparisou, the graphs may be identical in all respects (axes. legends,
and so on) except the data (series of points and lines). In such a situation, it is
tedious to have to specify the sa,rre details such as numbers of tick-marks and ranges
on axes for each graph.

In a commandJine system, the problem is relatively easily overcome by retaining
the text of the command which produces the appropriate plot and simply modifyin!
the data to be plotted each time. If the system allows it, the appropriate graph
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format can even be included in a function. For exarnple, in S-Plus, the following
functiou creates a graph with constant a:res, but difierent data points depending on
the value of c and 3l that are passed to it:

std.plot <- function(x, y)
{

plot(x, y, xlin=c(O, 10), ylin=c(1, 100),
xLab=ttSessiontt, yJ.ab=ttScore tt )

)
In an event-driven system, a new graph is created with default settings, whictr are

modified via dialogs at creation time or subsequently by double'clicking appropriate
areas of the graph. For the purpose of creating several similar graphs, some systems
(e.g., SigmaPlot) allow a graph to be saved as a template so that further new graphs
created from this template have the template settings as their default settings.

A more serious problem arises when, having set up a number of graphs which
all have similar settings, the user decides to change one of the settings that the
graphs share (e.9., the number of tick-marks on the x-a:ris). Again, modifying each
separate plot in the sa,me way is very tedious.

Another option is to start again from the beginning. In a command-line system,
the user can modify the recorded commands (or function) and re'enter them, which
is relatively quick and easy. However, in an event-driven system, the user has to
modify the template and recreate each instance. This is a less desirable option
because templates will not necessarily iuclude all of the information about each
graph. For exa,mple, text annotations may need to be recreated.

Another aim of the Simplisp system is to investigate a more convenient way of
sharing information between separate graphs.

2.1.4 3D selection

A convenient feature of many event-driven statistical graphics systems is the ability
to select elements of a graph with clicks of a mouse, either to highlight data points
on a graph or to popup a dialog for editing a graph element. A problem that arises
in this sort of selection process is that sometimes a mouse click can be ambiguous;
it is not always clear which graph element should be selected. pss gxrmple, if two
graph elements overlap (".9., a text annotation overlaps a data series) and a mouse
click occurs in the overlapping region, it is unclear which elemmt should be selected
(see Figure 2.7).

One solution which is often adopted is to specify a back-tefront ordering of the
graph elements. A mouse click will select an element which is closer to the front in
preference to one that is further to the back. This does mea^n that it is possible for
an element to be hidden, in the serxie that it cannot be selected with the mouse, if
it is completely overlapped by a,nother element which is closer to the front. This
problem is easily overcome by allowing the user to send an element to the back (i.e.,
manipulate the back-to-front ordering; see Figure 2.8).

Unfortunately, the problem is considerably worse in a 3D graph, mainly because
there is much more opportunity for overlaps to occur. This means that it is not
usually possible to select the elements of a 3D graph using mouse clicks.

As part of the full integration of 3D graphs, Simplisp provides a mechanism
which allows the user to select elements using mouse clicks in a situation where
ma,ny elements overlap each other.

L7
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Figure 2,7: Two roctangular grapbical objerts which overl,ap (the aarU-shadea
regioa). A rnouse click in the region of overlap is aobiguous with
respect to which rectangle should be selected.

Figuf,e 2-8: Tws rectangular graphical objects with a back-to-froat orderiag.
In (a) the white rectangle is behind the shaded rectangle. Ia (b)
the white rectangle is in front of the sbaded rectangle.

o)(a)
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2.L.5 Arbitrary Plot Structures
Most statistical graphics software treats a graph as a fairly rigid structure. For
example, a scatterplot typically consists of an x-axis, a y-axis, one or more data
series (symbols and lines), plus possibly a secondary y-ilcis. The software usually
supplies some way of annotating the graph with graphical primitives (text and
lines), but the basic structure is fixed. This rigidity of structure is typically oflset
by the provision of a large range of different structures for the user to choose from.
However, there are inevitably inconvenieut gaps iu sudr a selection and there is no
capability for experimentation with new structures.

The $Plus system provides some flexibility of structure by allowing the addition
of axes, as well as lines a.nd to<t, to an existing graph. However, this system still
has a quite rigid structuring of its coordinate systems, which makes it inconvenient
to, for exanple, add a secondary y-axis with a different scale (e.g., a plot of height
which shows height ia centimetres on the prima.ry y-a:cis and shows height in inctres
on the secondary y-axis).

A goal of the Simplisp system is to allow the user to create arbitrary plot struc-
tures. In particular, the user should be able to add and remove not only graphical
primitives, but also complex statistical elements. F\rrther, the user should be able
to specify arbitrary coordinate systems for different elements.

SUMMARv Simplisp aims to prouiile on integratd enaironment for the production
anil moilification of 2D anil 3D graphs. In porticular, all elements of both 2D and
3D $opll,r^ uill be modifiable anil afill be oble to be selectd asing a mouse. Grophs
will be oble to share elements so that theg can be modified simaltaneously and graphs

will be able to be constnrcted fum arbitmry combinations of plotting elements.

L9
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2.2 Design

The Simplisp system consists of two major coordinate systems: a 3D system for
eonstructing graphical scenes and a 2D system for viewing the scenes.

2.2.1 Constructing a Scene

The units for constructing a scene are called collections. The collections available are
tick-marks, a:<es (x-aces, y-a)cesr and z-axes), data-symbols (xy-squa^res, xz-squares,
yz-squares a^nd cubes), data-series, runes (individual characters), and scripts (pieces
of text).

Every collection occupies spafe in the 3D coordinate system, which is known as
object World Coordinates (owc). For exanple, a script might be centred at the
location (7.4,2.3,0) in OWC (i.e., to the right and above the origin of OWC) with a
width of 0.5 (in the x-direction), a height of 0.1 (in the y-direction) and zero depth
(in tbe z-direction; i.e., oriented parallel to the xy-plane of OWC).

The location and size of some collections are not specified directly in OWC
(e.g-, the location of a data-symbol). Instead, the user supplies one or more data
values (a case or a uariable), which a,re used to determine the location or size of
the collection. A case represents a single numerical data value in Data Coordinates
(DC) and a variable represents a list of numerical data values in DC. Flor ocample, a
data-series must be given an c variable and a g variable to determine the locations
of its data-symbols.

A data scole describes a mapping between a range in one dimension of owc
and a range in DC. For ocample, a data scale might map the range 0 to E0 in DC
to the range 0 to 1 in the x-rtimension of OWC. Data scales are used to transform
a data value into a location (or dimension) in Owc. For exa,mple, given the above
scale, the data value 25 is converted to the x-location 0.5 in oWC. Axes use data
scales to determine the labels on their tick-marks. Data-symbols use data scales to
convert the values in their cases into locations in OWC.

2.2.2 Viewing a Scene

The computational methods for presenting a 3D scene on a two-dimensional (2D)
viewing device a,re well-established (Hearn & Baker, 1986; Foley, van Dam, Feiner,
& Hughes, 1990); given an eye'point from which to view the scene and a viewing
direction (both specified in 3D), points in the scene Exe projected onto a plane
which is located at (or just in front of) the eye.point and orthogonal to the viewing
direction. The projection can be parallel (so that parallel lines in the scene end up as
parallel lines in the projection) or it can involve perspective (so that objects which
are further away in the scene appear smaJler in the projection and lines which are
parallel in the scene tend to converge in the projection). The visible portion of the
scene is determined by the viewing direction and the dimensions of the projection
plane.

In Simplisp, a scene is viewed via an output, which is either a window on the
screen or a postscript file (these are 2D surfaces). The link between a scene in 3D
and a view of that scene on an output is provided by an image. An image consists
of alistof collectionstoview, ad,ew (seebelow), aprojection(seebelow),anda
viewport (a rectangular region on the output surface). A view defines a viewing
plane, which is a bounded plane within the 3D coordinate system. A projection
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defines how 3D collections are projected onto the viewing plane. Figure 2.9 shows
how the different viewing elements fit together.

There can be multiple outputs open at once. There can be multiple images in
eadr output and the sa^rne image may appear in more than one output (for exa,rnple,

an image can be viewed in a window on the scre€n and in a postscript file at the sarne
time). Similarly, views and projections can be used in more than one image (for
exarnple, there is a default projection whicb performs an ortbogonal projection-
parallel lines in the scene end up as parallel lines on the output-and most images
will just use this). There can be a.rbitra,rily many collections in an image and each

collection may appeax in more than one image (for exa,mple, two images can present

two difierent views of the same scene).

2.2.3 Automatic updating
The Simplisp system is designed so that the outputs a,re automatically updated
whenever an image, view, projection, collection, data, or data-scale is modified.
For example, suppose that an image consists of an x-arcis plus a data-series, both
with the sa,me x-scale. If the x-scale is modified, the locations of data-symbols in
the data-series are updated and the locations and labels of the tick-marks in the
x-a.:ris are udpated and the image is redrawn in any outputs that it appears in.
Similarly, if the c-variable of the data-series is modified, then the locations of the
data-symbols are updated and the image is redrawn.

In this way, the collections in a scene always reflect the current state of the
data, and the views that appear in the outputs always reflect the current state of
the collections.

2.2.4 Selecting with a mouse

If a scene is being viewed in a window on screen? an element of the scene can be

selected by clicking on it with the left mouse button. In addition, the components
of an element can be selected by clicking on the appropriate component when the
element is already selected. For exarnple, if a scene includes an x-a:cis and the user
has clicked on the axis to select it, then a click on one of the tick-marks of the a:cis

will select just that tick-mark. This refinement of the current selection is effective
down to the level of graphical primitives. For exa,mple, having selected a tick-ma.rk
on an axis, the user can click again on the label of the tick-mark ia order to select
the label.

It is possible to navigate from a component of an element back up to the element
by clicking anywhere with the right mouse button. For exa,mple, having selected
one tick-mark on an axis, if the user clicks with the right mouse button, the entire
axis is selected.

suMMARr, A graph is constntcted by creoting a nurnber ol 3D plotti,ng elements
(celled collections) and grouping thern together within an im,age. The graph is uiewed

by creating a 2D output and specifuing a uiew and o projection which describe a
mapping of the plotting elements in 3D onto the 2D surlace of the output. Plotting
elements can be selectel with mouse clicks within an output. Modificotions of data
ore automaticolly propagsted to dependant plotting elements ond modificotions to
plotting elements autornaticnlly trigger a redrnw on appropriate outpuk.

2T
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Figure 2.9: The riewing elements of the Simplisp system.
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2.3 Implementation
Simplisp was implemented in Common Lisp (Steele, lgg0; Tata^r, 1987; in partic-
ular, CMU Common Lisp, hereafter cMUcL; Maclachlan, 1992), using cLos (the
Common Lisp Object System; Steele, 1990; Keene, 1989). cMucl, was chosen be'
cause it provides an interpreted environment which has many advantages for the
development of softwa^re; it is easy to develop small code'fragments, it provides a

command-line interface for free (even if the Lisp notation takes a little getting used

to), and it allows the system to be extended at run-time.
The object-oriented programming paxadigm was also chosen for the adva^ntages

it provides in the development, maintenance, and extensibility of code (Rankin,
1995), especially in a graphics system (Hurley and Oldford, 1991; Stuetzle, 1987;

Tierney, 1990).

Appendix A provides an introduction to progra^mming in Common Lisp and
to the features of object-oriented programming. The following sections assume a
familiarity with the material contained in Appendix A.

2.3.L Simplisp Classes

Simplisp is an object-oriented system consisting of a number of classes (types of
objects) and generic functions (messages that the objects send to each other). This
section describes the most important classes and fuqctions within the Simplisp
system.

F\rndar.'entd Classes

There are six fundanental classes within the Simplisp system: the input class, the
output class, the ancestor class, the descendant class, the provider class, and the
updatable class.

The input and output classes a,re the basis for the output devices on which
scenes are ultimately viewed (X11 windows and Postscript files). An output has a

slot containing a list of images. When an output is required to redraw its contents, it
draws each image in this list. When an image is added to an output (i.e., appended
to the output's list of images), that output is also added to the image's list of outputs
(see below). This allows the image to let the output know when it is time to redraw.
Similarly, when an image is removed from a,n output, the output is removed from
the ima,ge so that the image will not cause unnecessary redraws. The output class

defines a method for the generic ping-output function (see below), which draws
all of the outputs image's. Objects which want to signal to an output that it is
time for a redraw call this function. The output class also defines a number of
generic functions for performing graphics operations, such as drawing lines and text
(e.g. , nove-to and line-to). The different classes that are derived from the output
class define different methods for these functions (e.g., the xllwindow class defines
methods for sending drawing commands to the X server so that drawing occurs
on the screen and the postscript-file class defines methods for writing postscript
commamds to a file). Objects which need to draw on an output call these functions.
The input class defines generic functions for handling user input (such as activity
with a mouse or the keyboard).

The ancestor a.nd descenda.nt classes provide the basis for arranging objects into
hierarchies (see below). An ancestor has a slot containing a list of children and
a descendant has a slot for its pa.rent. When a descendant becomes a child of an
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Figure 2.10: The resource classes in Simplisp.

encestor' the descendant is added to the parent's list of childreu and the ancestor
is made the parent of the descendant.

The provider and updatable classes provide the basis for the automatic updat-
ing ofoutput devices. The provider class has a slot sealainiag a list ofdependants;
a provider object represents something that provides information or resources for
other objects, which are therefore dependant on the provider. The updatable class
has a slot containing a list of outputs; an updatable object represents something that
somehow influences what is drawn in an output and is able to alert the output when
a redraw is required. When a provider needs to update its dependants, it calls a
generic function ping-dependaat on each of its dependants. This provides each de.
pendant with an opportunity to make changes in response to changes in the provider.
when outputs are added to an updatable (i.e., appended to the updatable's list of
outputs), the updatablg sallsthegenericfunction add-outputs-to-children. This
allows the updatable to maintain its children's output lists (if it has any children)
to ensure that, for exa,mple, if object A has output O in its output list then all of
the children of object -4 also have O in their output lists. The function is generic
because different types of updatablc have difierent numbers of children, arranged in
different ways. Similarly, if outputs are removed from an updatable, the updatable
calls the generic function remove-ourputs-fron-children. When an updatable is
required to update its outputs it calls the geueric function ping-output for each
output. This tells the outputs to redraw their conteuts.

Resourceo Viewi-g, Inputoutput, and Graphical Classes

Classes which are derived from the fundanental classes can be divided into four
major groups: inputoutput classes, viewing classes, graphical classes, and resource
classes.

The resource classes include the the data-case class, the variable class, and the
font class. All of these are derived from the provider and updatable classes (see
Figure 2.L0), which means that they provide information for other objects a^nd they
alert their outputs when a redraw is required. A data-case is an object which
consists of a data ralue a,nd a flag to indicate whether the case has been selected;
a variable consists of a list of data-cases. Instances of these classes are used to
represent the data to be plotted. A font is an object which contains a description of
how characters are to be drawn. When a data-case or variable or font is modified,
it updates its dependants (by callingping-dependant) and updates its outputs (by
calling ping-output). The first action provides an opportunity for the dependa.nts
to make modifications of their own in response to the changes in the data-case,
variable, or font, and the second action ensures that every releva.nt output device
redraws its contents to reflect the changes.

The viewiug classes include the projection class, the view class, and the image
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Figr-rre 2.11: The viewing classes in Simplisp.

class. All of these are derived from the updatable class (see Figure 2.1.1), which
means that they alert their outputs when a redraw is required. A view object
consists of a description of a viewing plane for viewing a scene (the location, dimen-
sions, and orientation of a plane in 3D). A projection object consists of a description
of how a 3D scene will be projected onto a viewing plane (orthogonal or perspec-

tive). An image object consists of a viewport (a rectangular region on the output
device), a view, a projection, and a list of objects to view; this defines the scene

which is to be viewed and the transformation from the 3D scene otrto the 2D out-
put device. When a^ny viewing object is modified, it updates its outputs (by calling
ping-output)- This ensures that, if the composition of a scene or the way in which
it is viewed is modified, the relevant outputs will redraw their contents to display
the new scene or the new view of a scene. The inage class is difierent from the
other viewing classes because it has slots which contain other objects (the view, the
projection, and the list of objects in the scene). This means that an image object
has some work to do to help maintain the list of outputs for each of these objects.
When an object is added to an image, the image instructs the arriving object to
add the image's current list of outputs to its list of outputs. Similarly, if an object
is removed from an image, the image instructs the departing object to remove the
image's list of outputs from its list of outputs. In addition, the image class defines
methods for the add-outputs-to-children and renove-outputs-fron-children
functions, which pass on changes in the image's list of outputs to the view, the
projection, and the objects in the scene. The upshot ofall this is that every output
in the image's list of outputs also appears (at least once) in the list of outputs for
the view, for the projection, and for each object in the scene. Finally, when an
image is drawn it calls the generic function project-object3D on each object in
the image's list of objects.

The inputoutput classes include the inputoutput class (derived from the input
and output classes), the postscript-fiIe class (derived from the output class), the
xll-window class, and the motif-window class (both of which are derived from the
inputoutput class; see Figure 2.12). A postscript-file object represents a postscript
output file on disk. The postscript-file class defines a method for the piag-output
function (which overrides the method defined by the output class) whictr does

nothing-this means that postscript-file outputs are not constantly updated for
the current state of the images being viewed (the file is actually only created when

the postscript-file object is killed). The inputoutput class has a slot containing
a list of shadows (see below); the shadows represent a mapping between the ob-
jects in a 3D scene and their projections on the inputoutput and a,re used to relate
mouse-clicks on the inputoutput to objects in a 3D scene that is being viewed on
the inputoutput (by galling the generic function pick-object2D). When a shadow
has been picked, the inputoutput calls the generic function select-object2D to
draw the selection. An xll-window object represents an X11 window oa screen a,nd
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MOTTF-WINDOW

Figure 2.12: The inputoutput classes in Simplisp.

Figure 2.13: The graphical classes in Simplisp.

a motif-window object represents a Motif window on screen.
The graphical classes include the collection class, the shadow class, the graphic-

primitive class, and the imprint class. Two further classes are derived from the
graphic-primitive class-the line'primitive and the point-primitive-and two from
the imprint class-the line.imprint and the point-imprint (see Figure 2.13).

The graphic-primitive class is derived from the descendant class (i.e., a graphic-
primitive can have a parent, but no children). Graphic-primitive objecis represent
the basic building blocks for objects in a 3D scene; a point-primitive consists of a 3D
location and a line-primitive consists of a list of 3D locations. The point-primitive
and line-primitive classes define methods for the project-object3D generic func-
tion which perform appropriate drawing operations on the output device specified
in the function call (by calling the appropriate generic functions, such as Bove-to
and line-to).

Collection objects represent more complex objects in a 3D scene. The collec-
tion class is derived from the a.rrcestor, descendant, and updatable classes (i.e., a
collection can have a parent, it can have children, and it can alert its outputs when
a redraw is required). The children of a collection axe other collections and/or
graphic-primitives so that a complex object in a 3D scene is actually a hierarchy or
tree-like structure of objects, with collections at the nodes and graphic-primitives at
the leaves. The collection class defines a method for the proj ect-obj ect3D function
which simply calls the same function for each of the collection's children. When
an image is drawn, the project-object3D call filters down until it hits a graphic-
primitive which actually performs the necessary drawing. In this sense, a collection
is just a group of graphic-primitives. The collection class also defines methods for
the add/renove-outputs-to/f ron-children functions, which pass on changes to
the collection's list of outputs to the collection's childreu. This eusures that the
children of a collection know what outputs the collection is in (so that redrawing

INE-PRIMITI
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Figure 2.14: The collection classes lo Simplisp.

can occur whenever any part of a collection hierarchy is modified).
The impriut class is derived from the descendant class (i.e., an imprint can have a

pa^rent, but no children). An imprint represents a memory of the 2D projection of a
graphic-primitive onto a"n output device. A point-imprint consists of a 2D location
and a lineimprint consists of a list of 2D locations. The imprint class defines a
method for the generic function pick-object2D which does nothing (i.e-, it is not
possible for the user to pick a graphic-primitive). The imprint class also defines
a method for the seJ.ect-obj ect-2D generic function which draws the imprint in a
special selection-colour (by calling the appropriate generic drawing functions).

The shadow class is derived from the a,ncestor and descendant classes (i.e-, a
shadow can have both a parent and children). When a 3D object is projected
onto an output device, a tree.like structure consisting of shadows and imprints
is created whidr mirrors the tree'iike structure of the 3D object; where there is
a collectiou in the 3D tree there is a shadow in the 2D tree, and where there is
a graphic-primitive in the 3D tree, there is an imprint. A shadow consists of a
rectangular boundary and represents a memory of the ertent of the 2D projection
of a collection onto an output device. The shadow class defines a method for the
pick-object2D function which determines whether the supplied location is within
the shadow's rectangular boundary. The shadow class also defines a method for
the select-obj ect2D function which simply calls the same function for each of the
shadow's children. When a selection is drawn, the select-object2D call filters
down through the shadows until it hits an imprint which actually performs the
necessary drawing. Note that there may be more than one tree consisting of shadows
and imprints for each object in a 3D scene (for each collection/graphic-primitive
tree); there will be one such tree for each inputoutput device that the object is
being viewed on.

Collections

The classes which are derived from the collection class represent the objects from
which statistical images can be composed: tick-marks, axes, symbols, series, and
text.
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A collection consists ofboth a description ofthe strueture ofa statistical object-
for example, an axis has slots which describe the number of ticks on the axis, the
text of the axis label, the size of the ticks, and so on-and a number of objects which
represent that structure--for s1a-ple, an axis has a number of tick-mark objects to
represent the tick-marks and a text-primitive to represent the label, and a tick-mark
has a line-primitive to represent the tick and a text-primitive to represent the label.

By having objects whidr represent the structure of a collection, it is possible to
deal directly with a component of a complex plotting element (".9., a single tick-
mark on an axis), because the tick-ma,rk is represented by a sepa,rate object, but it
is still possible to perform useful, convenient, high-level operations on the structure
by dealing with the description of the top-level collection (which then deals directly
with the lowerlevel objects; for exa,urple, modify the number of tick-marks on an
a*is).

A collection is more than just a group of graphic-primitives because the code
for editing a collection (i.e., the code for editing the highJevel description of a
collection) caus€s changes in the children of the collection as well.

Simplisp makes use of vector fonts for drawing text. This me€urs that text is
;just composed of lines and can be transformed like any other element of a graph;
in particular, text can be part of a 3D scene which is viewed from an arbitrary
location. This also means that Simplisp text is actually a collection rather than a
graphic-primitive.

SUMMARY Sirnplisp is implemented in Common Lisp using cr,os. The collution
and primitiue closses, ond the project-objectSD generic function prcvide a basis for
azating an objrct in OWC and projecting it onto a 2D output. The protid,er and
updatable closses, and, the ping-output ond ping-depenilant generic functioru provide
a basis for automatic apdating of collections when ilata is mod,ifid and automotic
redrawing of outputs when collections ow modified,. The shodow and imprint classes,
and the pick-object2D generic fanction support the selection of 3D objects with a
,nouse.
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2.4 Simplisp Reference

ic functions

roale-vectot3D(a y z)

nake-rectangLe (Ieft bottom right top)

data firnctions

edit -var iabLe (uolue-list)
Creates new data cases

uate-var iable (o alae-list)

nodif y-variable ( uclueJist )
Modifies the values in the euristing data cases

variable-max (a ariahle)

variable-u ira.(a ari& le)

functions

couvert-data-to-i"nage (aalue sule)

corvert-irage-to-data( ualue scale)

edit_s car.e_inage_raage r rffiuia 
oa:r)

edit - s cale-data-ra.nge ( scale
&key nin nax)

make-data-scale ( dotd-min dato'mur
&key (inege-rnin 0) (inage-nar 1))
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irrage functious

add-obj ect-to-inage ( objut image)

add-obj ects-to-inage (obi*t-list irnage)

edit- inage -v Leu (imag e $ew)

edit-image-viewport ( image od,euryart)

edit-inage-proj ectiot(imoge proj ution)

nale-inage( &key vieuport vlew proJection objects)

renove-all-obj ects-f ron-inage ( imoge)

renove-obj ect-frorn-inage ( obiect image)

re,nove-ob j ect s-f ron- image ( obj ect-Iist im og e)

inFut/output functions

add-irnqge-to-f ile ( dm age fl,e)

add-irnege-to-niador ( irnoge windw)

kill-postscript-f ile ffle)

kill-x-riador ( uindour )

uaAe-poetscript-f ile ( name
&key (width 595) (height 842>)

nake-x-riadow( &key (ridth 400) (height 400))

pick-obj ect(uindow)

reno-ve-image-f rorq-f ile (imaSe file)

reraove- ioage-f rom-wi-ndon (imag e vinilowJ
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functions

edit-rune- cb.as (rune ehor)

edit -rtne- colour ( nrr e rrrlotur)

edit -rune - f ont ( rane f ont)

edit-nrae-he igbt ( rune height)

edit -rnae-horizontal -alignrnent (rune hjust)

edit-rnne-locatiol(rzne lowtion)
Location is a vector3D

edit-rnae-orieatati.or( ru,ne horizontal ue,rticol)
Horizontal and vertical are vector3Ds

edit-rune-vertical-alignnent (nrae rylut)

edit-nrae-ridth ( rrrne uidtlr)

nale-rrue( ahar loution heiglrt
&key font bsize tJust vjust b.orizontal

verticaL colour)
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- '.eritrt fructiors

edit -sc9i.pt-ehare ( ccrrfo t,cbcr.s )

edit - scri.pt&-colour ( cenip t' eolour)

edit-script-f oot ( cerdp t font)

ed it - s cr ipt -he igbt ( sc ript treight)

edit- s cript-horizontal-alignneut (acript hiwt)

edit-dcrtpt-1o catioa ( certpt lawtiatD
Location is a vector3D

edit-scri?t-orieatatioa(ecrrpi hofuor$al ucrtidl
Hotisq*al aed v€rtical are vscrtorgDs

edit--o. crlpt 161aflss.l-aligmeut ( s wipt aiWt)

edlt - script-ridth ( scnp t uiiffi)

uate-script ( chsrs lwtion height
&Bey font hJust vjust borizootal.

vertisat lrsize cslonr)

L
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r:iak-mark frmctions

edit-t iah-coJ.our( fdo& wlow)

edit-tict-directio:( ti& ilfuectiot)
Diree,tion is a vector3D

edit -t i ct- label- chars Uie* e,lwrs)

edit-ti ck-label -distaD. e (ti& dittwe)

edit-t ick-Iabel -Jont $ick f ortt)

€dir,-tick'1abe1-be igbt,$iek heiglrt)

edit -t i clc-1abeL -horizoltal-ati.guenf ftich h-iwt)

edit-tick-Iabetr -orisutation ( fic& horizffitd vffical)
Hcrriz@tal anil vg.tical aro vector3Es

edit-tick-label-vertical-aliguent ( tdctr u-jucf )

edit -t i ek-label-sidth ui ak wi')

edit-tick-1.€B8tb ( tde& I*gtk)

edit -t ick-origir ( ttc& origin\
Origltr is a vector3l)

natse-ti.ch-nark ( IeWh origin ilhwtion tabel
&key label-f oat La-beI-distaace

label-hJust Label-vjust
Iabel-v'ertical trabeL-Lorizontal
label-heig!f, lebdl-ridtb)
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axis functions

edit-axis-colour ( aris enlour)

edit -axis-f irst -t i ck ( ocis first-tick)
First-tick is a vector3D

edit-aris-1abe1-chars ( asis chors)

edit - axie-label-direct ioa ( ards direction)
Direction is a vector3D

edit-axis-1abe1-distance ( asis ilistance)

edit-axi s-label-f ont ( o,xi,s f ont)

edit-axis-label-height (ads height)

ed i t - axi s - 1 abel -or ient at i ou ( acds hmultij Ii er amultiplier )
Hmultiplier and vmultiplier must be * or - 1. These multipliers specify
whether tbe label orientation is the sa,me as or the opposite of he orienta-
tion of the axis major

edit-axis-1abel-position ( aois position)
Position gives the location of the label as a proportion of the distance along
the a:<is major

edit-axi s-Iast -tick ( axis last-tiek)
Last-tick is a vector3D

edit-axis-nin ( azrs min)

edit -ax is -max ( aois rnao)

edit-axis-nun-ticks ( acis num-ticlrs)

edit -axis-scale ( asis scale )

edit-axis-tick-colour ( asds colour)

edit-axis-tick-direction ( aods direction)
Direction is a vector3D
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edit-axis-tick-label-chars (asis chars-list)

edit-axis-t ick-label-distance ( osis distance)

edit-aris-tick-1ab€1-f ont ( aois /ont)

edit-axis-t ick-Label-height ( ccds height)

edit-axi s-ti.ck-labeL-horizontal-aliganeat ( aods trXust )

edit-axis-tick-label-vertical-aligrneat ( axis rtjust)

edi.t-axis--tick-labeI-orientation (agis horizontal aertical)
Horizontal and vertical are vectorSDs

edit-axis-tick-length ( cris length)

edit-axis-x-of f set ( acls offset)

edit-axis-y-of f set ( aods ofiset)

edit-aris-z-of f set ( asrs offset)

nake-x-axis( &keymia uar scale nrrn-ticks
tick-length t ick-direction
first-tick last-tick
tick-label-cbars t ick-label-f ont
tick-labeL-distance
t ick-label-hj ust tick-Iabel-vj ust
tick-lab€l-vertical
t i ck-label-horlzontaL
tick-Iabe1-height label-cbars
label-f ont Label-direction
label-distance label-position
label-hmrltiplier
label-vuultiplier label-height
label-sidth colour tick-colour
y-offset z-offset)

nake-y-ari g ( ) see nale-x-aris

nale-z-axis O see nake-x-axis
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dats-symbol firnctions

edit -s3rnbe l-so. Lour (lgm bol arlaw).

edit-eyabol-ei?e ( sgrrfuI
&heyxsiae ysize zeiae)

ua&e-daGa-sy-mbol, ( swful-.tgw: ir-aalre gpease beo*e gsize gsize zq&e
tkey x-acale 3r-scale z-scale cs-Loqf)

filrctioas
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2.5 lJser's Guide
Simplisp is not in a state to be distributed publicly so the instructions given in this
section assume that the user is sitting at the author's machines in the appropriate
directory, and the instructions are unabashedly uNlx- and xll-centric. The purpose
of this section is to give an idea of what the user has to do to create a plot and
to demonstrate some of the useful things the user can do; it is also to provide the
arnmunition for a critical analysis of Simplisp's weaknesses.

2.5.1 Getting Started
The fi.rst step is to start cMUCL by typing cuucl at the system prompt. (All further
typing should occur at the Lisp prompt.) Next, Simplisp must be loaded by typing
(load "init.tisp").

2.5.2 Creating a plot
The first step is to generate the data to plot:

(setf x (nale-variable (Iist 1 3 5 6)))

Next, create the objects in the scene. This involves creating a scale for the
x-dimensiou, creating e.n x-axis, and creating a data-series:

(setf x-scale (nake-data-scale 0 8))
(setf r-axis (nake-x-a:ris :scale x-sce'le :y-offset -.1))
(setf series (nale-data-series :x x :x-scale x-scale))

Now, describe how the scene will be viewed (in this case, via an orthogonal
projection onto a viewing plane that is parallel to the x-y plane lthe default] and is
bounded by the specified rectangle):

(setf view
(roake-vier:uindor (na-ke-rectangle -.5 -1 1.S 1)))

(setf proj (nale-projectj.on ni1))

Now, assemble the objects into a scene:

(setf i-nage (nake-image :view view :projectioa proj))
(add-objects-to-inage (list x-axis series) inage)

Finally, create an output device (in this case an xll-window) for viewing the
scene (see Figure 2.15):

(setf ny-wi.ndow (nale-x-sindos) )
(add-i.nage-to-windos image ny-nindos)

2.5.3 Selecting Elements of a Plot
It is possible to access some elements of a plot through Lisp symbols. For example,
various attributes of the x-a:cis can be modified by typing

(edit-axis-labeI-distance x-axis 0.35)
(edit-series-syubol-size series :xsize 0.03)
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Figure 2.15: A Simplisp plot viewed in an Xll wiodow.

The first expressions moves the label of the x-arcis down further and the second
expression makes all of the data symbols naxrower (in the x-dimension).

Some elements of the plot do not have a corresponding Lisp symbol (e.g., the
tick-marks and the individual symbols in the data series). These elements may be
accessed by typing

(pick-object ny-rindow)

and using judicious clicks of the mouse.
As discussed in Section 2-3.1, the elements of the plot a.re a,rranged in a hierarchy

(see Figure 2.16). r€ft mouse clicks (uurcs) select down the hierarchy and right
mouse clicks (nucs) select up the hierarchy. A middle mouse click (rvrrrac) returns
the current selection.

For example, an LMc on the x-a:cis selects the entire axis, and an LMc on the
series selects the series (all of the symbols). Haviug selected the axis, a further lvc
on one of the tick-marks selects the appropriate tick-mark, and a click on the label
selects that (this is called picking a child). Having selected one of the tick-marks, a
further LMc on the label of the tick-mark selects just the label. With a tick-mark
label selected, an RMc selects the whole tick-mark again (this is called picking the
pa^rent). With either a tick-mark or the label selected, an RMc selects the entire axis
again. with the series selected, an LMC on one of the symbols selects that symbol;
an RMc selects the series again. With a tick-mark selected, an LMc on one of the
other tick-marks selects that tick-mark instead (this is called picking a sibling).
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Figure 2.16: The object hierarchy for the plot in Figure 2.15.

An element can be modified by embedding the pick-object call within an
editing expression. For exarnple, by typing

(edit-tick-length (pick-object ny-uindos) .1)

then selecting the middle tick-mark (with a,n LMc on the x-a,xis followed by another
LMc oB the middle tick-mark), then returning the middle tick-mark (with an MMc),
the length of the tick on the middle tick-mark will be doubled. The tick-mark label
is moved down and made larger by typing

(edj.t-tick-Iabel-distance (pick-object ny-ri-udov) . 1)
(edit-tick-1abe1-height (pick-object uy-wiados) . 1)

Recatl that the plot is actually a 3D scene. To demonstrate this, the plot can
be viewed from a different angle by typing

(edit-view vier :borizontal- (/ pi D :vertical- (/ pf 6))

(The plot is now being viewed from a location above and to the right of the plot-
originally the plot had been viewed from directly in front; Figure 2.17 shows the
new view)

The elements of the graph can still be selected with the mouse. For exaurple,
by typrng

(edit-tick-Iabel-orj.entation (pick-object ny-window)
(uake-vector3D 0 0 -1)
(roake-vector3D 0 1 0))

(The label of the middie tick-mark is now in the y-z plane; the other labels are still
in the x-y plane.) Figure 2.18 shows the final image.
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2.17r The plot in Figure 2.15 after uodificatiors to the arcis label and
ceotral tic&.marko viewed from a different 3D location.
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2.1-8: The plot, in Figure 2.17 with the label of the central tidr-naek
rotated in 3D.
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Figure 2.19: The object hierarchy for the graphs iu Figure 2.20.

2.6.4 Sharing elements between graphs
A single plot element may be used within more than one plot. Suppose that the
data from two different subjects in an experiment are to be plotted. The ra^riables
are session-number and score. The data are entered by typrng

(setf eession
(nake-variable (Iist L 2 g 4 S 6 7)))

(setf score-l
(rnate-variable (list 4.5 1.5 3 3.5 1.5 2 3)))

(setf score-2
(nake-variable (list 4,5 1.S 4 3.S 4.5 4 2)))

Two separate plots can be created by typing

(setf plot-1
(nake-i..nage : vierrport

(nale-rect'ngle 0 .25 .5 .75)))
(setf plot-2

(loa&e-iroage :vierport
(uate-rect:ng1e .5 .25 1 .75)))

Eadr plot will have its own data series, but the plots will share the sa^me x-scale
and y-scale, and the sa,me x-a;cis and y-axis (see Figure 2.19).

(setf x-scale (nate-data-sca1e 0 B))
(setf y-ecale (nake-data-sca1e 1 b))
(setf series-l (nate-data-series :N session :y score-l

(setf series-2 (nale-data-series

:x-sca1e x-scale
:y-scale y-scaIe))
:x session :y score-2
:x-sca].e x-scale
:y-scale y-scale))

(setf x-axis (na-ke-r-axis

(setf y-axis (na-ke-y-axis

:scale :-scale
: Iabel-chars "sessiotr number" ) )
:scale y-scale
: label-chars ttscore") )

The two plots are created by assembling the relevant elements together and viewed
in an Xll window.

(add-objects-to-isage (Iist x-a:cis y-axis series-l)
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Figure 2.20: Two plots with sha.red elements.

plot-1)
(add-objects-to-inage (list x-axis y-axis series-2)

plot_2)
(setf alother-windos (nake-x-windos) )
(add-inage-to-window plot-1 ar,other-nindon)
(add-inage-to-rindow plot-2 another-sindon)

Figure 2.20 shows the resulting plots.
Now it is possible to edit the sha^red aspects of both plots at once. suppose

that there are too many tick-marks on the x-alces, so the number of tick-marks is
reduced to three by typing

(edit-axis-aurn-ticks x-axis 3)

and the scores are actually out of 12 (with a minimum score of zero) so the scale
on the y-axes (also used by the series) is modified to reflect the range of possible
scores by typing

(edit-sca1e-data-range y-scale :nin 0 :nax 12)

Figure 2.21 shows the results of these modifications.

2.5.5 Creating Arbitrary Plots
There is no set structure to a plot in Simplisp; Statistical elements can be combined
in an arbitrary fashion. Consider a simple scatterplot of height (in centimetres)
against age (see Figue 2.22).

(setf age (nale-variable (liet 1.3 2 3.7)))
(setf beigbt (nake-variable (list S0 SS ZS)))
(setf x-scale (na}e-data-scale 0 4))
(setf y-scale (nale-data-scale 40 80))
(setf x-axj.s (nake-x-axis ;scale x-scale

:label-chars "AGE (yRS)"
:num-ti.cks 3) )

(setf y-axis (nale-y-axis :scale y-scale
:label-chars "HEIGIIT (CM) "

o2
session
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Fignre 2.2L: The plots in Figure 2.20 after modifcation of the shared ele-
ments.

AGE (YRS)

Figure 2.222 A, scatterplot of height (in ceutimetres) against age (in years).

:aun-ticks 3))
(setf series (rnate-data-series :x age :y height

:r-scale x-scale
:y-scale y-scaLe))

(setf plot (nale-inage))
(add-objects-to-i^nage (list x-axis y-axis series) plot)
(setf siudon (nake-x-window) )
(add-inage-to-nindow plot window)

It would be usefirl to have a secondary y-arcis which indicated the height in
inches. Such an CIcis will have its own scale and rely on its location to be coherent
with the $dsting elements of the plot.

(setf y-scale-2 (nalre-data-sca1e 15.75 31.50))
(setf y-axis-2

(nalre_y_axis : scale y-scaLe_2
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Figure 2.23: The plot from Figure 2.22 with new elemeats added.

:Iabel-cbars'THEfGIIT (INCIIES) "
:num-ticks 3
:x-offset 1

: tick-d,irection
(nake-vector3D 1 0 0)

:label-direction
(mate-vector3D 1 0 0)))

(add-obj ect-to-image y-axis-2 plot)

It would also be useful to have a tick-mark to indicate the average age at which a
child begins to walk.

(setf tick-locatiou (convert-data-to-i-uage 1 r-scale) )
(edit-a:ris-l.abe1-disttnce x-a:ris .4)
(setf extra-tick

(rnake-tick-nark .13
(nake-vector3D tick-location 0 0)
(nale-vector3D 0 -1 0)
rravg. raTking agerl
:label-distance .03
:label-hei.ght ,04) )

(add-obj ect-to-inage extra-tick plot)

The first e:rpression above calculates where the tick-mark should be located to
comespond to an ag€ of one yea.r. The second e4pression above moves the a:ris label
away to make room for the new tick-ma^rk. Figure 2.23 shows the modified plot.

In addition to allowing new elements to be added to a plot, Simplisp alows the
user to remove any element. For exarnple,

(renove-object-f, ron-inage extra-tick plot)
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removes the tick-mark that was just added. The secondary y-arcis and any of the
original objects in the plot could also be removed in a similar fashion.

2.5.6 Getting stopped
To exit Simplisp, simply eldt cMUcL by typing (quit).

2.5.7 An Advanced Simplisp Example
This section presents the Simplisp code that will produce the graphs demonstrated
at the beginning of the chapter (Figures 2.1 to 2.5).

;; generate simple scattewlot
(setf win (nate-x-wiudow))
(setf v1 (raahe-vieu) )
(setf i1 (nahe-iloage :vies v1))
(setf x (rnake-variable (list 2 2 g 3 4 4 5 S 6 6)))
(setf y (na-ke-variable

(list 1.1 1.3 3.1 1.3 4.9 L.9 4.4 2.9 4.7 4.S)))
(setf xs (nake-data-scale 1 7))
(setf ys (ruake-data-sca1e 1 S))
(setf x-axis (uate-x-axis :scale xs

:nuu-ticks 4
:z-offset 1

: labeI-chars ttagetr) )
(setf y-axis (na-ke-y-axis :scale ys

: label-chars rrscoretr) )
(setf series (male-data-series :x x :y y

:x-sca'le xs :y-scale ys))
(add-objects-to-inage (list x-axj,s y-axis series) i.1)
(add-inage-to-rsindor i1 win)

;; reposition scatterplot and. add, 3D plot
(edit-inage-vierrport i1 (nale-r"sjangle 0 .2S .S -ZS))
(setf v2 (nale-vieu :windos (aale-rectaagle -1 -1 1 1)

:horizontal (* pi .67)
:vertical (/ pi 8)
: look-at-point

(ma-ke-vector3D .5 .5 .5) ) )(setf i2 (nale-image :vier v2
:viewport

(nake-rect:ng1e .E .2S 1 .7S)))
(setf z (nake-variabLe (tist L 2 t 2 t 2 L 2 1 2)))
(setf zs (rnale-data-sca1e .b 2.S))
(setf z-axis

(rnake-z-axis :sc:'te zs :nun-ticks 2
:first-tick

(convert-data-to-inage 1 zs)
:1ast-tick

(convert-data-to-iuage 2 zs)
:label-chars "gender"
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:label-hmrltipli€r 1

:tick-label-chars
(list "glr1s', "boys',)))

(setf series2
(na&e-data-series :x x :y y tz z

:x-sca1e ls
;y-scaLe ys
:z-scale zs
:data-synbol

'xy-square-syabol) )
(add-objects-to-inage (liEt x-axis y-aris

z-axis geries2)
L2)

(add-irnage-to-wlndow i2 sin)

;; moitify eommon y-ads
(edit-axis-$ro:ticks y-aris 3)

;; ?.olour sgnbols anil tick-morhs
(edit-syubol-colour (pick-object sin) _blue_)
(edit-syubol-colour (pick-object nin) -pink-)(edit-script-coLour (picl-object rrin) -blue-)(edlt-script-colour (pi,ct-object sis) -pink-)

;; reposition z-aais lobcl in 8D
(edit-script-orieatatioa (pick-obj ect ria)

(nate-vector3D 1 0 0)
(ua.ke-vector3D 0 1 0))

(edit -script-horizontal-alignnent (pi ck-obj ect !dn)
_right_)
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2.6 Results and Conclusions
This section discusses how well the design a^nd implementation of the Simplisp
system met the aims that were set out in Section 2.1. As well as pointing out the
useful and successful features of the system, there will be a critical analysis of the
system's weaknesses.

2.6.1 3D-based graphics

All plots io Simplisp are created in 3D. With this approach, a standard 2D plot is
just a special (simple) sort of 3D plot; a standard 2D plot is created by assembling
a scene with components in the x-y plane and viewing the scene (via an orthogonal
projection) through a viewing plane which is parallel to the x-y plane- Because
there is only one type of plot, with 2D and 3D merely representing difierent ways
of viewing the same type of scene, anything that can be done with a 2D plot can
also be done with a 3D plot.

The major advantages of this approach are:

o 3D axes have all of the flexibility of 2D a:ces. For exa^rnple, it is possible to
specify the range and number of tick-marks on 3D axes.

o the elements of a 3D plot can all be selected with the mouse. For exarnple, it
is possible to select and modify the label on a 3D axis.

o it is possible to annotate agraph in 3D. Fbr exa,mple, a label can be positioned
at the 3D location of a data-symbol.

one problem that was eocountered with this approach was that, by forcing all
plots to be 3D, the set of possible operations on a plot was constrained. In particular,
whereas normally it is possible to click-and-drag an object in a 2D image, this is not
possible (or is at least very complicated) in a 3D image. The problem is that a drag
ia 2D converts to an anbiguous motioD in 3D. Oae solution would be to convert
the 2D drag into a 3D motion that is parallel to the viewing plane; this would make
sense in a 2D plot (where the viewing plane is pa"rallel to the plane in which all
of the plot elements are located), but could produce quite biza^rre and frightening
results in a general 3D plot where the viewing plane is at an angle to all of the
major a:ces and there may be a perspective projection operating. In some special
cases, where an obvious plane of reference exists (e.g., the author has implemented
dragging with the mouse in a 3D chess progra,m, where the chess board provides a
convenient reference plane), there may be a sensible conversion from 2D dragging
to 3D motion, but there appears to be no obvious general solution.

Another problem with this approach is that the creation of a 2D graph becomes
as complicated as the creation of a 3D graph (see Section 2.5). For example, it
is necessary to specify a viewing plane in 3D in order to view a simple 2D plot-
This problem is mostly a matter of there being a deficit of user-support in terms of
high-level functions. At the moment, Simplisp is like a workshop full of weird a^nd
wonderful tools; it could be made to be a lot more like a friendly, helpful s1s6[anig.
If it is easy to create a 3D plot then the user is unlikely to complain that it is ,,as

difrcult" (as easy !) to create a 2D plot.
Finally, there is an efficiency price to pay for the everlthing-i+.BD approach- It

is slower to perform the projections of3D objects onto a region ofa 2D device than
it is to simply transform an inherently 2D image into a particular region of a device
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(although more and more computers now include support for 3D transformations
in hardware).

Overall, Simplisp was a success in terms of providing an equal treatment of 2D
and 3D graphs. Unfortunately, this equality not only involved raising the stature
of 3D graphs (e.9., allowing mouse access to elements of a 3D graph), but also
diminishing the stature of 2D graphs (i.e., not allowing elements to be dragged
with the mouse). Perhaps the best solution would be a separate approach for 2D
and 3D graphs, although Simplisp demonstrates that the functionality of 3D graphs
can be much closer to that of 2D graphs than is often the case. In the software
described in the next two chapters, only 2D graphs are developed; 3D graphs would
be developed as a separate case.

2.6.2 Accessing every detail of a graph

A plot in Simplisp is composed of an arbitrary combination of plotting elements
(e.g., a:<es and data series). The fact that plotting elements (right down to individual
tick-marks and individual data symbols) can be created separately from any overall
plot structure and added directly to a graph (image) introduces a high degree of
accessibility. Fbr example, if a plot is constructed by creating an x-a:cis and a
data series separately from eadr other (but with shared scales for coherence) and
adding them to the same graph, the a:cis and the series are both accessible to the
user (through Lisp symbols). This is in contrast to a system which only allows the
user to create an entire plot, which conttins a high-level description, including a
description of the a"ris and the series, and the user can only modify the axis or series
through the high-level description contained in the plot. The diference is like the
difierence between doing something yourself (Simplisp) and asking someone else to
do something for you (with the risk that he or she may decide that you actually
wanted something other than what you asked for).

Also, more complex plotting elements in Simplisp (such as axes) are not just
elements with a more complex description. They also consist of components which
represent the element's underlying structure. For exarnple, an arcis consists of a
description which specifies the number of tick-marks on the acis, the label to be used
and the relative positions of these things; an axis consists of a number of tick-mark
objects, plus a text object (for the label). This allows the user to interact directly
with lower-level elements which are part of a higher-level element (e.g., modify the
colour of a single tick-ma^rk on an a:<is). This is in contrast to a system in which
plotting elements only consist of the description of the element's structure. In such
a system, the user is restricted to the modifications which are allowed through the
high-level description.

Some systems (e.g., SAS, Splus) do provide a quite detailed description of plot-
ting elements (e.9., it is possible to specify a separate colour for each tick-mark on
an axis), however, that sort of approach can become unwieldly quite quickly; the
amount of description gtows rapidly for more complex plotting elements (e.g., a
scatterplot must have such a list for each axis); this becomes manifest in a large
number of complicated dialog windows or a long list of complicated paxameters for
creating and editing complex plotting elements. By having a separate object to
store the relevant description of each component of a plotting element, the detail
is available, but it is spread out and located where it is most usefirl rather than all
being squashed into the high-level description (although see below).

One problem is that of accessing plotting elements which are not top-level ob-
jects. A toplevel object is one which has a Lisp symbol. For exa.urple, consider the
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plotting elements created by the following code:

(setf ny-axis (nake-x-axis))

This command creates an x-axis object which is associated with the Lisp symbol
ny-axis. The comma^nd also creates a numbet of tick-nark objects, and a number
of script objects (the tick labels) none of which are associated with any Lisp
symbols. It is possible to access the x-axis object via the command-line using the
Lisp symbol, for exa;rrple:

(edit-axis-nun-ticks ny-axis 7)

However, it is not possible to access any of the tick-rnark objects or the script
objects because there are no corresponding Lisp symbols. These objects are acces-
sible via the mouse, but it would also be useful to be able to access them via the
command-line.

Another problem is that the user is unable to access the very lowest level of
graphical primitives. This is a deliberate decision in Simplisp which is designed
to protect the inherent structure of a plotting element; the user is not allowed to
manipulate the line'primitive componeut of a tick-ma,rk separately from the text-
primitive component (except via the highJevel description of the tick-ma^rk). This
sort of protection--deciding what is best for the user-is, unfortunately, e:<actly the
sort of thing that Simplisp was originally designed to discourage. The user should
be allowed access to whatever detail he or she decides is appropriate.

$implisp is successful in providing access to all elements of a graph by repre.
senting the graph as a hierarchy of plotting components, each with its own identity.
Ideally it would go even further and allow access right down to the graphical prim-
itives. Also, the system needs to provide a mechanism for accessing the elements of
a graph which are not toplevel objects. The software described in the next chapter
retains the hierarchy of components for representing a graph and provides access to
all elements, including graphical primitives, via the command-line.

2.6.3 Sharing elements between graphs
Any plotting element in Simplisp can be used in several images (scenes) at once.
For exarnple, two separate graphs can contain the same x-axis. The advantage of
this is that both graphs can be simulata.neously updated, at any time,by modifying
the shared x-axis object (see, Section 2.s.4). Another use of this feature would be
to generate two different views of the sa,rre scene, by having two sepaxate images,
each with its own view, which contain the sa^rne set of plotting elements.

A disadvantageof this approach is that the graphs which share aplotting element
must be constructed in a piecemeal fashion. pot ocarnple, if two scatter-plots ale
to sha.re an x-arcis then both plots have to be constructed by adding an x-axis (the
sarne one for both plots), a y-arcis, a.nd a data-series (as opposed to constructing
each scatterplot as a single complete entity). In the current state of Simplisp, this is
how any graph has to be created, but it would be possible and preferable to be able
to create graphs in their entirety (see Section 2.6.6 below for further discussion). It
is not clear that the advantages obtained from creating graphs with shared elements
is worth the extra effort involved in creating them piecemeal.

The sharing of objects does not only apply to plotting elemeuts. For exa^mple, a
number of graphs (images) may share the same view. This is usefirl for producing
the same lay'out in difierent plots (see Section 2.6.6 below for a discussion of the
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if (left mouse click)
if (no cunent selectioo)

if (c1ick in top-leve1 object)
select top-level object

else if (click in current selection)
if (click in child of current selection)

select child of curreut selection
else if (click in sibling of current selection)

select sibJ.ing of current selection
else if (click in top-Ievel object)

select top-level object
else if (right lrouse click)

if (there is a curreat selection &
curreat selectioa has parent)

select pareDt of current selection
else

tro curreDt selection

Figure 2.242 The Simplisp 3D picking algorithm for selectiag objects with the
mouse.

limitations of Simplisp's layout mec.hanism). Also, data scales, fonts, and variables
can be shared by different plotting elements. These features make it easy to main-
tain coherent coordinate systems between graphs, modify the style of text in many
places at once with a single editing conrmand, and implement features like linking
data symbols (so that, for exa,mple, points which depend on sha.red data can be
selected in multiple plots at once).

The most important aspect of this general sha^ring approach is that, having
composed a graph (or several graphs), the user is able to modify the graph (or
graphs) quickly and efficiently, without having to repeat modifications many times
and without having to reconstruct the graphs from scratch.

2.6.4 3D selection
The fact that Simplisp graphs are inherently 3D, plus the fact that eadr plotting
element consists of a hiera.rchy of objects, each of which the user needs to be able
to select, contributes to a situation where an enormous number of objects in a view
overlap each other. The solution, for selecting these objects with a mouse, is to
select only at oue level of the hierarchies at a time. For example, initially, mouse
clicks only select objects at the top of the hierarchies. With a topJevel object
selected, objects at the next level within that hierarchy can then be selected- This
approach dra^rnatically reduces the amount of overlap between plotting elemmts
and provides a convenient, quick way to access any element of a graph. Figure 2.24
shows the general selection algorithm (assuming at Ieast a two.button mouse or
equivalent).

The selection mechanism in Simplisp does work well for navigating within a
tree-like structure of objects where higher-level objects completely obscure lower-
level objects. There is, however, still a need for being able to perform some sort of
"push-to-back" or "bring-to-front" operation to handle the case where objects at
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the same level-objects which axe not part of the same hierarchy or objects which
are siblings in a hierarchy-obscure each other. This occurs when, for example, a
data series obscures an a;cis in a 3D plot.

2.6.5 Arbitrary graph structure
There is a deliberate attempt in the design of Simplisp to try to separate the ele.
ments of a graph so that they can be created in isolation and therefore combined
in arbitrary ways. For example, a data scale is a sepa,rate object from an a:cis and
a data series; an axis has a data scale and a data series has a data scale, but there
is no requirement that they share the sarne data scale.

simplisp succeeds quite well in sepa,rating the various elements of a plot, but it
does not provide enough of the standard combinations of these elements. There is
a lot of potential for combining elements in novel and interesting ways, but there is
not enough convenience for creating the standard combinations.

By way of analogy, consider a graphics system as providing moulds for graphs.
The user pours data into the mould and, after some careful "baking", out comes a
graph. Some systems only provide moulds for complete graphs; a new sort of graph
requires a new mould. Simplisp, on the other ha,nd, provides moulds for the many
different elements of a graph so that a new sort of graph does not require a new
mould, it only requires assembling the existing moulds in a new way.

The software described in the next two chapters retain the idea of a flexible
graph structure, but provide much more support for diferent plotting elements to
share default information (such as data scales).

2.6.6 General problems
This section discusses the issues that arose during the development of Simplisp that
are not directly related to the initial aims of the project.

Specifying graph layout

It is not very easy to control the layout of a graph in simplisp. A graph is composed
in a 3D world (owc) and is projected onto a 2D world (an output surface). This
projectiou is relatively complicated, involving a projection of the BD graph onto
a rectangular window in the 3D world and then a mapping of the window into a
rectangular viewport on the output surface. The software does all of the number
crunching to produce the final image, but the user needs to be able to have some idea
of what the final image will look like in order ro specify and modify the projection,
window, and viewport for an image. The default window is parallel to the xy-
plane in OWC and is centred on the unit square and the default viewport is the
entire output surface. This means that a graph which is composed around the unit
squile in OWC will nicely fill the output device. It is relatively easy to position the
graph anywhere on the output surface by specifying an appropriate rectangle for
the viewport (although Chapter 4 describes a much more convenient and powerfirl
mechanism for doing this). However, it is much more difficult to specify the location
of the graph within the viewport. For example, in a sta.ndard scatterplot, it is
common not to centre the data region of the graph within the viewport. This is
because there are axes below and to the left of the data region, but not above or
to the right. ConsequentlS there is usually more space below and to the left of the
data region (to accommodate the a>ces). Similarly, extra space is often provided
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above the data region for a title for the graph. This sort of positioning of the graph
within the viewport requires an appropriate specification of the window in OwC.
This is difficult because it is not easy to intuitively grasp how modifications to a
rectangle in 3D will a.ffect the projection of 3D objects onto that window and it is
even ha^rder to intuit how these modifications will affect the location of the projected
image within the viewport. Chapter 4 describes a system which allows objects to
be positioned in a much more simple and intuitive menner.

High-level plot elements

One of the deficiencies of the Simplisp system is the fact that quite simple plots
axe not simple to create. The lack of convenient utiiity functions, essentially a lack
of a user-friendly interface, is part of this problem, but another part is the lack
of high-level plotting elements, such as scatterplots and histogra,ms. Simplisp is
designed to allow the user to escape the restrictions of standard plotting structures
(".9., . scatterplot can consist of more than just an x-axis, a y-a:<is, and a data
series). However, the reason such standard structures exist at all is because they
are so convenient and appropriate for many situations. The lack of highJevel plot-
ting elements in Simplisp is not due to a design restriction (a scatterplot is easily
conceived of as a combination of an x-ocis, a y-axis, and a data-series), but rather
it is due to the implementation becoming too unwieldly.

The first problem is that the description of a high-level plotting element is very
complex. The description of a high-level plotting element often includes a repetition
of some of the description of the components of the plotting element. For example,
the description of an axis includes a tickJength for all of the tick-marks on the
a:cis. Higher-level plotting elements (such as scatterplots and histograrns) tend to
have a greater number of components and therefore tend to have larger and larger
descriptions (as they include repetition for each type of component). This is not an
insurmountable difrculty, but in Simplisp it leads to a la.rger problem.

In Simplisp, each plotting element has a suite of editing functions; one for each
slot in its highJevel description. For exa"'ple, a tick-mark has an edit-tick-
length function correspoading to its :length slot. These functions are responsible
for making sure that the components of a plotting element continue to obey the
high-level description of the element. Fbr exa,mple, the edit-tick-leugth must
modify the length of the line-primitive which represents the tick azld modify the
location of the text object which represents the tick-mark's label to ensure that
the label remains the correct distance away from the end of the tickl. For higher-
level plotting elements, the consequences of editing a description slot can become
quite complicated, especially if editing the component causes it to modify its own
components. For exa,mple, if the user modifies the : tick-length slot of a^n axis, the
a:<js must then modify the : length slot of each of its tick-marks and each tick-ma"rk
must then modify the length of its line.primitive and the location of its label. It
becomes very difficult for the designer of a new plotting element bo keep track of
all of the possible consequences of a single edit.

The software described in the next chapter simplifies the construction of sim-
ple graphs by providing higher-level plotting elements ond solves the problem of
exponential $owth in number and complexity of editing functions by having ouly

@aticredrawingofoutputs.Whenaplottingelementis
modified it must perform appropriate modifications on all of its componerts tlrez force a redraw
of all relevant outputs.
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one editing function for all plotting elements and by automatically handling the
consequences of an editrng action.

Lack of exteneibility

The previous section described how the increasing complexity of higherJevel plot-
ting elements leads to an increasing burden on the developer of the Simplisp system.
If the cost for the Simplisp developer becomes prohibitive, what chance is there that
a user will be able to extend the system ? The Simplisp system does not provide
very good opportunities for octensibility.

The major focus of the software described in the noct chapter is to investigate
an extercible graphical system.

SUMMARY Simplisp successfully incolorutes 3D guptw uith 2D grsphs in terms of
customisation and selection with a, mouse. Simplisp is also sucussful in allowing a
vag high ilegre of eustornisation of graphs anil ollowing a great iteal of fluibitity in
the stntcture of a gmph- The following lutures were onsid,ered uorthy of rctaining
in furtrher software ezpriments: automatic updoting of outputs, tzprcsenting graplls
with hiemrchies of plotting elements, and fluible gmph stnehre. The follouing
feoturzs will be addresseil by farther softwore ezveriments: inryrcaed accessibility to
components of plotting elements from the command-Iine, imprted mechanisms for
sharing default infonnetion between plotting elements, and, grater oppoftunities for
extensibili,ty.
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Chapter 3

Xtend

Suppose that an experiment is to be conducted which will measure the wool produc-
tion of shebp. There will be N sheep, divided into & groups of size n. and each group
will be giveu a different feed. The experimenters hope to determine whether the
different feeds result in difierences in wool production. The statistical consultant
wishes to design a graphical analysis for the experimental data_

First of all, a graph is created which takes two variables-the wool production
for each sheep and a group number for each sheep-and creates a dot-piot of wool
production for each group (see Figure 3.1). This graph allows a simple comparison
ofthe wool production for each group.

Next, the graph is enhanced by adding a special box to each dot-plot. Each
box is centred on the mean of its dot-plot (indicated by a horizontal line) a,nd
spAns one standard-deviation either side of the mean (see Figure 3.2). The saph
now displays crude measures of location and spread to assist in the compa,rison of
the groups (especially with respect to hypothesis testing of diferences between the
mean wool production of each group).

Now, a further dot-plot is added, which shows the group means together and
has a box to indicate the overall mean of the data and a derived measure of spread
between the group mea,nsl . The boxes indicating the mean and spread of each group
a^re coloured red, as are the symbols which plot the group meills in the additional
dot-plot, and the box indicating the mean and spread of the group means is coloured
green.

The resulting graph allows for a quick visual a,nalysis of rrariance of the data.
If the boxes for each group are similar to each other and to the box for the group
me''s then there is no significant difference between the groups (see Figure 3.3). If,
on the other handn the boxes are similar for each group, but the box for the group
means is much bigger, then there is likely to be a significant difierence between the
groups (see Figure 3.4).

The statistical graphics sessions described above may not seem very familiar.
This is because the tasks described above could not be achieved in most statistical
graphics packages. The following points are of particular interest:

1. There is a very loose structure to the graph; a,n arbitrary number of plotting

lTbe F-test staristic is /6 = $, *h"re s2s = nsl and sfru = '?*;*"i. If there is no

difference between the groups, s! is approximately equal to sl' which means that the standard-
deviation of each group should be approximately the same as !/;q.
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Figure 3.1: A graph with a dot-plot per goup.

elements a^re cornbined to create the final graph.

2. At the sarne time, there is a sensible sharing of useful information. For ex-
a.mple, the new plotting elements automatically conform to the coordinate
system of the graph (so that the new plotting elements a,re consistent with
the original plotting elements).

3. The final graph is a coherent, Sntelligent" whole (rather than a collection of
"dumb' components which know aofhing about each other). For exanple,
when the variables being plotted are changed, all of the plotting elements in
the graph are updated for the new data (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Similarly,
if the window is resized, the elements of the graph are resized in a coherent
manner.

4. The graph is constructed incrementally via a series of cumulative additions of
plotting elemeats, where the results of each addition are immediately available
in the graph window.

The goal of the software that is described in this chapter (Xtend) is to create a
system that allows the graphical tasks described above to be performed.

The chapter is divided into six sections. The first section describes the aims of
the Xtend project, the second section outliues the overall design ofthe software, and
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Figure 3.2: A graph with a dot-plot plus a box indicatirg nean and spread
P€r grouP.
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Figure 3.8: A graph for performing an analysis of variance by eye (no differ-
ence between the groups).
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Ftgune 8.4: A graph for performing an analysis of raniance by eye (sigfficaut
difference between groups).
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the third section describes the implementation of that desigu. The fourth section
provides reference material for the system, the fifth section is a simple user's guide,
and the final section discusses how well the project succeeded and where it failed.
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3.1 Aims
The Xtend software package was motivated by a desire to build on and improve the
Simplisp package- Xtend has no facility for 3D graphs, but it maintains the accessi-
bility of plotting elements, the sharing of plotting elements, and the free.structure
of statistical images that were introduced in Simplisp. Xtend focuses on allowing
the user to define new plotting elements to expand the system (extensibility) and
on providing a more sophisticated method for defining new graph structures.

3.1.1 Extensibility
Extensibility-the abiiity to extend a system to perform new a,nalyses-is an im-
portant feature of modern statistical software. An extensible system provides re-
searchers with a basis for orperimentation with new statistical analyses and graphics
and means that such experimentatiea is immsdiately available to practising statisti-
cians (Tierney, 1996). Both the ,9system (chambers, Becker, and wilks, lggg) and
the XlispStat system (Tierney, 1990) provide some degree of extensibility, although
all Sgraphics are static a,nd can only be constructed from relatively high-level com-
mands and XlispStat has a fairly rigid graphics structure which only allows certain
graphical operations to be modifed easily (ultimately anything could be actrieved
because XlispStat includes a complete Lisp implementation, but the effort and
expertise required for major modifications is substantial).

The simplisp statistical graphics system, described in the previous chapter,
adopted a kitset approach to statistical plotting elements. That is, in Simplisp,
a number of basic components are provided from which plotting elements are con-
structed; for example, a tick-mark is a kitset made up of a label and a line, an
a:<is is made up of a number of tick-marks, a line, and a label, and a scatterplot is
made up of two axes, and a data series. The purpose of this approach in Simplisp
was to provide a structure for plotting elernents that allowed the user to access
and modify plotting elements at many levels. UnfortunatelS the creatiou of new
plotting elements (e.g., different kinds of plots such as histograms and boxplots)
was complicated and required a great deal of effort to ensure that modifications
to a high-level description had the desired efiects on the components of a plotting
element (e.g., changing the location of an axis required changrng the locations of
all of the tick-marks, the line, and the label that make up the a:<is).

One eirn for the Xtend system was to provide a simpler pssfuanisn for creating
new plotting elements. This would allow the user to expand the system to include
new plotting elements or even to create new implementations of existing plotting
elements.

3.1.2 Incremental Graphics
The primary usefulness of statistical graphics software is the graphical dirty work
that it performs. For example, the s system (chambers, Becker, and wilks, 19gg)
creates a complete scatterplot full of appropriately positioned lines, points and text
from the simple command plot(x, y).

Many modern statistical software packages also provide the flexibility to con-
struct a statistica,l image in a piecemeal fashion. For example, the S systen creates
a complete plot if given the command pLot (x, y) , but the sa^rne image can instead
be constructed in several separate steps as follows:

par(usr=c(range(x)*1.05, range(y)'r1.05) )
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poj.nts (x, y)
axis (1)
axis (2)
boxo

There is little to be gained from creating the above plot in this incremental fashion,
but tbe finer control it provides is very usefirl for creating images which deviate
from the default layout or structure (e.g., adding a secondary y-arcis to a plot).

Many packages also allow an image to be annotated with further lines, and text.
For example, in the,S system, the command text(2, 2, ilhj. there") places the
specified text at the location (2,2) in the current plot.

In these ways, the construction of a statistical image is similar to the construction
of a^n image in a standa,rd graphics editor; the difference is that, whereas both
types of image can be constructed from simple graphical elements like lines, points,
and text, statistical images can also be constructed from very complex graphical
elements like a:<es and plots.

The Simplisp package allowed novel statistical images to be created by assem-
bling plotting elements in novel ways. However, Simplisp took a very naive approach
to combining elements, forcing the user to perform all of the work in order to make
the different elements in an image consistent (e.g., the user had to specify that an
uris and a data series in a scatterplot used the srme scale).

Another aim of Xtend is to provide much more sophisticated support for com-
bining plotting elements within a,n image in order to facilitate the incremental con-
struction of statistical graphs.

3.1,3 A Stand-Alone Graphics System
In most cases, a statistical graphics system is included within a larger software
package for statistical analysis. The advantages of this approach are obvious (con-
sistency of interface, total sharing of information, and so on). However, there are
also good reasons for producing a stand-alone statistical graphics package. The
advantage for a developer is that it is possible to focus entirely on the graphics
features aad not be distracted by analysis issues. The adrantage for the user is
that the developer has been able to focus on the graphics so that the best possible
graphics system is the result.

The major problem to be solved in order to create a usefirl stand-alone graphics
package is: how does information get from the statistical software to the graphics
softwa^re and back again ?

A simple solution is to write data to disk in a format that both applications can
read (e.g., ASCII text). The Xconr system can be run from S-Plus in this manner,
with both progrzms communicating by writing data to disk (Swayne, Cook, and
Buja, 1991). However, there a^re difficulties with this approacb. In particular, it
is uot easy to synchronise the activity of the two systems. This is a problem if,
for example, the statistical system attempts to modify a data file at the sarne tirne
that the graphics system is using the data fiIe to draw a graph. More sophisti-
cated solutions exist (e.g., Xcont can also communicate with a number of other
systems using uttlx inter-process communication techniques and remote procedure
call technologr), however, these tend to be ha.rdwired solutions to provide for spe-
cific functionality. In an extensible system, it is desirable for the user to be able to
communicate a.rbitra.ry commands to a statistical package and to receive arbitrary
results.
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The third aim of the Xtend padrage \ilas to investigate an alternative method
for communicating between a stand-alone graphics systen and a statistical anal-
ysis package which specifically allowed for arbitrary commaads and results to b€
exchanged.

SUMMARY Xtend aims to buikl on the aselul fatwvs of Simplisp onil overe.ome
some ol its deficieneiec. In porticalai, Xtenil will pmuide an envhvnment whidt
supports incrcmedal eonstnrction ol guphs anil the danlopment of nouel grophi-
cnl etnteturcs. xknil ufll be c stond-atrone gnphice pockage, which mearu thot it
will depmd upon commun'dcation with other sofhlarc packages in otder to perform
statistiul analgses on data.
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3.2 Design

The Xtend system includes many of the features of the Simplisp system, includi"g
automatic updating of outputs and selecting the elements in a graph with the mouse.
In addition, Xtend provides the features outlined below.

3.2.L Constructing a graph
The Xtend system distinguishes between two sorts of components for constructing
statistical images: simple graphical primitives (such as lines and text) and more
complex plotting elements (such as tick-marks, symbols, anres, series, and plots).
Xtend provides a number of predefined primitives and plotting elements; the user
can also develop new plotting elements.

All of these graphical objects exist in a 2D system called World Coordinates
(WC). The locations and dimensions of some plotting elements rely on data rnalues;
scales provide the mapping between data values, which specifu locations and dimen-
sions in Data Coordinates (DC) and the corresponding locations and dimeusions iu
WC (e.g., a scale is necessary for converting a pair of data values into the location
of a data-symbol plotting element in WC).

A graph is constructed by combining a number of primitives and/or plotting
elements together into an image. The image defines a rectangula^r region of wC (a
window) which will be visible. This defaults to a rectangle that is slightly larger
than the unit squa,re (i.e., the squa,re with its bottom-left corner at (0,0) and its
topright corner at (1,1)). This me^ns that graphical objects whictr a,re located in
the unit square wili be visible by default.

The graph is viewed by addi',g the image to a^n output device (".g., a window
on screen or a postscript file). The image defines a rectangular region of the output
(a viewport) within which the visible regron of WC will be drawn (i.e., an image
provides a mapping between a rectangula^r region in WC and a rectangular region
on the output: see Figure 3.5).

viewport

window
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Figure 3.5: The compouents of the viewing system in Xtend.
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3.2.2 Developing new plotting elements
Xtend differs from Simplisp in that it explicitly supports the development of new
plotting elements. In particula^r, Xtend makes public the method used for developing
the predefined Xtend plotti''g elements so that the same method ca,n be used to
develop new plotting elements.

The description of a plotting element in Xtend consists of three parts: a high-
level descriptiou of the element, a list of raw materials for creating the element, and
the rules for combining these raw materials (the relationship between the highJevel
description and the raw materials). For exa.mple, the high-level description of a
tick-mark includes the size of the tick-mark and the direction that the tick-mark
is pointing; the raw materials for a tick-ma^rk are a line'primitive (for the tick)
and a text-object (for the label); the rules for a tick-mark specify the layout of the
line-primitive and the text object (e.g., the direction and length of the line and the
position of the text relative to the line).

xtend allows the user to specify a description for a new plotting element and,
given such a description, the Xtend system ca,n create examples of the plotting
element and automatically maintain the arrangement of the raw materials based on
the current highJevel description of the plotting element (i.e., enforce the rules of
the plotting element).

3.2.3 Combining plotting elements
Xtend allows for an arbitrary graph structure Any plotting element or graphical
primitive can be added directly to an image (e.g., . graph can be created by addrng
an x-axis, a y-axis, a data series, and another data series to an image). In addi-
tion, any plotting element or graphical primitive can be added to another plotting
element. This mea^ns that, for exarnple, a graph could be created by adding a scat-
terplot to an image, then another data series could be added to the scatterplot
rather than directly to the image.

Xtend provides sophisticated support for arbitrary graph structures by providing
a mechanism which a,llows plotting elements to share certain information automat-
ically. when a graphical object is added to a plottilg element, the plotting element
may provide useful information for the graphical object so that it will be consistent
with existing conponents of the plotting element. For example, when a series is
added to a plot, the plot provides the series with an x-scale and a y-scale so that
the symbols plotted for the new series are consistent with existing series and a:<es
in the plot.

3.2.4 Constraints between plotting elements
The Xtend system allows the user to specify arbitrary coustraints between plotting
elements or within a single plotting element, which are then automatically main-
tained by the system. This means that, for example, the yJocation of a line can be
constraiaed to be the average value of a given variable so that if the variable values
change, the y-location of the line will change.

The specification of constraints within a plotting element are importa^nt in Xtend
for specifying the rules for combining the raw materials of a plotting element.
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3.2.5 Communication with R
The Xtend system allovrs the user to send commands to the it statistical environ-
ment and receive the results back h an appropriate format. This means that, for
e:<ample, in order to add a regression line to a scatterplot of two rrariables, a com-
mand can be sent to fi to perform a regression analysis on the appropria,te values
and the result can be used to locate the regression line.

suMMARy Xtenil sapports fleible plafting stnrcturcs bg ollouing plotting elements
to be oombind in arbitrcry ways ond bg provdiling a m,uhoniem lor sharing infor-
mation betwen plotting eJememts. Xtend sapgorts utensibilitg by prodiling a set
of guiihlines for the deaelopmmt of new plotting elements arul by prcviiling a gen-
avl eonshlaint mechanism. Xteail prcviiles statistical-onalysis lunctions bg allouing
ummuniution with the R statislical emfuvnment.
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3.3 Implementation
The xtend system was implemented in common Lisp (see section 2.3) and was
based on the KR (Knowledge Representation) module of the Garnet systen (Myers
et al., 1990).

The KR module was used because it provides a prototype-instance object system
and a constraint system. The prototype.instance object system differs from the
object system provided by clos, which is a class-instance system. In a class-instance
system, classes provide templates from which instances are created and only the
instances are objects. In a prototype-instance system, the prototype is also an
object and may, but does not have to, be used as a template for creating instances.
The prototype-instance system is therefore somewhat more flexible and arguably
more convenient for developing software (Tierney, 1gg0).

A constraint is a relationship between two objects consisting of two parts: the
declaration of the constraint and the maintenonce of the constraint (Iloole and
Blake 1996). Constraints can be implemented in any standard programming envi-
ronment, but in a constraint-based environment, the specification of constraints is
more explicit and the maintenance of the constr4ints occurs automatically, thereby
removing this burden from the programmer (Borning and Duisberg, 1g86).

A KR object consists of a set of sJots, which contain information about the
object. For example,

(create-instarce,prototype-object o
(:s1ot-1 1)
(:slot-2 "s1ot-2"))

creates an object called prototype-object with two slots; the slot : slot-l contains
the numeric value 1, aad the slot :sLot-! ggqfrins the string value "slot-2r.

The value of the slot is accessed using the g-value function a.nd set using the
s-value function. For example,

(s-value prototype-object :s1ot-1 ilslot-l")
(g-value protot5pe-object : slot-1)

)> "slot-1tl
There is no need to specify all of the slots in an object when the object is first

created. U a value is specified for a slot which does not yet exist then the slot is
created. For example,

(s-value prototJT)e-object :unknona-slot S)
(g-val.ue protot)rpe-obj ect : ualnown-s1ot)

>>5

Of course, an attempt to access a slot which does not exist wiil not return a yalue:

(g-value prototJpe-obj ect : another-unknown-slot)
>> NIL

A KR object (an instance) can be derived from another KR object the prototgpe),
which means that the instance will inherit slots from the prototype if it does not
provide a slot itself. For example,

(create-instance , insten ce-obj ect (prototype-obj ect)
(:s1ot-2 2)
(: slot-3 3) )
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creates an object called instaace-object, which is an instance ofthe object called
prototype-object (prototype-object is the prototype for instance-object).
The new object inherits the slot :slot-l from its prototype and defines its own
slots: :sl-ot-2 v/ith the numeric value 2 (it does not inherit this slot from its pro-
totype) and ; slot-3 with the numeric value 3.

Methods can be defined for a KR object and these are also inherited by instances
of an object. For exa^rnple,

(define-nethod :shos-slot-2 prototlpe-object (object)
(print (g-value object :slot-2)))

defines a method called :shon-slot-2 for the object prototype-object which
prints out the value of : slot-2. This method is inherited by the object
instance-object because it is an instance of prototype-object.

A method is run by sending the appropriate message to an object. For ocample,

(kr-send prototylpe-obj ect : show-slot-2 prototlTre-obj ect )
)) ',slot-2'l

(kr-send instance-object :shos-s1ot-2 instalce-object)
>>2

KR does not have generic functions; methods are implemented as slots in objects
and if a message is sent to an object which has no appropriate slot then the object
does nothing.

ff a^n object specifies a method called : iritialize, that function will automat-
ically be run when instances of the object are first created. p61 65sernpl€,

(create-instance tsome-object aiL
(:sLot-1 1)
(:slot-2 2))

(define-nethod : initialize sone-object (the-object)
(s-value the-object :slot-3

(+ (g-value the-object :slot-1)
(g-va1ue the-object :slot-2))))

( create- iust alce, iDstan ce-of - some-obj ect sone-ob j ect )
(g-value instance-of -sorne-object : slot-3)

>>3

A constraint is created by defining a formula in a slot of an object. For example,

(create-iustance trnotber-object o
(: coastrained-slot

(o-fo:rmula (* (gv iustance-object :slot-3) 2))))
defines a new object called aaother-object with one slot called :constrained-
slot which contains a formula that gets the value of :slot-3 of instaace-object
and multiplies it by 2.

The value of : coastrai.ued-slot is calculated from the formula. If the value
of :s1ot-3 in instance-object changes, KR automatically updates the value of
: constrained-sIotz. For exa,rnole.

2strictly speaking, when the ralue of :slot-3 changes, KR sets a flag in all of the slots that
depend on : slot-3, which ia this case is just r colstlaiaed-s1ot. The rnlue of : coastrain€d-slot
is only updated the next time that :con8taai!,€d-slot is accessed. This approach is called lazg
eoahtation (as opposed to @gcf ereluation)
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(g-value enother-object : constrai.ned-slot)
>>6

(s-value iastalce-object :slot-3 S)
(g-value another-object : constrained-slot)

>> 10

The use of the gv function is important. This function returns the value of
a slot just like g-va1ue, but it also sets up the constraint information required
to determine when : srot-3 sftanges. If the g-va]ue fr:nction was used in the
constraint, this information would not be set up and the constraint would not be
maintained. A related function gv1 works like gv except that it accesses a slot in
the object within the object which owns the constrained slot. For exrmple,

(s-value another-object : a.uother-slot
(o-fornula (* 2 (gyl :constraiuea-slot))))

(g-value aaother-object : arother-slot)
>> 20

Another way of automatically performing actions when a slot is modifi.ed, is to
define a KR demon. The sta"ndard demon is called g[s *pre-set-demon*. This is
a function that will be called whenever certain slots in an object are modified. The
slots which the demon works on are specified in a special :upd,ate-s1ots slot in
the object. For exa,mple, the following code defines a function for the demon which
will print out the old value and the new value of the slot which is being modified.

(defun my-demon (object slot new-value)
(Priut (g-value object slot))
(print uew-vaLue))

(setf *pre-set-demon* * rroy-denon)

Now, if any object has one of its :update-slots modified, the demon will be
run. For example,

(create-iastatce raly-old-object ni1
(: slot-l 1)
(:slot-2 "hi")
( :update-slots, ( :slot-l) ))

(s-value any-old-object :s1ot-2 t,bye")
(s-value aay-oLd-object :slot-1 2)

>>1
>>2

(Note that modifying :slot-2 of the object did not cause the demon to be run).

3.3.1 Xtend PrototS4res

This section describes the main KR prototypes in the Xtend system.

F\rnda'n ent al PrototSp es

There are two fundamental prototypes within the Xtend system: the proto-drawable
and the proteupdatable.
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A proto-drawable object has a slot containing a list of drawable children. The
:dran method for protodrawable objects sends the :draw message on to each of
the drawable children. This means that when an instance of proto-drawable is
drawn, each of the drawable children of that instance will also be drawn. Similarly,
the : serect and :unselect methods for proto-drawable objects simply pass these
messages on to the drawable children of the proto.drawable. This means that when
a protodrawable is (un)selected, all of its children will also be (un)selected.

A proto-updatable object has a slot containing a list of updatable children and
a slot containing a list of outputs. When an output is added to an protoupdatable
(usually when the proteupdatable object is added to the output in order to be
viewed), the output is appended to the proto-updatable's list of outputs and the
output is added to ea& of the proto-updatable's updatable children. This is to
ensure that all of the updatable children ofa proto-updatable object (i.e., all ofthe
children which have a list of outputs) know which outputs they appear in; this is
useful for being able to redraw the outputs when the proto-updatable is modified.
For example, suppose that an image, f, consists of a rectangle, .R (both f and R
are proto-updatable objects-they know which outputs they are in-and R is an
updatable child of .I). When / is added to a,ln output, O, the output must be added
to the output lists for both 1 and .R (both ,I and R "appear in" O and if either f
or .R is modified, the conteuts of O should be redrawn).

when anew updatable child is added to aproto-updatable, the proto-updatable's
current list of outputs is added to the new child (and when an updatable child is
removed from a proto-updatable, the proto-updatable's current list of outputs is
removed from the child). For exa,mple, suppose that another image, 12, has been
added to another output, Oz (so the current list of outputs for .[2 is just O2). If the
rectarrgle R is added to 12, the output 02 should be added to the list of outputs for
.R (l? now "appears in" both O and 02 a^nd if "R is modified, the contents of both
O and Oz should be modified).

In Xtend, aJI slots are modified using the same function-edit-slot (see Section
3.3.3) -rather than having a special edit function for every slot of every object so
it is not always possible to detect when an updatable child is being added to or
removed from a proto-updatable (i.e., when object A has slot c which contains an
updatable child and the user morlifies the value of slot c so that it now contains a new
updatable child). To account for this sort ofocclurence, the KR *pre-set-denor*
is defined to perform the correct adding and removing of updatable children. Flor
this to work, every instance of protGupdatable must specify all of its updatable
children as :update-slots (so that the demon will be run); this will be described
for each case below. For example, the rectangle l? has a : coLour slot, which conteins
a colour, c. c is a proto-updatable (it knows which outputs it appears in) and an
updatable child of 8. Flom the exa.mples above, the output list for C contains both
o and 02 (when these outputs were added to .8, they were automatically passed
on to d as well). suppose that the :colour slot of I is modified so that it now
contains the colour Cz- The outputs O and Oz must be added to the output list of
C, (Cz now "appears in" both of these outputs) and these outputs must be removed
from the output list of c (C no longer "appea,rs in" either output). These actions
are carried out by the KR '*pre-set-denou:* because the : corour slot is one of the
:update-slots of B-

The proto'updatable prototype is the basis of all objects which influence the
appeaxalrce of the contents of an output (images, graphic objects, scales, fonts,
and colours). The list of outputs in a proto-updatable represents the union of all
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outputs that the proto'updatable can currently influence. When a proto-updatable
is modified, it is able to direct these outputs to redraw their contents; this is how
automatic updating of outputs occurs.

Outputs

The proteoutput prototype is an instance of proto-drawable. A proteoutput has
a list of images (which are collections of things to draw; see below). The drawable
children of an protooutput are the images in the proto-output's list of images (a
sepaxate list of images is kept so that the proto-output can sever links with its
images if it is destroyed). when an image is added to a protooutput (so that the
objects in the image can be viewed), the image is added to both the list of images
a^nd the list of drawable children and the proto-output is added to the image (so
that the image can tell the proto-output wlen to rejraw).

The proteinputoutput prototype is an instance of proto-output. A proto-
inputoutput has a slot containing a list of shadows (which represent where objects in
the proto-iaputoutput's images were drawn so that the objects can be picked with a
mouse; see below). The :draw method for prot+inputoutputs (which overrides the
method that it would otherwise inherit through proto-output from proto.drawable)
constructs its list of shadows if required (i.e., if there has been a change in any of
the ima8es since the last draw), otherwise it just passes the message to each of its
drawable children (iust like any normd drawable).

The xll object is ar instance of proteinputoutput. This represents an X1l
window on screen. There are a number of methods defined for xll objects to
actually produce lines and text on the screen (e.g., :nove-to, :li.ne-to). objects
which need to produce output call these methods.

fmages

The proto-image prototype is an instance of proto-drawable and proteupdatable.
An image has a viewport, which specif.es a rectangle on the output(s) that the im-
age appears in, a window, which specifies a rectangle in wC, and a list of graphical
objects to vies/. The graphical objects are all drawable children and updatible chil-
dren of the proto-image. This means that, when a proto-image is drawn, it draws all
of the graphical objects, and a protoimage is responsible f61 mainfeining the out-
put lists for all of its graphical objects (i.e., every graphical object in a proto-image
knows which outputs the proteimage has been added to). Graphical objects are
added to and removed from a protcimage via special functions so the proto-image
has no :update-slots (i.e., the protoimage does not require 1[s +pre-set-denon*
to help maintain the outputs for its updatable chil&sr;.

Scales, Forrts, and Colours

The proto-scale, prote-font, and proto-colour are all instances of proteupdatable.
None of these objects has any updatable chitdren (so they have no : update-slots),
but they all maintain a list of outputs. Scales represent a mapping between DC and
wc, fonts represent a style for drawing text, and colours represent RGB codings
of colours. All of these objects serve as sources of information for the graphical
objects that make up an image (see below). They are reliant on the objecti that
use them to maintain their lists of outputs. As updatables, whenever one of these
objects is modified, it will instruct each of its outputs to redraw.
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Graphic objects

The graphic-object prototype is an instance of proto-updatable. All graphic-objects
have a list of images (so that they can sever links with their images if they are
destroyed), a colour, a font, an x-scale, a y-scale, and a line-thickness. A graphic-
object defines the colour, font, x-scale, and y-scale slots to be :update-slots. This
means that, if any one of these slots is modiffed (e.g., the colour of the graphic object
is changed), the KR demon will be run in order to maintain the output lists of the
old value and the new value (e.g., the outputs of the graphic-object will be removed
from the old colour and added to the new colourl this ensures that, ifthe old colour
is modified, it n'ill not unnecessarily update the outputs that the graphic-object
appeaxs in, and if the new colour is modified the outputs will be updated).

The primitive prototype is an instance of graphic-object. This object adds slots
for x, y, width, and height values. The graphic primitive objects-line, rectengle,
a,rc, and char-are all instances of primitive. Each graphic primitive defines a : drar
method which makes calls to the appropriate output to draw lines and text (recall
that the drawing message gets passed down by drawable objects; this is where the
message ends up and drawing actually occurs). Each graphic primitive also defines
a :bound method for calculating a bounding rectangle for itself. These methods
are called in the production of shadows to record where the graphic primitives were
drawn on an output.

Groups

By far the most important prototype in the xtend system is the proto-group. This
object forms the basis of all plotting elements.

Most of the prototypes in the Xtmd system are only for internal use. Specifically,
most prototypes are designed so that the user ca,n create instances of them and can
modify the values in their ocisting slots, but the user is not expected to modify their
structure (i.e., add new slots or remove existing ones; the user is not prevented from
doing this, but the consequences are highly unpredictable). In contrast, the group
prototype is designed so that the user can create instances and modify not only the
values of existing slots, but also the overall structure of the object.

The proto-group object is an instance of the graphic-object and the proto-
drawable objects. This means that: a protogroup has a list of drawable children
(so that when a protegroup object is drawu, arl of its children will be drawn); a
proto-group has a list of outputs (so that, when a protc.group object is modified,
it will ask all of these outputs to redraw); a proto-group has a list of updatable-
children (so that the protogroup will maintain the lists of outputs for those of its
children which a^re instances of proto-updatable).

A group object has a slot containing a list of inherited slots (this list specifies
slots in the group which can inherit values from the group's paxent ;see 3.3.2), a slot
containing a list of private slots (this list specifies which slots cannot be inherited
by components of the group), and a slot containing a list of data slots (this iist
specifies which slots will contain variables).

The : x-sca1e, : y-scaIe, : colour, : font and data slots are all : upd.ate-slots
for a group object.

A group can have any number of slots contai.ing components or lists of items
(components of the same type stored in a list). By default, a group has no compo-
nents or lists of items, but they can be added and removed at any time.

Component slots are added to a group using the add-component function (and
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removed using the rernove-conponent function). This function creates a slot in the
Broup to contain the component and a :parent slot in the component (to provide
a link from the component to the group), and installs geaslreinls ia the inherited
slots of the component to enforce inheritance (see 3.3.2)-

Slots containing lists of items can be added to a group using the ad.d-rist
function. This function creates a slot in the group to contain the list of items, a slot
to contain the number of items in the list, and a slot to contain the prototype object
for the items in the list (ail of the items in the list are instances of this prototype).
Also, a constraint is installed to ensure that if the item prototype or the number
of items changes, the list of items will be updated. As each item is added to the
list of items, a : paletrt slot is created in the item (to provide a link from the item
to the Broup), a ;1ank slot is created in the item (to indicate the location of the
item within the list) and constraints are installed in the inherited slots of the item
to enforce inheritance.

3.3.2 Inheritance
This section applies only to graphic-objects and groups.

u a graphic-object, c, is a component of a group, P, and c occupies slot : c iro
P, and C has an inheritable slot, :i:

1. slot : i will use the value in slot : c-1 of p if it exists, otherwise

2. slot : i will use the value in slot : i of P if it exists and it is not a prirate slot,
otherwise

3. slot : i wiil use its own v:alue.

If c is a list-item of P, and the list occupies slot : cs in p and C is the nth item in
the list and C has an inheritable slot, : i:

1. slot : i will use the nth value in slot : cs-i-1ist of p if it e>cists, otherwise

2. slot : i will use the value in slot : cs-i of p if it exists, otherwise

3. slot : i will use the nth value in slot : i-list of p if it exists and it is not a
private slot, otherwise

4. slot : i will use the value in slot : i of P if it exists and it is not a private slot,
otherwise

5. slot : i will use its own value.

The inheritance of slots provides a mechanism by which it is possible for plotting
elements to be added to each other in an ,,intelligent" way (e.g., when a data series
is added to a plot, it inherits the x-scale and y-scale from the plot so that it is
automatically consistent with the existing elements of the plot).

3.3.3 Edit-slot
The edit-slot macro is essential to the automatic updating of outputs in Xtend.
This provides a wrapper for the standard KR s-va1ue funciion and ensures that,
when the value of a slot is modified, the object whose slot it was is instructed to
update its outputs (which forces any redrawing that may be necessary). If a slot
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is modified just using s-value the updating of the appropriate outputs nill be
unpredictable.

Any changes to the plotting elements themselves (e.g., if the :length slot in a
tick-mark object is modified then the :height and :sidth slots of the lineprimitive
component of the tick-ma^rk have to be modiffed as well) are automatically per-
formed by the constraint system (which ensures that what actually gets drawn is
up to date).

This arrangement means that there is a single function for editing any slot in any
Xtend object, rather than an enorlnous number of edit functions for each different
object.

3.3.4 Rslave

The Xtend system uses fi as a statistical analysis engine (as opposed to being a
graphics engine for the I system). Xtend allows the user to spawn a slave ^f, process
and communicates with this process via uNrx pipes (it is not possible to run Xtend
from the .E system).

The basis for the creation of an .B process and cornmunication between this
process and Xtend a^re three C functions. The c-staRt function creates two pipes
(a pipe is a character buffer with two file descriptors---sne for reading the bufier
and one for writing the buffer, w*g, 1993) and forks the child n process (the fork
system call creates a copy of a process, including all open file descriptors; after the
copy, there are two processes, both of which have fiIe descriptors for reading from
and writing to the two pipes). The parent process (Xtend, or more accurately the
Lisp process into which Xtend has been loaded) closes its file descriptor for writing
into pipel and its fi"le descriptor for reading from pipe2. The child .E process does
the reverse so that the I writes via pipel and reads via pipe2 and Xtend reads
via pipel and writes via pipe2. Also, ,E is fooled into thinking that its std.in and
stdout are pipe2 and pipel respectively. this means that the child R acts pretty
much like aay normal R process (reading commands from stdin and writing the
results to stdout), but the i:nput can only come from Xtend and the output can
only go to Xtend.

The c-send function takes a string message and writes it into pipe2. Xtend uses
this to send commands to .8. The c-Beceive function reads pipel and returns the
characters it read.s as a Btring. Xtend uses this cor.rnand to receive results from 8.
As part of its normal activitg fi reads pipe2 (which it thinks is stdia) and writes
to pipel (whicir it thinks is stdout).

There are also a number of Lisp functions which prepare messages for sending
them to I and evaluate the results which are returued from "R. When the J? process
is first started (using the startR function), several -E commands are automatically
sent to set up .R functions that will do the formatting of results to be sent back
to xtend. The results can be returned verbatim (i.e., in the standard ft output
format) or as a Lisp list.

The foRnat function is defined to print an expression which will erraluate as a
Lisp list (recall that printing, or writing to stdout, for I means writing to pipel).
This function also precedes the result with a control-B character to signal the start
of the formatted result. The Reply function is defined to print a value (if the results
are verbatim) or call f oRnat. The Reply.parse function is defined to parse a value
and, only if the resulting expression is valid, evaluate the expression and print the
result (if the results are verbatim) or call f oRnat on the result. Both reply functions
append a control-G character to the resr-rlt to signal the end of the result.
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A message can be sent to I as a valid .E comrnand or as a command which
should be pa^rsed. The Rrequest function takes a string message and wraps it in
one of the predefined I functions (so that it will not only be evaluated by r, but
the result will be returned with the appropriate formatting). If the message is a
valid l? expression it is wrapped in the Reply function, otherwise it is wrapped
in Reply.parse. If necessary, Rrequest splits the,B command into several strings
before seu'liqg it (to avoid exceeding the length of the bufter in pipe2 and to avoid
exceeding limits in .E on the length of a single commandJine).

Having sent the message to 8, Rrequesr reads pipel for the result (it will
automatically wait until something is written into pipel). Anything prior to a
control-B chara,cter is just written to stdout (this tales care of error messages and
other unwanted by-products of .R output). Whatever is read between the control-B
character and a control-G character is evaluated as a Lisp e,:rpression (whictr will
result in a Lisp list) and returned.

SUMMARY Xtend' is implemented in Cornmon Lbp onil is baseil on the KR moilule
of Gam,et. Automatic upilating of outputs is supporled, bg the proto-apilatable ob-
ieet. Atl plotting elmtents ore deriaed, from the group objrct. Sharing infonnotion
between plotting elements is suppottd by an inheritance mechonism. Access to all
cornponents of a plotting elernent is prouided bg the syntas of the dit-slot cornmand.
Communicotion with R is da ulrx prpes.
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3.4 Xtend Reference

3.4.1 Functions

KR functions

g-vaIue ( o&Ject list-of-slot-spuifiers)

create- iustal.ce ( sgmbol prototype)
creates an insta.nce of prctotgpe and creates new symbol to store it in

utility functions

cs(Iist-of-strings)

edit-slot ( object list- of-slot-specifiers aalae)

get-data-dimeusiou ( u arisble mn* s cr,le)
returns the ra"k'th value in the variable, converted to WC (as a dimension)

get-data-Iocation ( uori able rank scale)

returns the rank'th value in the variable, converted to WC (as a location)

radiaas (deglrees)

sbou(object)
adds the object to the *default-inage*, which has automatically been
added to the *default-Fiadog*

tezt(whotewr)
converts the argument into a string

ft'nctions for creati.g rrew groups

add-compou enl" ( urnponent slot-nsme parent)

add-list ( dtem-prototype slot-name parent)

def ine-group ( gw up -nome
&key inberited-slots private-slots

data-slots def ault-conponent s
default-lists)

renove - coop or.ert ( m mp onent)
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renove-Iis t ( slot-name parcnt)

conversion functions

convert ( aolue se.ale

&key (to :osc) (locn-p T))

convert-li et ( oalar-lM sule
&key (to :onc) (loca-p T))

-corn{rlu"ricatiag 

with -E

B( message-string
&key (evaluate T) verbarin (parse T))

Rvector (uariohle)

3.4.2 Prototlpes
This section provides a detailed reference to all of the prototypes in Xtend that the
user vrill encounter. In particular it describes all ofthe slots in the prototypes that
the user is able to modify.

_ The description of each prototype consists of a listing of the protogpe's slok.
Slots contain numeric values in WC unless otberwise specified. A justiff-cation is
one of left- , -centre- , or -right- if it is a horizontal justificatiou; -bottom_ ,
-ceatre- , or -top_ ifit is a verticaljustification.
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viewing objects

The slot descriptioas in this section are of the form:
: slot-nane (J description

protewindow

The slot descriptions in this section are of the forur:
: slot-nane (/ description

l--l
I 
proto-scale 

I

:nil f/ 1ls rninirnrrm nalue in DC
:uax (/ the maximum value in DC
:or-nin f) the mini'nlm rnalue in WC
:ow-Eax (/ the maximnm value in IVC

fp""t*f""tl
:f ileuame (,) the name of a font descriptioa file
(e.e., " .. I .. l'eimplisp/Flonts/font.sr" )

:green 0
:blue (/

:viewport 0 a vectot (treft,bottom,right,top); the locatioa of the inage on
its output(s)
:window 0 aveeor (\eft, bottorn, right, top); the region of WC visible in
the image

objects
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Figure 3.6: The inheritance of values between a tic&-ma.rk plottirg element
and its co.ponents: a line primitive a,nd a text plotting erement.

-saphical 

objects

The slot descriptions in this section are of the form:

: slot-uane (ist of charocteri,stics,) description

The characteristics indicate whether the slot is irzherited(see Sectioa 3.1.2i defauJted
indicates a special sort of inheritance where the value of the slot may be deiaulted
if its inherited value is ni1), whether itis priaate (see section g.J.2i and whether
it is a data slot.

To determine the inheritance of values between any two prototypes (say A and
B), first find the inherited slots of .4; these represent the slots wtricn ,4 *ill try to
find values for in B. Next, for each inherited slot in .a, use the rules of inhsdtran..
in section 3.3.2 to find a matching slot in B, which is not a private slot.

For example, the text plotting element has the following inherited slots:
:striug, :Iocatiou, :height, :a"rg1e, :h-just, and :v-just. A text plotting
element is a component of a tick-mark, occupying slot :label. The tick-mark plot-
ting element has neither a :rabel-stringslot nor a :string slot so the text does
not inherit a value for its : string slot from the tick-mark. The tick-mark does,
however, have a :label-locatiou slot so the text inherits a rnalue for its : Locati.on
slot from the tick-ma^rk (by inheritance rule l. for components). The tick-mark has
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a :Iabel-heigbt slot so the tex.t inherits a value for its :heigbt slot from the
tick-mark as well (by inheritance rule 1. for components). Figue 3.6 shoq's the
complete inheritance of values between a tick-mark plotting element and its text
plotting element (the inheritance between a tic,k-mark aud its line primitive is also
shovrn),

All graphic primitives and plotting elements have the following slots:

: r-scaLe (defauheQ a proto-scale object or ni1.

:y-scale (defaufteQ a proto"scale object or nil
In addition, all plotting elerneqts have the following slots:

: coLour (ilefaulted,) a colour object or nil
:to* (ilefaulted) a font object or nil
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:x (inheriteit)
:y (inherileil)
:ridth (inheriteil) the horizontal distance to the other end-point of the line
:height (inheri,ted) the vertical dista,nce to the other end-point of the line
:colour (detaulted) a colour object or nil
: line-thickness (inheriteil)

:x (inherited)
:y (inherited)
:ridth (dnherited)
:height (inheritd)
:color:r (defaalted) a colour object or ni1
: line-thickaess (inheriteil)
:fiLled (,) a logicaf flAg

larc lThe :x, ;y, :ridth, and :height slots describe a recta^ngle whictr bounds the
arc.

zx (inherited)
:y (inheriteil)
:ridth (inheriteil)
:heigbt (inherited)
:colour (defaulted) a colour object or nil
: line-tbichaess (inheriteil)
:filted (/ a logical flag

:x (inheriteil)
:y (inhdted)
:nidth (/ defaults to the :height of the cha,r; modifying this slot directly
will distort the character
:height (inheriteil)
: line-thi cbess (inheriteil)
:h-just (/ a horizontal justification
:v-just (inherited) a vertical justification
; angl.e (inherited) angle of rotation, anti-clockwise from the positive x-a:ris,
in degrees
:to:at (d,efaulteil) a font object or nil
:char (inheri,teil) a character
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lists
: chars (/ a list of cbar primitives to represent the characters in the te:<t

slots for list items
:uun-chars (/ the number of characters in the text string
: chars-char-list (/ a character for each char primitive
: chars-x-list 0 an x-location for each char primitive
: chars-y-list 0 a y-location for each char primitive

high-level description
: stri.ag (inheriteil, prfuate) a string
: locatioa (inheritd,, prhtate) a vector (e, g)
:height (inherited)
:ridth (priaate) defaults from the text height, depending on the length of
the text string; modifying this slot directly will distort the text
;:ngle (inherited)
:h-just (inherited,, privote) a horizontal justification
:v-just (inherited, priaate) a vertical justification

components
tect, 0 a rectangle primitive to represent the symbol

slots for components
:rect-x (/ the rectangle primitive is centred on the location specified by
the rank'th ralue in the symbol's x- and y-vbles (converted into WC)
:rect-y (J see :rect-x

high-level description
;vank (priaate) the order statistic of the symbol
:ri.dth (inherited)
:height (inheritd)
:x-vble (inheritd, pritote, dato)
:y-vble (inherited, priaote, ilato)
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round-symbol
components
tarc 0 an arc primitive to represent the symbol

slots for components
:arc-x 0 the arc primitive is centred on the location specified by the
rank'th value in the symbol's x- and y-vbles (converted into WC)
:arc-y (,/ see :rect-x

high-level description
isznk (priaate) the order statistic of the symbol
:width (inherited)
:height (inherited,)
:x-vble (inherdtd, prioate, d,ata)
:y-vble (inheriteil, priaate, d,ota)

components
:line-up 0 aline primitive to represent the horizontal line in the plus
:rine-across (/ a line primitive to represent the vertical line in the plus

slots for components
: line-up-r (/ the vertical line primitive is the height of the symbol and
is centred on the location specffied by the rank'th value in the symbol's x-
and y-vbles (converted into WC)
:line-up-y 0 se :line-up-x
:Iioe-up-nidth 0 see :Iiue-up-x
: line-up-beight, 0 see : line-up-x.
:line-across-x (/ the horizontal line primitive is the width of the symbol
and is centred on location specified by the ra''k'th value in the symbol,s x-
and y-vbles (converted into WC)
: line-across-y 0 see : Iine-across-x
: line-across-sidth (/ see : J.ine-across-x
: liae-across-height (,) see : Iiae-across-x

highJevel description
':ank (priuote) the order statistic of the symbol
:uidth (inheritd, priuate)
:height (inheritd, priaate)
:x-vble (inhdted, priaate, ilata)
:y-vble (inheriteil, priaate, data)
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lists
: slmbols 0 ahst of symbol objects

slots for list iter-s
:num-s3mbols (/ the minimum of the number of values in the x- and y-vbles

: slmbols-vidth (J a width for aJl of the symbols
; slmbols-height 0 a width for all of the symbols

high-level description
:x-vble (hheriteil, ilato)
: y-vble (inherited, ilata)

components
:liue (/ a line primitive representing the tick line
: Iabel 0 a @xf object representing the tick label

slots for cornponents
:Iine-r (J anchors one end of the tick line to the tick origtr
:t-iae-y (,) see :I-ine-x
: liue-nidth (,) locates the other end of the tick line the line'length away

from the tick origin (making the tick-angle with the positive x-axis)
:line-height (,) see :line-width
:labeL-location (/ locates the tick label the correct distance offthe end

of the tick line
:label-..gle f orientates the tick label orthogonal to the tick line
:1abe1-h-juet f,) the tick label is centred on the label-location
: label-v-just (/ see : labeL-h-just

high-level description
: origln (inheriteil, private)
:aagle (inherited, priuate)
: Line-length ( inherited, priuote)
:1abel.-dista.uce (inheritd, private) the distance from the end of the tick
line to the location of the tick label
: Iabel-he j- ght (inhdt?d)
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I x-axis I Note that the :left, : right, : y, : first-tick, and : rast-tick srots are
all in WC

conponents a-d lists
r lile (/ a line primitive representiug the axis line
: label 0 a rcrt plotting element representing the a:cis label
:ticks (J a list of tick-mark plotting elements represenring the a:cis tick-
marks

slots for components 'nd list items
:Line-x //
:line-y (/
:Iine-width (/
:Iine-height (/
:label-b-just 0 the label is centred on the label location
:Iabe1-v-just (/
:label-helght (,)

:Iabel-locatiou (J the labet is located below the a:sis
:unm-t,icks 0 a "pret'ty" number of tick-marls axe generated by default,
based on the ra^nge of the x-scale
:ticks-line-leugth p
: ticks-labeI-height (/
:ticks-origin-liEt (/ a location for each tick-mark (,,pretty,' locations
are chosen by default)
:ticks-1abel-striag-rist 0 a stdng for each tick-mark label; based on
the location of the tick-marks and the x-scale

high-level description
zleft (inherited, priaate) the x-location of the left end of the zu<is line, in
WC (distinct from the minimrrm value on the x-scale)
:right (inheri,ted, priuate) the x-location of the right end of the axis line,
in WC (distinct from the marcimum rralue on the x-scale)
:y (inherited, priaate) the y-location of the a:<is
:first-tick (inherited, private) the x-location of the first tick-mark
: last-tick (inherited,, private) the x-location of the last tick-mark
:label-location-propn (inherited, priuate) the x-location ofthe a:<is label
as a proportion of the width of the a>cis line
: laber-beight-propn (dnheri,ted, priuote) the height of the a:<is label as a
proportion of the width of the a:ris line
:laber-distaace-murt (inherited, priuate) the distance ofthe label away
from the axis, in terms of multiples of the tick line-length
:ticks-rine-rength-propn (inherited, priuate) the length ofthe tick lines
as a proportion of the width of the axis line
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|Ft"l Note that the :botton, :top, :x, :f irst-tick, and :last-tick slots are
all in WC

components and lists
:Iirrre 0 a line primitive representing the axis line
: Iabel 0 a @rt plotting element representing the axis label
:ticks 0 a list of tick-mark plotting elements representing the a:cis tick-
marks

slots for components and list items
: line-x (,/

:liue-y fl
:liae-uidth (/
:line-height (/
:labe1-angle (/
:1abeL-h-just (/ the label is centred on the label location
:label-v-just (,)

:label--heigbt 0
:Iabel-location (/ the label is located to the left of the a:<is
:nun-ticks (/ a "pretty" number of tick-marks a^re generated by default,
based on the range of the x-scale
:ticks-aagle (J

:ticks-liue-1en6h lJ
: ticks-label-height (,/

:ticks-origin-1ist fl a location for each tick-mark ("pretty" locations
are chosen by default)
:ticks-1abe1-striag-1ist (/ a string for each tick-ma,rk label; based on
the location of the tick-marks and the x-scale

high-level description
:bottou (inherited, prioote) the y-location of the bottom the axis line
:top (inherited, priuate) the y-location of the top of the axis line
:x (inheritd, priuate) the xlocation of the axis
:f lrst-tick (inheriteil, priuate) the yJocation of the first tick-mark
: last-tick (inheritd, priaate) the y-location of the last tick-mark
: label-location-propn (inherited,, priaate) the y-location ofthe axis label
as a proportion of the width of the a.:<is line
:1abe1-hej.ght-propn (inherited, private) the height ofthe axis label as a
proportion of the height of the a>cis line
:labeI-distaace-mult (inherited, priaote) the distance ofthe label away
from the arcis, in terms of multiples of the :tick-line-length
:ti.cks-line-lengtb-propn, (inheritel, priaate) the length of the tick lines
as a proportion of the height of the axis line
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E"6t"tl
componelrts
:r-axis (/ an x-a:ris plotting element
: series (J a symbol-series plotting element

slots for components
:Iabel-heieht 0
:r-aris-y f/ the x-a"ris is plaaed along the bottom edge of the plot border
:x-axis-Ieft (J
:x-axis-rigb:" 0
:series-x-vbLe 0
:series-y-vbLe (/
: sSmbols-ridrh (/
:s3mbols-heLgt 0
high-level descriptlon
:border (inheritd, priaate) a vestor describing the rectangular region oc-
cupied by the plot
:r-vbLe (inheritd, priuote, data)
:axis-raber-heigbt-propn (priuate) the height of the a:cis label as a pre
portion ofthe size ofthe plot
:axis-tick-length-propn (priaate) the length of the a:ris tick-marks as
a proportion of the size of the plot
:series-s1nbo1-size-propn (prioate) the size of the series symbols as a
proportion of the size of the plot
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cornponents
:x-axis (/ an x-axis plotting elenent
:y-axis (J a y-axis plotting element
:series (/ a symbol-series plotting element

slots for components
:label--heigb,r 0
:x-axis-y (,) the x-ocis is placed a distance equal to the bottom-margin
below the bottom of the plot border
:x-a-nis-left (J

:x-'ris-right 0
:y-axis-x // the y-a:cis is placed a distance equal to the left margia to the
lefr of the left side of the plot border
:y-axis-botton 0
:y-aris-top (,)

:series-x-vble (/
:series-y-vble (/
:slmbols-vidth f,
: sSrubols-height 0
high-level description
:border (inheritd, priaote) a vector describing the rec-tangular region oc-
cupied by the plot
:x-vble (inheritd, private, data)
:y-vble (inheritel, priuote, dota)
: l-ef t-uarg Ln (iriheritd, prfu ate)
: botton-narg in (furherited, prfu ak)
: axis-labet-heigbt-propn (private) the height of the a:<is label as a prG
portion of the size of the plot
:axis-tick-Ieugth-propn. (priaate) the length of the a:ris tick-marks as
a proportion of the size of the plot
: series-s5mbo1-size-propa (prioote) the size of the series symbols as a
proportion of the size ofthe plot
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3.5 l]ser's Guide

3.5.1 Getting started
First of all, start cMUcL by typiug cmucl" at the system prompt (all subsequent
typing will occur at the Lisp prompt). Now, load Xtend by typing:

(load "init.1isp")
An x11 window will automatically appear-

3.5.2 Creatiug a plot
The first step is to generate the data to plot:

(create-instance,x proto-variable
(:data-list (1ist 1 3 5 6)))

Next, create the plot object and view it in the window:

(create-inste4ce,ny-plot dot-plot
(:x-vble x))

(show ny-plot)

3.5.3 The edit-slot function
The edit-slot function provides a conveuieut way to access any component of a
graph from the comma.nd-line. The function ta^kes as arguments an object to edit,
one or more slot specifiers and a new value for the specffied slot. The vaJue of the
appropriate slot is moriiffgd, relerra,nt changes a,re made to the slots of other objects
which are constrained in some way to the modified slot, and any redrawing that is
necessary is performed. po. 

"*ampl€,
(edit-sLot ny-plot :axis-labe1-height-propn . 15)

modiffes the height of the axis label (as a proportion of the size of the plot) and
redraws the plot.

A more complicated exa.mple shows how to edit the text of the a:cis label:

(edit-slot ny-plot :x-axis :1abel :striug ilscore")

This command modifies the value of the : strirg slot in the text object which
occupies the :label slot in the x-acis object which occupies the :x-a:is slot of
ny-p1ot.

3.5.4 Controlling plot layout
The shos function adds a plotting element to the *def ault-lnage* (whictr has been
added to the *default-cludow*). This image occupies the entire window (i.e., its
viewport is from (0,0) to (1, 1)). The image can be positioned in a difierent part of
the window by modifying the viewport of the *def ault-image*. For example, the
following expression places the image in the topright corner of the window:

90

(edit-slot *default-image:t :vj.ewport (vector .5 .5 1 1))
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Another default setting of the *default-image't is the region of WC that is
visible. This is called the i-age's window. This defaults to a rectangle that is
slightly larger than the unit square. Most plotting elements default their location
and size to be arranged on the unit square, which is why ny-plot is visible without
any work being done. A different region of WC can be made visible (e.g., to generate
larger margins around a plot) by modifying the window of the *defa.ult-itnage*.
For exa,mple,

(edit -slot +def ault-ittage'r
:rindor (vector -.5 -.5 1.5 1.5))

If several plots are to be displayed in a single window, it becomes necessa,ry to
create a new image. The following image occupies the bottom-left corner of the
*default-wlndow* and shows the original view ofny-plot (i.e., the view that the
*default-image* provided before its window was modified):

(create-instarce'ny-inage proto-inage
(:viewport (vector 0 0 .5 .5)))

(add-inage ny-irnage *def ault-wi.ndon*)
(add-obj ect ny-plot ny-inage)

3.5.5 Adding plotting elements to each other
A new data series can be added to the plot as follows:

(create-instance' series-2 slnobol-series
(:x-vble (create-instatrce nil proto-variable

(:data-list (list 2 4 6 8))))
( :y-vble (create-iasta.Dce nil proto-variabLe

(:data-list (list .5 .5 .5 .5)))))
(edit-slot series-2 : symbols-prototJrpe round-symbol)
(add-cornponent series-2 :series-2 ny-plot)

The new series automatically inherits the :x-sca1e of my-plot so that it is
consistent with the a:ces and the existing series. The new series also inherits the
size of its symbols from ny-plot so that modifications to the highJevel description
ofny-plot a^ffect both the existing series and the new one. For exarnple,

(edit-slot ny-plot :series-s5nnbol-size-propn .03)

a,ffects the symbol-sizes for both series. In order to only modify the size of the
symbols in the existing series, the user would just modify that series. For exa^mple,

(edit-slot uy-p1ot :geries rsymbols-height .02)
(edit-slot ny-plot :series :slrnbols-wj.dth .02)

3.5.6 Communicating with R
The first step is to start the B system by typing (staRt). The B system runs invis-
ibly. That is, the user does not see the normal .R command prompt; all interaction
with .R is through the Xtend interface.

Having started .B, a request is sent to fi using the R function a.nd supplying an
,R comma,nd as a text, paxarneter. For exa.mple, the following command sends a
command to R to calculate the mean of a vector of numbers (Note that the value
is returned as a Lisp list):
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(R "meaa(c(1 r2,3r4,5) ) u)

>> (3)

There are a number of optional keyword parameters to the R function. The
:parse keyword indicates whether or not -R shouid paxse the command before ex-
ecuting it. This should only be set to NIL if the user is certain that the command
is syntactically correct. The :evaluate parzmeter determines whether the value of
the command will be returned from .E. If the value of a command is large and of
no interest, this should be set to nil to prevent unwanted output being displayed.
This option is useful for sending commands which only have side.efiects in B, such
as generating a set of random normal values and storing them in an -& variable
(see the example below). The :verbatim parerneter indicates whether the value
returned by .R is evaluated as a Lisp list or whether it is just displayed as standard
-R output. The user can set this to T in order to determine the nature of the value
returned from a command. The following series of commands illustrates the use of
these parameters.

(R "y (- rnorn(lO)r' :evaLuate NIL)
(R "lovess(y)" :verbatin T)

>> $x

yy $I

(R "loness(y)$y")
>> (-0.57918453 -0.51945490 -0.42919324 -0.20704203

Utility functions are also provided for creating .R vector expressions from Xtend
variables and for ssnfining strings together into a single message (cs stands for
"concatenate strings"). For exa,mple,

(create-i.nsti"rce, y proto-variable
(:data-list,(L 2 3 4 5)))

(Rvector y)
>> "c(1 ,2r314,5)u

(R (cs 'rmea.D.(', (Rvector y) ,'),,))
>> (3)

3.5.7 Constraints between plotting elements
In addition to the coordination of plotting elements through inheritance, it is pos-
sible to specify explicit constraints betweeu plotting elements. In the exa.urple of
Section 3.5.5, a line to indicate the mean value in the first series could be added to
the dot-plot as follows:

(create-instance rmean line
(:x
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(o-fornuLa
(convert (car

(s"r
(:width 0))

(add-conpoueot netn

(R (cs "Eean1" (Rvector x) ")")))
:x-scale))))

:rnean ny-plot)

By adding the neaa line to ny-plot, it automatically inherits the : x-scale from
ny-plot so that it is consistent with the other plotting elements. The constraint
makes sure that the line will be repositioned if either the :x-sca1e or the variable
x is modified.

l.ly-plot does not provide any specific rules for the nean line by default, however,
these can be added now and they will be automatically detected by the nean line.
For example, in order to make the line only span the vertical dimensions of the plot,
the followiug rules could be added to ny-plot:

(edit-sLot ny-plot :mean-y
(o-foruula (elt (gv1 :border) 1)))

(edit-slot ny-p1ot :nean-height
(o-formula (- (elt (gvl :border) 3)

(e1t (gvl :border) 1))))

The constraints ensure that if, for example, the size or loeation of the plot is
modified, not only the original components of the plot (the x-a:<is and the originai
series) but also the new series and the mean tine will be relocated and resized
appropriately.

3.5,8 Creating new plotting elements

A new plotting element, or group, is created in two steps. First of all, a definition of
the group is created using the the def i.ne-group function. This function requires
a nlune for the new group plus a number of optional arguments:

o a list of inherited slots. This list specifies which slots in the group can be
inherited from the group's parent (if it has one).

r a list of private slots. This list specifies which slots in the group cannot be
inherited by the group's children.

r a list of data slots. This list specifies which slots in the group will contain
variable objects.

o a list of default components. This is a list of two-element lists. Each sub-list
specifies a graphic-object plus a slot-na.rne, ra. Instances of the group will be
created with a slot called n coutaining an instance of the graphic-object.

r a list of default lists. This is also a list of two-element lists. Each sub-list
specifies a graphic-object plus a slot-na,ne, n. Instances of the group will be
created with: a slot narned num-n, a slot named n-prototype containing aJr

instance of the graphic-object, and a slot na,sred n which will contain a list of
num-n instances of the object in the n-protot]rpe slot.

For exanple, a boxplot group might be defined as follows:
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(def lne-group tboxplot-group
:default-conponents' ( ( :box rgstrangle)

(:upper-whisker line)
(:lower-whisker line)
(:nedian line))

:iuherited-slots, (:x :y-vbl-e :width)
:pri.vate-slots, ( :y-vbte)
:data-slots' ( :y-vble) )

An instance of boxplot-group will consist of four graphic-objects, a rectangle and
three lines. Insta^nces of boxplot-group can inherit values for the slots : x, : y-vb1e,
and :sidth from their parents, but slot :y-vble cenqot be inherited by their chil-
dren (i.e., the four graphic-object insta,nces). The slot :y-vble will eontain a vari-
able.

The second step in creating a new group is to create an object which contains the
highJevel description of the group and specifies the rules relating this description
to the components of the group.

Fbr exa,rnple, the foliowing creates an object ssntaining the description and rules
for a boxplot:

(create-i-l.strnce,boxpJ-ot boxplot-group
(: x 0.5)
(:widtb 0.2)
( : y-scale

(o-fomula (nale-defaul.r-sca1e (gvl :y-vble))))
(tq

(o-f ormula (convert-Iist
(R (cs "quantile("

(Rvector (gvl ;y-vble))
")r'))

(gvl :y-scale))))
(:upper-uhisker-y (o-for:nula (eIt (gvl :q) 3)))
( : upper-rhisker-height

(o-foroula (- (elt (gvl :q) 4)
(elt (gvl:q) 3))))

( : upper-whisker-oidth 0)
(:lower-nhisker-y (o-fornula (ei-t (gvl :q) 0)))
( : Iocer-rhi sker-height

(o-formula (- (elt (gyt :q) 1)
(elt (gv1 :q) 0))))

( : lower-whisker-sidth 0)
(:nediaa-x (o-formula (- (gvl :x)

U Gv],- :sidth) 2))))
(:nedian-y (o-fomula (elt (gvt :q) 2)))
(:nedlaa-hej.ght 0)
(:box-x (o-forrnula (- (gvl :x)

(/ (ev1 :sidth) 2))))
(:box-y (o-formula (e1t (gv1 :q) 1)))
(:box-height (o-fornula (- (e1t (gvt :q) 3)

(e1t (gY1:q) 1)))))
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A boxplot is described by its x-location (the :x slot), its width (the :Eidthslot),
and the variable it is plotting (the :y-vbre slot). The slot :q contains a constraint
which calculates the quantiles of the variable in slot :y-vble, in wC (if the value of
slot : y-vble changes, the value of slot : q will change). The slot : upper-whisker-y
conteins a constraint which gets the fourth (indexing of lists is zero-based) element
of the list in slot : q (i.e., the upper-quartile in WC; if slot : q changes, this slot will
change). The slot :upper-vhisker-height contains a constraint which calculates
the difference between the maximum of the variable and the upper-quartile. The
value of these two slots, along with the rnalue in slot :upper-whisker-width, will be
inherited by the line object in slot :upper-whisker. The line object will also inherit
the value of the slot : x from the boxplot object. In this way, the rules of inheritance
plus the automatic constraint maintenance will eusure that the line object in the
slot :upper-nhisker will behave like the upper-whisker line in a boxplot.

11t" psrnaining slots specify constraints which position the lower whisker of the
boorplot, the median line and the box which indicates the inter-quartile range (both
of the last two objects inherit the ralue of the : sidth slot from the boxplot object).

Instances of the boxplot object cen now be used as plotting elements in an image.
p61 gxarnple,

(create-instance,y proto-variable
( :data-list (R',raorn(20)")))

(create-iustaace rbp boxplot
(:Y-vble Y))

(show bp)

Because the new group is created in the serne manner as all of the predefined
plotting elements, it has all of the sa,me standa,rd features. For example, the user can
select any component of the boxplot with the mouse, any other plotting element
can be added to a boxplot, and the boxplot can be added to any other plotting
element.

3.5.9 The Motif interface
A Motif-style interface is provided for editing the descriptions of some Xtend objects.
This interface is incomplete; there are only dialogs for the graphical primitives.

The Motif-style interface is not loaded by default, because of the size of the full
Garnet system that is required. In order to use this interface the "Getting started"
routine must be modified as follows: first, type cmucl at the system prompt, then,
at the Lisp prompt, type

(defvaltload-notif * T)
(load "init.lisp")

As with Simplisp, it is possible to select elements of a graph with the mouse (left
mouse clicks select down the hierarchy of plotting elements, and right mouse clicks
select up; see Section 2.5.3). With the Motif-style interface loaded, when the middle
mouse button is pressed, a Motif-style dialog box is presented to allow editing of
the whatever was the current selection.

The most useful aspect of this interface (which is otherwise a set of quite typical
cuI dialog boxes) is the capability for specifying arbitrary units for each location
aud dimension field in the dialogs. For exa,rrple, the dialog for a line (Figure 8.7)
allows the user to edit the location, x and x, and dimensions, width and height,
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Figure 8.7: The Motif-style dialog for editing lhe.primitive objects in Xteud.

of the line in any one of five units or coorrlinate systems. It is possible to view the
locations and dimensions in a particular set of units by clicking on the menu button
beside each ofthese fields and selecting the desired units.

Figure 3.7 demonstrates a number of the possible units available. The x location
is in screen pixels. The y locatiou is in norrralised device coordinates, where (0,0) is
at the bottom left of the window and (1, 1) is at the topright. The width dimension
is in data coordinates, which are taken from the x-scale of the line and the height
dimension is in object-world coordinates which are taken from the image's window
in WC. The fifth coordinate system is normalised image coordinates, where (0,0)
is at the bottomleft of the ima6e window or viewport and (1,1) is at the topright.

In order to specify a ralue in a particrrlar set of units, select the appropriate
units via the menu button, enter the value in the field and press the "OK" button
(the rralue is converted back to WC, which is the coordinate system used for the
values of locations and dimensions in the slots of graphical objects).

g.E.lO An Advanced Xten6 plarnple

This section provides the code from the graphics session described at the beginning
of this chapter. Recall that the data to be plotted are two variables representing
measures on a number of sheep. One variable represents the wool production for
each sheep and the other variable represents the group urembership for each sheep.

First of all, a plotting element, called an anova-series is defined. This plotting
element will generate dot-plots of wool production for each sheep group. This has
a y-variable containiag values to plot and an x-variable which indicates the group
that each value belongs to. The plotting element consists of dot-plots of the values
in eactr group-

(def ine-group t aneva-series-group
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:default-1ists, ( ( : synbols round-slnbol) )
:data-slots' (:x-vble :y-vble))

( create- insta.nce' an ova-s€ries a. ova- ser ies-group
(: x-scaLe

(o-fornula (nake-default-scale (gvl :x-vble))))
(:y-scale

(o-fomula (nale-default-sca1e (gv1 :y-vble))))
(:nnn-synbols

(o-fornula (nin (uuu-data (gvl :x-vble))
(nun-data (gvl :y-vble)))))

(:width .04)
(:height.04))

Figure 3.1 was created by generating an x-variable and a y-m.riable and an
anova-series based on these raariables.

(create-iasta.uce'x proto-variable
(:data-list (r,'sort(rep(seq(S),10)),,)))

(create-instance'y proto-variable
( : data-list (r "c (rnom(1O) ,rnorn(lO) ,rnorn(lO) ,

raom( 10), raorn(10) ) " ) ) )
(create-i.nstance'as a^Dova-series

(:x-vble x)
(:y-vbte y))

(shos as)

Next, a new plotting element, called a bor-nith-spread, is defined. This con-
sists of a rectangle and a line and will generate a box whidt shows the mean and
standa^rd deviation for a single dot-plot. The yJocation of the line is determined by
the : niddle of the box-with-spread; the height of the rectangle is twice the : spread
of the box-with-spread and the rectangle is ceutred vertically on the line. The width
of the line and the rectangle are determined by the :width of the box-with-spread.

(def ine-group' box-rith-spread-group
:inherited-slots, (:x :niddle .

:sidth :spread)
:private-slots , (:x)
:default-conporqnts, ( ( :uidline line)

( : box rect.r,gle) ) )

( create-insten ce, box-trith-spread box-with-spread-group
(:x .5)
(:niddle .5)
(:pidth .2)
(:spread .5)

;; slok for components
(:nidline-x (o-formula (- (gyl :x)

U @!L :sidth) 2))))
(:nidllne-y (o-fornula (gvf :niddle)))
(:nidline-height 0)
(:box-x (o-for:rnula (- (gvl :x)
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U Gvt :sidth) 2))))
(:box-y (o-formula (- (gv1 :niddle)

(gvl :spread))))
(:box-height (o-fomula (* (€yl :spread) 2))))

A couple of useful functions are defined to make the formulae which will foilow
easier to read.

(defua levels (group-vble)
(r (cs "Ievels(factor('r (Rvector group-vb1e) "))")))

(defun lreans (data-vble group-vble)
(r (cs rras.vector(tapply("

(Rvector data-vble) rt,,'
(Rvector group-vble) ", meaa))")))

(defun sds (data-vble group-vble)
(r (cs',as.vector(tapply(',

(Rvector data-vble) ","
(Rvector group-vbIe) ", sd))")))

The dot-plots are now prepared for incorporating the new box-with-spread plot-
ting elemmts. New slots are added to the anova-series plotting element in prepa-
ration for the addition of a list of box-with-spread elements to represent the mean
and spread of each group. The values in these slots will be inherited by the box-
with-spread elements.

(edit-slot as :num-boxes
(o-fo:mula (l-ength (leveLs (gI1 :x-vble)))))

(edit-sLot as :boxeg-middle-list
(o-f ornul-a

(convert-list (neans (gvl :y-vble)
(gvl :x-vble))

(gv1 : y-scale) ) ) )
(edit-slot as :boxes-spread-1ist

(o-fornula
(convert-list (sde (gvl :y-vble)

(gvI:x-vble))
(gvl :y-scale) :locu-p niL)))

(edit-slot as :boxes-x-list
(o-f o:rmula

(convert-1ist (l-evels (gvl :x-vble))
(gv1 : x-scafe) ) ) )

(edit-slot as :boxes-ridth .05)
(edit-slot as :boxes-colour red)

Figure 3.2 was created by adding a list of box-with-spread elements to the ano\ra-
series element.

(add-list box-rith-spread :boxes as)

Now, further slots are added to the anova-series plotting element in preparation
for the addition of another dot-plot to represent the means of all of the groups. A
list of round-symbols is added to implement the dot-plot.
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(edit-slot as !nun-Beaa-s5mbols
(o-fornula (gv1 :nun-boxes) ) )

(edit-slot as :mean-syobols-y-vble
(o-forrnula

(create-insta.trce ni1 proto-variable
(:data-list (neaas (gvl :y-vble)

(gvl : x-vbre) ) ) ) ) )
(edit-slot as :neFn-symbols-x-vble

(o-foroula
(create-iustance ni1 proto-variabie

( : data-LiEt
(nale-sequence

'list (gyl :nun-boxes)
: initial-element

(gvl : x-scale :nax) ) ) ) ) )
(edit-slot as :mean-syubols-colour red)

(add-list round-s5mbol :nean-symbols as)

Some more useful functions are defined to simplify formulae.

(defun nean (vble)
(car (r (cs "mson(r, (Rvector vbLe) ")"))))

(defnn sd (vbte)
(car (r (cs "sd(" (Rvector vble) ")"))))

F\rrther slots are added to prepare for the final box-with-spread which represents
the derived spread of the group means and a box-with-spread component is added
which inherits the values in the new slots. This completes Figure 3.3.

(edit-slot as :mean-box-niddle
(o-formula (convert (neaa (gv1 :y-vble))

(gv1 :y-scale))))
(edit-slot as :Eean-box-spread

(o-foruuta
(convert

(* (sd (gvl :nean-symbols-y-vb1e))
(sqrt (/ (num-data (ryl :y-vble))

(gyl :nun-Uoxes))))
(gvl :y-scale) :locn-p nil)))

(edit-slot as :Dean-box-x
(o-foroula (gv1 : x-scale : ow-nax) ) )

(edit-slot as :mean-box-ridth .05)
(edit-slot as :Eean-box-colour green)

(add-conpoaent box-rith-spread :meaa-box as)

Figure 3.4 was created by generating a new y-variable and making this the y-
variable in the anova-series.

(create-instaJxce'y2 proto-variable
(:data-list (r "c(rnorn(lO,5),ruora(10),rnorn(10),
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rnorm ( 10), r!.onn( 10) ) " ) ) )

(edit-slot as :y-vble y2)
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3.6 Results and Conclusions

3.6.1 Extensibility
In Simplisp, there are two major obstacles to creating new plotting elements: firstly,
there are a large number of slots associated with the high-level description of an
object; secondly, there is the difficulty of propagating modifications of the descrip-
tion of an object to the description slots of components of the object and to other
slots in the object itself. Xtend solves the first problem by allowing the user to
easily access the components of an object directly via the edit-slot syntarc. This
means that higher-level objects do not nerd to have copies of the description-slots
of their components because the user can easily directly access the description of
the components. Xtend solves the second problem by being built on top of KR,
which provides automatic maintenance of arbitrary coustraints.

Consider the simple boxplot described in Section 3.5.7. The highJevel descrip
tion of the boxplot consists of a variable to plot, the width of the boxplot and the
x-location of the boxplot. The y-scale and the quantiles of the variable determine
the yJocation and dimensions ofthe boxplot. Suppose that a boxplot is created by
typing,

(create-iustence'ny-boxplot boxplot)

Basic modifications to the high-level description of the boxplot are simple to specify
because there is a toplevel symbol for the boxplot (i.e., ny-boxplot). p61 s)ce.mple,

(edit-slot ny-boxplot :vidth .3)

can be used to modify the width of ny-boxplot.
The boxplot has three line.primilivgs and a rectangleprimitive as its compo-

nents. It might be useful to be able to modify the descriptions of these compo
nents as well (e.g., modify the line type in the lines which represent the whiskers
so that the whiskers are dashed lines, or shade the inside of the rectangle). One
way to allow this is to add to the highJevel description of the boxplot (e.g., add
: upper-whisker-liae-t5pe, : lorer-whisker-line-type, and : box-shading
slots). The problem with that approach is that the high-level description of the
boxplot then becomes very cluttered ond it is very di$sult, if not impossible, to
provide slots in the boxplot for all possible modifications to its components. The
approach in Xtend is to make it easy to access the components themselves. For
example,

(edit-slot uy-boxplot
(edit-slot ny-boxplot
(edit-slot uy-boxplot
(edit-slot ny-boxplot

: upper-rhisker : liae-thickaess 2)
: lower-nbi.sker : l-ine-thickness 2)
:medi.a.u : colour red)
:box :filled T)

The user is able to directly access the slots of a component so there is no need to
have a repetition of the slots of each component in the description of the boxplot.

The propagation of modifications of the high-level description of a plotting ele-
ment is essentially the problem of maiutaining a constraint. There is a relationship
between the high-level decription of an object and the descriptions of the compo-
nents of the object. The usefirlness of Xtend and KR is that this relationship only
needs to be declared; the system takes care of maintaining the relationship. In
practice, this means that the creator of a new plotting element is not required to
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Figure 3.8: Two possible implementations of a boxplot plotting element.

write an edit function for each highJevel description slot in order to preform the
necessaxy propagation of changes to the components. Tnstead, all that is required is
a statement ofhow the value ofone slot is calcutated from the value ofanother slot;
all slots are modifed in the same way (with edit-slot) and the system ensures
that changes propagate correctly.

Because it is so simple to create uew plotting elements, the user is provided
with the ultimate powers of customisation. Suppose that the user wants to colour
the tophalf of the box (which represents the inter-quartile range) it a boxplot
difierently from the bottom-half. This is not possible with the boxplot created in
Section 3.5.7 (either through high-level description of the boxplot or through the
descriptions of the components of the boxplot); what is required is a structural
change. The easy extensibility of Xtend means that the user is able to create a
new boxplot plotting elemmt with two line-primitives (for the whiskers) and two
rectangle-primitives (for the top-hatf and bottom-half of the inter-quartile range;
see Figure 3.8).

3.6.2 fncremental Graphics
The design of graphical primitives and the plotting elements in the Xtend system axe
based upou a sort of pins-and-sockets model. Each object has a set of pins (inherited
slots) and sockets (slots for its components or list items plus possibly some highJevel
description slot which axe not private slots). When graphical object A is added to
graphical object B, some of .,{.'s pins find sockets in B- Iu this way, when graphical
objects are added together they automatically share some information. This allows,
for example, a plot to provide an x-scale socket and a y-scale socket so that any
object with an x-scale pin or a y-scale pin will automatically sha.re the plot's scales
and the components of a plot will be consistent (see also Figure 3.0).

ia)
I

'------
h\'v,

I

L
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In addition, this approach makes graphical objects very autonomous. A graph-
ical object does not have to have its pins plugged into any other object, nor does
it require any of its sockets to be filled. The potential for sharing exists, but it can
remain unfirlfilled. The advaatage of this is that the designer of a new graphical
object ca,n just focus on the structure of that graphical object-the pins that it has
and the sockets that it provides; the system takes care of what happens when other
objects are actually added to the new object (i.e., fitting the right pins into the
right sockets).

Adding further to the interactive nature of the system, sockets can be created
at aay time. This me^ns that a graphicd object can be customised to accept any
sort of pin as and when required aud this makes it very easy to experiment with
new graphical structures.

Another major advantage to this desrgn is the freedom it brings to the structure
of graphical objects which are traditionally quite restricted. For example, in a
traditional syst€m, there a.re a quite limited set of plotting symbols available. In
Xtend, a symbol-series is a graphical object with a list of symbols. It provides
sockets for an x-variable, a y-variable, a symbol-width and a symbol-height. Any
graphical object could be made the prototype for this list of symbols and make use
of these sockets. For exa,mple, the following code creates a new sort of plotting
symbol which would work immediately with the existing symbol-series:

(def ine-group,nev-synbol-group
:default-conponents, ((:box rectang)_e)

(:1iae line))
:iderited-slots, (:x-vble :y-vble

:width :height
: liae-y-offset)

:data-slots' (:x-vble :y-vbl.e))

( create-iastrnce, new-slnbol new-s5mbol-group
(:rank 0)
(:width.05)
(:height .05)
(:line-y-offset .5)
(:box-x

(o-formula
(_ (get_data_rocariou 

[Si ;_::li],i*, 
;lank)

(/ (gvl :ridth) 2))))
(:box-y

(o-f o:mu1a
(- (get-data-rocatiou 

lili ;_::]il,i*. 
;'-nk)

U Gy]- :height) 2))))
(:line-x (o-foruula (gvl :box-x)))
(:Ii.ne-height 0)
(:line-y (o-fo::roula (+ (gvt :box-y)

(r, (gvl :beight)
(gvl : line-y-offset) ) ) ) ) )

This symbol draws a squaxe centred at the appropriate data location with a hori-
zontal line across the middle.
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New sockets could even be created to accomodate novel pins in the prototype.
For exa,mple, the symbol described above has a pin for the vertical position of the
horizontal line within the rectangle (i.e., the :line-y-offset slot is inherited). A
new socket could be added to a series to provide a value for the new symbols to
inherit as follows:

(create-instance' ss slmboJ.-series
( : slmbols-prototJrpe new-s}mbol) )

(edit-slot ss :slmbols-Iine-y-offset-list
(o-foruula

(R (cs rrseq(l:"
(text (gvl :nun-slmbo1s))
n) /tl
(text (gvl :nrrn-slnnbols))))))

This new socket provides a value for each new symbol in the series; each symbol will
draw its horizontal line at a difierent height within the symbol square (corresponding
to the order statistic of the symbol-i.e., the symbol representing the first data value
will draw its line at the bottom of the squa.re aad the symbol representing the last
data 'ualue will draw its line at the top of the square)- Figure 3.9 shows an exa,nrple
data series using the new symbols.

Of course, if this is still too restrictive, the user can always create a completely
new sort of series object to meet their requirements (for exarnple, a series which
plotted more than two wriables).

It may seem that this design is too complex for creating simple, static graphi-
cal objects (like a square symbol). There is cert"inly no distinction made between
objects which (typically) have a stable structure (like a data symbol) and objects
which have a somewhat flexible structure (like a scatter-plot which can have addi-
tional data series added to it). flowever, a.s long as the additional flexibility does
not come at a cost, then it can only be a bonus. The creation of objects with an
initial structure is (mostly3) only a convenience; for exa,mple, a square.symbol could
be created incrementally as follows:

(def ine-group, square-s1mbol-group
: def ault-couponents NIL
:inheri.ted-sIots, ( :x-vble :y-vble)
:data-slots, (:x-vble :y-vble))

( create-instrnce, sguare-slmbol square-synbol-group
(:sidth .05)
(:height.05))

(create-instance trect rectaagle)
(add-conpotreat rect :rect square-syubol)
(edit-slot square-s5mbol :rect-x

(o-fornula
(- (get-data-location (gvl :x-vble) (gvl ;rlk)

(gv1 :x-scale))
U Gtt :width) 2))))

(edit-slot square-synbol :rect-y
(o-fornula

(- (get-aata-location (gvl :y-vble) (gvl ;lank)
3the only problem is that it is not, currently, possible to add or remove inherited, private, or

data slots other than through defiue-group
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Figure 3.9: A data.series using square symbols wbich have a horiaoatal liae
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(gvl :Y-sca1e))
U @vL :height) 2))))

One problem with the inheritance mechenism in Xtend is the possibility that
a graphical object may inherit a value that was not intended for it; I call this
accidental inheritance. Consider the x-axis plotting element, which provides a
:label-height slot for its :label component (a text plotting element) to inherit
and a rticks-label-height slot for the items in its :ticks list (which axe tick-
mark plotting elements) to inherit. If the user destroys the :ticks-label-height
slot in order to stop the tick-marks inheriting a label height from the axis a the
tick-ma,rks in the :ticks list will instead inherit the :label-heigbt slot (which
is meant oniy for the text which represents the a-xis label). This is essenrially a
name-space problem. Unfortunately, the solution is for the user to be a bit care-
ful $,hen choosing the names of components (for exa,mple, the conflict above could
be resolved by naming the slot which contains the text representing the a>cis la-
bel :aris-1abe1); this is undesirable because it complicates the creation of new
plottiag elements.

3.6.3 Stand-Alone Graphics
The communication with the E system is extremely beneficial. Data can be ma-
nipulated, analysed, even loaded using R. This not ouly simplifies and focuses the
initial writing of Xtend (because these features do not have to be implemented in
Xtend), but also the ongoing development of Xtend (because Xtend automatically
keeps pace with the development of the features in R).

The generation of cornmaads to send to R is a little inconvenient, but this
could be easily fixed by providing wrapper functions, at least for the most courmon
statistical functions. For exa,mple,

(defua nean (x)
(car (R (cs "mean(" (Rvector x) ")"))))

(defur nedian (x)
(elt (R (cs "quaatile(" (Rvector x) ")")) 2))

The user is unable to interact directly with .R-the only contact with ^R is
through the Xtend interface-but this is a reasonable price to pay in order to
have well-synchronised communication between .R and Xtend; .R does nothing until
Xtend sends a message then R executes the message! returns a result and goes back
to waiting.

3.6.4 Problems
The major and, at this stage, fatal problem with the Xtend system is the speed at
which it runs and the memory it consumes. The very simple examples given in this
chapter should run quickly or at least with only a small pause, but the creation of
a scatterplot, without any data symbols, takes more than a minstrg and involves
sufficient memory allocations (consing) to trigger five or six garbage collections
(with a collection limit of 10 MB !). This sort of inefficiency is totally unacceptable.

ertostopcomponentsfrominheritingawalue;thismight
be done in order to preserve a customisation in a component that would otherwise be overridden,
or to move between inheritance rules - for example, so that the items in a list all inherit a single
value rather than each inheriting their own value from a list
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The problem is the la^rge number of KR constraints within the system, partic-
ulariy in the implementation of the inheritance mechanism. An early version of
the system, which did not include inheritance (but still used constraints to specify
relationships between the high-level description of a graphical object and the ar-
rangement of the components of the object), ran acceptably. With the introduction
of inheritance, the number of constraints more than doubled and the system slowed
enormouslf

A possible solution would be to implemmt inheritance without constraints. It is
important to retain constraints in the specification of a new plotting element so that
the system is easily extensible, however, the inheritance mechanism is completely
internal (i.e., the user never has to deal with the implementation of inheritance)
so this could be implemented by hand (i.e., without constraints) in order to gain
efficiency.

Another problem with Xtend is that it is not very useful for creating plotting
elements that involve a large number of graphical primitives (e.g., a 3D mesh).
The specification of rules for each primitive would quite quickly become tedious. A
possible solution to this would be to provide more complex graphical primitives-
complex objects which do all their owu drawing (rather than owning other objects
which do the drawing). This is essentially a return to the more conventional sta-
tistical grahics system, but only in the sense of incorporating the usefirl features of
such systems; the main usefulness of Xtend is for creating relatively simple, highly
flexible plotting components, but this could be incorporated with more traditional
capabilities as well.

Finally, the Xtend interface is an improvement on Simplisp in terms of user-
friendliaess (e.g., the default output window and image, plus the shorl function), but
there are still some quite major inconveniences. In pa^rticula^r, positioning plotting
elements within an image and an image within an output is still quite an awkward
task. The next chapter describes an attempt to address these issues.

SUMMARY Xtenil prcaides good, support for ertensible stotistical gmphics by defining
a s'ingle coherent frameuork for deaeloping new plotting elements. Xtend's inher-
itonce mechanism allows graphs to be constru,cted incrementally which promotes
experi.mentation, particularly with new graph strl,ctures. Xtenil proaides flexi,ble
and detailed communintion uith R which giaes important support for grophiul ex-
tensibility. Unfoftunately, Xtend is too inefficient in terms of mernory and speed

for anything other than simple demonstrations of its potentiol uses.

sThis does not mean that a good solution would be to ditch inheritance altogether ! The
early version without inheritance had very poor support for sharing information between plotting
elemen!s.
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Chapter 4

SPG

4.t Aims
The previous two chapters describe experimental softwa.re packages which invest!
gate ways of increasing the flexibility, extensibility, and accessibility of statistical
graphics software. Those software packages were constructed in a bottom-up fash-
ion, creating powerful foundations upon which to build generic plotting elements;
the toplevel mechanism for viewing the plotting elements was treated as a necessity
rather than as a focus of the design ofthe systems.

The software described in this chapter focuses more upon top-level mechanisms;
the way in which the user views and interacts with plotting elements.

4.L.1 Arranging graphs on a prge
By default, most systems generate a graph which fills the entire reglon of whatever
output it is being viewed on. In mtny cases, there is a need for the user to control
the region occupied by the graph. pss $(emple, the user might want the graph to
occupy a region of a fixed size (e.g., 4 inches square). If several graphs are being
viewed on the same output, there is a need to allocate them non-overlapping regions
(e.9., divide the output into two ha.lves and show each graph in one half).

Any arrangement of plotsr can be achieved by specifying the left, bottorr, width,
and height of each plot (see Figure 4.1) . In many casies, however, this level of descrip-
tion is unnecessarily detailed a,nd the determination of the appropriate specifications
for each plot can be time-consuming and inconvenient.

Ma,ny existing software packages provide higherJevel descriptions for the ar-
rangement of plots. For exa,mple, in the .9 system (Cha,mbers, Becker, and Wilks
1988), the statement

Par (f ty=t's t')

specifies that all figure regions (within which the plots are drawn) must be squa,re,
and the statement

par(nfrow= c(2,2))

specifies that the next four plots will be arranged together on a page in a 2 x 2
matrix.

tThis 
"*umes that plots are rectangles which cannot be rotated
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Figure 4.1: A sufficieut specification for positioning a plot anywhere on a page.

More recently, the Ttellis Graphics package (Becker a^nd Cleveland 19g6) pro.
vides a command to subdivide a page into an a^rray of subregions and specify which
subregion a plot shouid occupy. For exa,rnple, the statements,

plot1 <- x1plot(y - x)
print(plotl, split=c (t,2,2,3>)

divides the page into an array with two columns and three rows (based on the third
and fourth values in the sprit argument) and draws plotl in the first column of
the second row (based on the first and second'ualues in the split axgument).

An aim of the SPG package is to provide a mechanism lor alaenging plots on a
page whictr is powerful a.nd flexible, but also intuitive.

4.1.2 Coordinate systems and units
Much of the drawing involved in the creation of a graph occurs within the data
coordinate sy-stem (i.e., the scale that is used to position data symbols and to
determine the labels on tick-marks). Most statistical graphics systems provide a
number of other coordinate systems, which are more appropriate for specific tasks,
such as the positioning of a graph on an output. For exa,rrple, the .9system provides
the following set of coordinate systems (a,mong others; see Figure 4.2): an outer
margin for positioning outer margin text, such as page titles; a figure margin per
figure for positioning figure margin text, such as axis labels; a,nd a plot area per
figure for positioning data elements, such as data symbols.

Locations within the plot area are in terms of the standard (r, y) cartesian
coordinates, but locations within the margins are in terms of distance "out" from
the inner edge of the margin (i.e., up from bottom of top margin, left from right of
Ieft margin and so on; see Figure 4.3).

This sort of approach provides e>rcellent support for certain layout tasks (e.g.,
positioning text in the margins), but it is somewhat restrictive a.nd incomplete. The
approach is restrictive because the different coordinate systems are only available
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Figure 4.2: Coordiaate systeus in 5 (adapted fron a figure iD. S-Plus (Iser,s
Mannl, Version 3.2).
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Figure 4.3: The 5 nargin coordinate systems.
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to certain drawing operations. For exa,mple, it is only possible to draw text in the
margins (not lines and points). The approachis incomplete because there are several
other coordinate systerns that would be useful for different tasks. For ora,mple, in
order to draw some text in the middle of a plot would require knowing the scales on
each axis (because text within a plot has to be located in terms of data coordi'tates);
it would be usefirl to have some sort of normalised plot coordinates so that the centre
of the plot, (0.5,0.5), could be specified regardless of the a:<is scale.s.

The other aim of SPC is to provide a comprehensive set of coordinate systems
and make them available for all drawing operations.

suMMARy The first aim of SPG is to prorsiile a conuenient, intuitiae, ond powerful
layoat rnerhanism for anvnging plots on o page. The seund aim of SPG is to pro-
vide a namber of differcnt coordinatc sgstems for spaitying loe.ations onil d,imensions
and to make these coorfl,inote systems ouoilable for all drowing opemtions.
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4.2 Design

SPG retains some of the features of Simplisp and Xtend (such as automatic redraw-
ing of outputs and access to lower-level plotting elements), but focuses more on the
user-interfac€, a mechenism for arranging graphs, and the provision of arbitrary
coordinate systems.

4.2.L Constructing a graph

A graph is constructed by combining a number of gobs (graphical objects-not to be
confused with Pictor's grobs; Wilks, 1996) and primitives together within a picture.
Primitives are simple graphical objects such as Iines and text and gobs are complex
plotting elements such as arces and plots. The more complex gobs can own other
gobs (e.9., a plot owns an x-a:<is, a y-ocis, and some points).

A picture is viewed by adding it to an output.
Outputs, pictures, and gobs have a direction (left, right, up, or down), which

determines the "up" direction for their children. pot o(ample, if the direction of
an output is left, then for each picture in the output, "up" is to the left (i.e., the
picture is rotated 90 degrees anticlockwise). If the direction of an output is left and
the direction of a picture in the output is also left then "up" for any gobs in the
picture is down (i.e., directions Eue cumulative).

4.2.2 Arranging plots
Pictures and gobs have a left, bottom, width, and height so that a picture may be
positioned anywhere on an output, and a gob can be positioned anywhere within a
picture (or within another gob).

The arra:rgements of pictures within a.n output, of gobs within a picture, a,nd of
components within a gob can also be controlled by layouts.

A layout is a matrix of names (picture narnes, gob na^rnes, or component names)
which specifies how aregion (the output, the picture, or the gob) is divided up inro
rows and colurrns and determines the subregion that is allocated to each na,rred
object.

4.2.3 Coordinatesystems
The location and dimensions of a picture within an output, a gob within a picture,
and a component or primitive within a gob can be specified in any one of three
coordinate systems or units:

:crr this is an absolute coordinate system with (0,0) at the bottom-left corner of
the parent (the parent of a picture is an output, the parent of a gob is a
picture or another gob, and the parent of a primitive is a picture or a gob)
and (w i dt h -in -un, he,i g ht -in -an) at the topri ght.

:npc this is a relative coordinate system with (0,0) at the bottom-left corner of
the parent and (1,1) at the topright.

nil this is the "native" coordinate system of the parent with (a-m,in,y:nin) at the
bottomleft corner artd (t-mar,g-maa) at the top-right (i.e., it depends on
the x-scale and y-scale ofthe parent).
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SUMN{ARY A layout mechanism is proaided for ananging plots on a poge and for
ananging the components of a plot uithin the plot. AII locations and dimensions in
SPG are specified with a unit.

tt4
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4.3 Implementation
SPG was implemented in Common Lisp (crraucl) using cr,os (see Section 2.3).

4.3.1 SPG classes

f\rndamental classes

The three fundamental classes in SPG are the updatable class, the vp class, and
the viewport class.

An updatable object has a list of children and a list of pictures. The list of
pictures is used to perform redrawiag when an updatable is modified. Not all
instances of the updatable class make use of the list of pictures. The list of children
can be used to maintain the list of pictures in the children of an updatable object.
For example, when a picture is added to an updatable, usually when a gob or
primitive is added to a picture, the picture is also added to all of the children of
updatable. Also, when a new child is added to an updatable, all of the updatable's
pictures are added to the child. The list of children is also used to draw all of
the children of an updatable when the updatable is drawn (e.g., when an output
is drawn it draws all of its pictures and when a picture is drawn it draws all of its
gobs).

A vp has alocation (an c and ag),asae (awidth and aheight), a direction, an x-
scale, a y-scale, and a width in cm and a height in cm- A vp represeuts a rectangular
regron q'rithin its parent (i.e., a location and size) and specifies coordinate systems
for that region (in terms of absolute size in cm and *native" scale).

The viewport class is derived from the updatable and rrp classes (i.e., a viewport
is a rectangular region with its own coordinate system and a number of children
which will be drawn within the region). A viewpori has a layout which specifies the
axra,ngement of its chil&en.

primitives

The primitive classes (the line, the rectangle, and the text classes) are all derived
from the updatable class (i.e., they are objects which, directly or indirectly, appear
in pictures).

A line or rectangle consists of a locatiou (c and y) and size (width and height)-
A text object has a location, a height, an angle ofrotation, horizoutal- and vertical-
justification, and a string (the characters in the text).

gobs

The gob classes (the x-oris, y-axis, points, a^nd plot classes) are all derived from the
viewport class (i.e., they are objects which, directly or indirectly, appeax in pictures,
they specify a region with coordinates, and they may have children to draw).

For example, a points object specifies a rectangular region and a coordinate
system within that region which is used to locate the data symbols (and any other
primitive or gob which is added to the points object).

pictures

The picture class is derived from the viewport class (i.e., a picture defines a region
with coordinates and has children to draw; the children of a picture are gobs).
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outputs

The output classes (the xll-window and postscript-file classes) are derived from the
viewport cla.ss (i.e., they are objects which specify a region with coordinates and
they have children to draw; the children of an output are pictures).

4.3.2 Drawing
When the contents of an output need to be drawn, the output calls the generic draw
function on all of its childrm (i.e., for each picture in the output).

The drar method for viewports calls the generic drair-serf fuuction (to do
any drawing for the viewport itself), determines regions for the viewport's children,
based on the viewport's layout, and then calls draw for each of the viewport's
children. The draw method for each primitive performs the appropriate drawing
operation (e.g., the draw method for the line primitive draws a line).

The drar-self method for pictures performs clipping to ensure that no draw-
ing occurs outside the picture region. The dran-self methods for gobs with no
components (i.e., x-a.:cis, y-axis, and points) perform the appropriate drawing oper-
ations (e.g., the drar-self method for points draws a squaxe centred at each data
Iocation).

This means that the drawing command is issued from the output to eanh of
its pictures. Each picture performs clipping, €rranges its children (gobs and primi-
tives), then passes the command onto each of its children. Each primitive performs
the appropriate drawing. A gob with components arra.nges the components then
passes on the drawing command to each component. Each componeut which has
no components of its own performs the appropriate drawing commands.

4.3.3 Getting and setting slots
The standa^rd way of accessing a slot in CLOS is to use the following sort of state-
mem:

;; to get the ualue in a slot
(slot-value ny-object'ny-slot)

;; to set the aalue in a slot
(setf (sl-ot-value rny-object'ny-sIot) a-value)

when objects a^re arranged in a hierardry (e.g., gobs within pictures or compo-
nents rpithin gobs), this can become cumbersome. For exa.mple, ...

(s1ot-value (s1ot-value parent-object,child)'child-slot)
SPG has functions for accessing slots which allow concatenation of slot specifiers

(similar to KR's g-value function; see Section 3.3). For example,

(get-slot ny-object'ny-slot)
(get-slot parent-object'child,child-slot)
(set-slot ny-object rny-slot a-vaLue)
(set-slot parent-object,child rchild-slot a-va1ue)

when a slot is modffied, there is often a need for subsequent changes to slots
within the same object or to slots in other objects. SPG provides a general mecha-
nism for propagating changes, which is designed to allow easy extensibility.
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There are three different sorts of updates that can occur; an update just prior
to a slot being set (a pre-update), an update just after a slot has been set (a
post-update), and an update of the output (a drau-update). This allows for the
same sort of updating mechanisms that were implemented in Xtend by providing
simila"r service to the automatic updating mechanisms that were provided by KR
(i.e., automatic constraint maintenance and the 'rpre-set-denon*).

A slot can be set without any updating occurring by using the sets (pronounced
"set s") function. The set-slot function forces a pre.update and a post-update
for the slot being modified and the edit-slot fuuction forces a pre.update, a post-
update, and a draw-update to occur.

The edit-slot function is desigued for the user. Whenever the user modifies a
slot there should be a propagation of necessa,ry changes and then a redraw.

The set-slot function is designed for internal use, when a slot is to be modffied
and this change should be propagated, but no drawing should occur (a good example
is the setting of slots within pre. or post-update code).

The sets function is a,lso intended for internal use. In many cases, several slots
need to be set at once (e.g., tbe x, y, width, and height of a viewport). Fhrther,
the consequences of modifying each of these slots may be identical or at least very
similar (e.9., setting any of the x, y, width, or height of a viewport will probably
cause the viewport to modify the x, y, width, and height of its children). In this
sort of situation, the progra,urmer does not want the change to propagate when each
slot is modified (efiectively, it is possible to end up with the sarne sort of updates
occurring several times - i.e., massively redundant). The sets function allows a
slot to be modified without the chaage propagating. Ilowever, this is not the whole
story. What is typically desired is that the propagation should occur only once. The
sets function does not cause any propagation so the prograrnmer must force updates
explicitly. One solution is to choose one of the set of slots being modified and call
the update code for that slot. This is not very safe, however, because ifthe changes
that are propagated by modifuing each slot are not identical then some, possibly
vital, propagated changes will not occur. Fortunately, the format of the update
functions provides a better solution. The pre.and post-update functions each allow
an arbitrary number of slot parameters. Within the update code the progralrrmer
should use the intersection function to determine whether a particular update
activity should occur. This allows the progremmer to modify several slots at once
using the sets function and bracket these with calls to pre.and post-update, passing
the complete set of slots being modified. For exa.mple,

(defnethod post-update ((rny-object ny-class) &rest slots)
(if (intersection slots ,(slot-l slot-2 slot-3))

(update-action-1 ny-obj ect) )(if (intersection slots' (slot-1))
(update-action-2 rny-obj ecr) )

(if (intersection slots , (s1ot-2 slot-3))
(update-act iou-3 ny-obj ect) )(if (intersection sLots , (s1ot-3))
(update-action-4 ny-obj ect) ) )

(defua shatever (ny-object ...)

(pre-update ny-object rslot-l rslot-2)
(sets rny-object tslot-l some-value)
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(sets ny-object rslot-2 some-other-value)
(post-update ny-object rslot-l rsLot-2)

'The pr*update call does nothing because there is no pre-update method defined
for my-class. The set calls set slot-1 and slot-2 with the new values and the post-
update call runs updat*action-1, update.actiou-2, and update-action-3. If set-slot
was used instead of set, then update'action-l would be run twice (unnecessarily)
and if post-update was called with only one of 'slot-l and 'slot-2 then either update-
action-2 or update.action-3 would not be run.

4.3.4 Layouts
All viewport objects (outputs, pictures, and gobs) have a layout. A layout is a
structure which describes how the children of a viewport axe axranged within the
viewport's rectangula.r region. For example, layouts a.re used to describe how a
number of pictures a^re arranged within an output (e.g., specify a matrix of scat-
terplots), how gobs are arranged within a picture (e.g., specify that the plot region
is the largest square possible in the picture region), and how gobs are arranged
within other gobs (e.g., specifu the arrangement of the anes and points within a
scatterplot).

A layout is a structure consisting of:

I. a rnatri,x of symbols (which specify chiidren of the viewport object)

2. a list of rouheights (which default to one)

3. a list of columnwidths (which default to one)

4. a logical flag or a matrix to indicate whether the height of row r and the width
of column j are to be respected (see below)

5. a vector of. margins

6. a Iogical flag or matrix to indicate whether the marginrespect (basically
whether all of the margins are the sa,me physical width; see below)

The rovr heights, the column widths, and the ma^rgins may be specified in centime.
tres (cm).

For eca,mple, suppose that six pictures are to be arranged on an output so that
there are three rows and two columns of pictures, all of the same size, and together
they completely occupy the output surface (an arrangement that would be usefirl
for generating a scatterplot matrix). A layout for this arrangement would look like:

fPl Pzl
t. matrix = | nB e4 

|

Lps fi)

2. runh,eights = lil
3. columnwidths : 17 I 1]
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4. respect - false

folS.maroins=lO 0l-l
Lol

6. mar g'inrespeci : true

A layout structure is created using the na-ke-layout function. The following
expression creates a layout for the exa,mple above (all of the keyword axguments
could actually be left out because the default values will be correct in this case):

(nake-layout 3 2' ((p1 p2)
(p3 pa)
(ps p6))

:heights '(1 1 1)
:sidths , (1 1)
:respect ni.1
:nargins '(0 0 0 0)
:n-respect T)

The next section describes how the layout structure is converted into the regions
that should be allocated to each of the children of the viewport.

generatiug layout regions

Consider the following layout:

(uake-layout 2 2'((p1 p2)
(p3 p3))) (4.1)

This layout describes three distinct components: p1, p2, and p3. The function
Layout-info takes a layout and the dimensious of a rectangular region and returns
the portions of the overall region whidr are to be allocated to the components.

The general algorithm involves dividing the overall regton into a number of
rows and columns (corresponding to the uumber of rows and columns in the layout
matrix; in the oca,mple above, the overall region would be divided into two rows
and two columns). Next, each row is allocated a portion of the height of the overall
regron and each column is allocated a portion of the width of the overall region. The
portions allocated to each row a.nd column depend on the row heights, the column
widths, and the respect of the layout (specific cases axe described in detail below;
in the simple er(emple above, each row is allocated half of the height of the overall
region and each column is allocated half of the width of the overall region). Figure
4.4 shows how the overall region is divided up for the example layout given above.

The region a,llocated to each regiou is described by a vector (\eft, bottom, w,i,dth,
height). Component p1 occupies the topleft cell of the layout matrix so it is al-
located the topleft cell of the output, which is described by (0,0.b,0.5,0.b) (see
Figure 4.5).

Similarly, the regions allocated to components p2 and p3 a,re (0.b,0.5,0.S,0.S)
and (0,0, 1,0.5) respectively.
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05 0.5

Figure 4.4: The division of the overall region into rows and colunas for the
layout described in expression 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: The region allocated to component pl for the layout in expression

4.t.

Cdculati"g row-height and column-width proportions

Once the overall region has been divided into a num.ber of rows and columns, the
heights of the rows and the widths of the columns are calculated depending on the
row-heights, the column-widths, and the respect of the layout.

Consider a layout with ros' heights 6,sd celrrmn widths all expressed in cm:

(nake-layout 1 2,((p1 p2))
:heights , ((4 :crn)) (4.2)
:ridths ,((2 :cn) (a :cn)))

The proportional row-heights and column-widths (heights/widths hereafter) de
pend on the absolute size of the overall region. For o<ample, if the overall region is
8 cm high and 6 cm wide then the heights are

L 4an
,:ffi

and the widths are

aad
? _4*
3 6crn

(see Figure 4.6).

! Zmt,

3 6crn
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6cm

"'i &rn

2cm 4cm

Figure 4.6: The layout in expression 4.2 arranged withia a region which is
8cm high and 6cm wide.

Figr.rre 4.7: The regiou allocated to p1 by the layout in expression 4.L with the
Ioyout asput rotio wsputeil.

ff all of the colurnn-widths and row-heights in the layout ar.e not in cm, then the
conversion to proportional column-widths and row-heights depends on the layout
respect.

If there is no respect (i.e., the respect is nil) then the proportional widths/
heights are found by dividing the original widths/heights by the sum of all widths/
heights. This was the case for the layout in expression 4.1 (see Figure 4.4).

If there is firll respect (i.e., the respect is T), intermediate widths/heights are
calculated as for no respect, then final widths/heights are found by multiplying the
intermediate widths/heights by the width/height of the largest rectangle that can
fit into the overall regron that respects the layout aspect ratio. The aspect ratio of
a layout is the sum of the row heights divided by the sum of the column widths.
The "largest region" is expressed as a width and height whidr are proportions of
the pa^rent region----one of them will always be one and the other will always be
less than one. For exa'nple, if the layout aspect ratio is I (i.e., a square) and the
parent region has an aspect ratio of 3 (i."., it is a rectangle that is higher tha^n it
is wide) then the full width of the overall region is used, but only three quarters of
the height is used (i.e., the multipliers are 1 and 3/a). Figue 4.2 shows the region
allocated to p1 by the example layout wi,th the layout aspect ratio respected.

If there is partial respect (i.e., the respect is a matrix) then the conversion
depends on whether the aspect ratio of the layout is "taUer" than the aspect ratio
of the overall region.

If the overall region is taller, the row heights which are not to be respected
are increased so that the layout aspect ratio with the new heights is the se.me as
the aspect ratio of the overall region. The converted widths and heights are then
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Figure 4.8: The region allocated to p1 by the layout described by expression
4.3.

calculated from the original widths and the adjusted heights, treating the layout
with total respect. Consider a va^riation on the layout in expression 4.1 where there
is partial respect:

(nale-Iayo\t 2 2 '((p1 p2)
(p3 p3) )

:respect ,((0 0)
(1 0)))

Figure 4.8 shows the region allocated to pl by this layout (compare this with Figure
4.4). The arrow indicates that the height of the top row has been stretched so that
the layout aspect ratio is the same as the aspect ratio of the overall region. The
effect of the partial respect in this case is to ensure that the bottomleft allocated
region is squa,re (i.e., has an aspect ratio of 1).

ff the layout is taller, the column widths which are not to be respected a^re in-
creased so that the layout aspect ratio with the new widths is the same as the aspect
ratio of the parent region. The converted widths and heights are then calculated
(from the adusted widths a.nd the original heights) treating the layout with total
respect.

If some but not all of the widths are in cm and some but not all of the heights
are in cm, then the widths and heights a,re split into cm-widths/heights and non-
cm-widths/heights. The cm-widths/heights are calculated using the subregion of
the overall region which is occupied by cm-rows and cm-columns and the non-cm-
widths/heights are calculated usi.g the subregion of the overall regron whidr is not
occupied by cm-rows and cm-columns. Consider the following, rathe complicated
layout:

(rnale-layout 3 3 ,((p1 p2 p3)
(pa p2 p3)
(p5 ps p5))

:beights '(2 1 (2 :cn))
:widths ,(3 (2 :cn) 1))

(4.4)

There is one cm-row (the bottom row) and one cm-coh'mn (the middle column).
Figure 4.9 shows the subregion of the overall reglon which is occupied by cm-rows
and cm-columns (the hatched a,rea) for an overall region which is 8cm high and 6cm
wide. The non-cm rows and columns have been aJlocated using what is left over
from the overall region (the fust row is twice as high as the second row and the first
column is three times as wide as the last column).

(4.3)
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Figure 4.9: The allocation of rows and columns for the layout described by
expressioa 4.4.

The separate widths/heights a.re then recombined; adjustments are made for the
fact that the widths/heights were calculated using only a subregion of the overall
region.

If some but not all of the widths are in cm and all of the heights are in cm, then
the widths are converted as for some but not all widths in cm and the heights are
converted as for all-cm heights.

If all of the widths are in cm and some but not all of the heights a,re in cm, then
convert the widths as for all-cm widths and convert the heights as for some but not
all heights in cm.

A layout with margins is converted to a layout without margins---extra rows
and columns of the appropriate heights and widths are added to the layout matrix
and the layout respect is augmented for the ma.r$in respect-then the regions are
calculated as above.

4.3.5 Specifying Units
Some slots in SPG objects contain a nu structure (number-with-unit) rather than
a normal Lisp value. A nu structure consists of a number plus a rrnil (ail, : cm, or
:npc).

Rather than force the'user to create a nu structure when setting the value of a
slot, for exemple,

(edit-slot ny-object,my-slot
(roa.ke-nu :value a-value :uait :cn))

the edit-slot function automatically detects whether the slot gsslnins a nu struc-
ture and interprets the new value as a nu structure rather than a normal value. The
following code illustrates the allowable synta)c

;; set the value of a normal slot
(edit-slot ny-object'loy-normal-s1ot a-vaLue)

;; set the value of a nu-s1ot
(edit-slot Dy-object,my-nu-slot, (a-value :crn))

;; set the val-ue of a nu-slot
;; (unit luFlicitly set to NIL)

(edit-s1ot ny-object'rny-nu-slot a-value)
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SuMMARv'gP€ is itnplemer&ed in Calnntan Lisp whns cl,os. sFC aJlous aeegJse to
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4.4 SPG Reference

This section describes all of the editable slots of the SPG objects that the user
should interact with, and describes the functions arailable to the us€r.

4.4.L Objects

X1l-Wiudow

Postcript-File

nin - location of left end of axis
withh anis pari:nt
uax - location of right eud of axis
within a:<is parent
tick-length
x-scaIe

f ilenane - string

x
v
widtb
height
direction

I
v
width
height

x
v
sidtb
beight

nia - location of bottom end of
aris within axis parent
nax - location of top end of axis
within a,:cis parent
tick-length
y'-scale

x-vble
y-vble
slrnboJ" - can only be : square
s5rubol--size
x-sca].e
y-sca1e

@
r-vble
y-vbIe

tT.-tl
string
x
v
heigbt
angle
h-just
v-just
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4.4.2 F\rnctions

add-p i ctur e (p ictare outpat )
Add the picture to the output.

edit-sl-ot ( object slots ualue)
Set the value of the specified slot in the object, propagate any required
changes, aad perform any redrawing that is necessary.

get-slot ( object slots)
Get the value of the specified slot in the object.

line( parent
&keyx y ridth height)

Create a line primitive and add it to the parent.

nate-layout ( nrows nuls nomes
&key heights widths respect ruargins

m-respect)
Create a layout structure. numrous artd. numols should be integers, narnes
should be a matrix, ww-heights and col-widtlts should be lists of numbers,
rxsprct should be logical or a matrix, moryins should be a single number or
a vector of numbers, artd margin-recpectshould be logical or a 2 x 2 matrix.

picture(oztpuf)
Create a picture and add it to the output.

plot( t y picture
&key r-aris-p y-axis-p)

Create a scatter-plot, with points, an x-a:ris (unless x-a:cis-p is false), and
a y-a,:cis (unless y-a)ds-p is false), and add it to the picture.

poiute( c y parent
&key slmbol size name)

Create a set ofpoints and add then to the parent.

postscript ( fiIenome
&key Layout)

Create a postscript file.

R( rnessage
&key evaluate verbatin parse)

Send a (string) message to the slave .R process. If ernaluate is false then no
ra"lue is returned. If verbatim is true then the value is returned as an ft
value, otherwise the value is returned as a Lisp list. If pa,rse is true (the
default) then the message is parsed before being evaluated.

rect( parent
&keyx y width height)
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erete a rectaugle pinoitire and a.dd it to the paxent.

ri€Dov€-pi.c liur e (Ftietzurv oatput)
RBmsve:the picture ftom t;he output.

ataRt( )
Start a sl&ve I procesE for performiqg statistical analyses.

tert( string pqtirmt
&key x y heigbt h-just v-just rngle)

Create a tert primitive and add it to the pareut.

x-aris( patent
&heynia oal naue)

Oreatc an x-a:ris and add it to the parentr in a slot with the specified rarne.

y;arls( po't"l't t
&keynia nrr Ea[e)

Grgete a y.axis and add it to the par.ert, in a elot with the specified name.

tn
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4.5 lJser's Guide

4.5.1 Getting Started
Type ctr'luCl, at the system prompt then type (1oad ',spg-iuit.lisp") at the Lisp
prompt (all other typing is at the lisp prompt).

4.5.2 Creating a Plot
First, create a window to view the plot by typing:

(setf x$ (x11-wiudou :Iayout (nale-layout 1 L ,((p)))))

This automatically creates a picture called p (since a picture of that name did
not already exist) which occupies the entire window. Next, generate the data to
plot:

(setf x (nake-variable :data (list t 2 3)))
(setf y (nale-variable :data (tist Z 4 6)))

Finally, create a plot within the picture p:

(setf Pl- (PIot x Y P))

4.5.3 Annotating a Plot
Text can be added to the plot using the text function. The location and size of
the text can be specified in whatever units are most convenient. For exa.mple, the
following adds a piece of text with a fixed height at a data location:

(text " point #2t' (get-slot pI ,points)
:x 2 :y 4 :height ,(.3 :cn))

By specifying no units for the :x and :y values, these values are implicitly inter-
preted as being in the native coordinate system ofthe pareut (i.e., :r 2 is the sarne
as : x , (2 nil) ). By adding the text to the set of points (rather than, for example,
to the picture), this native coordinate system is the data scale used to position the
points.

In contrast the following code adds a title to the top of the plot:

(text "My Plot" pl
:x ,(.s :apc) :y ,(.9 :npc)
:height '(.5 :cn) :h-just :centre)

4,5.4 Layouts
A layout primarily consists of a matrix (rn rows and n columns) of plot names. For
exarnple, the Lisp expression,

(oake-layoat 2 2 '((p1 p2)
(p3 pa)))

creates the lavout matrix.

128
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aaaro

tdt

Figure 4.lO: The regions allocated to two plots on a page (dashed rectangle),
in both portrait and landscape orientations, based on the layout
created by expression (4.5).

Each plot nemed in the layout matrix is allocated a region on the page using the
following algorithm. The page is divided into rn rows and n columns and each plot
occupies the srme cells on the page as it does in the layout matrix. In the above
slamFle, the page is divided into two rows aad two columns (thereby creating four
equal-sized cells) a,nd each plot occupies one of these cells. In particular, plot pl
occupies the top-left cell, plot p2 occupies the top.right cell, and so on.

If a plot nrme appears in more than one cell of the layout matrix, the plot is
allocated more thaa one cell ou the page. For exanple, consider the layout created
by,

(nale-Iayout 2 2 ,((p1 p1)
(0 P2)))

(4.5)

whidr has the layout matrix,

lPt Prl
Lo pzJ

The page is again divided into two rows and two columns, but the plot pl is
allocated the entire top row aad the plot p2 is allocated only the bottom-right cell.
Figure 4.10 shows the regions that the two plots would be allocated on a printed
page in portrait and landscape orientations.

The aspect ratio of a layout is the number of rows in the layout matrix (rn)
divided by the number of columns in the layout matrix (n). In the example, the
layout aspect ratio is one (i.e., the layout matrix is square). The aspect ratio of a
page is the physical height of the page divided by the physical width of the page
(e.9., the aspect ratio of an A4 page with a portrait orientation is 2g7mm l2L\mm :
L.4r4).

when the aspect ratio of the page differs from the aspect ratio of the layout,
the height of one row on the page will not be equal to the width of one column on
the page.

The aspect ratio of the layout is iguored by default, however, it is possible to
specify that the aspect ratio of the layout should be respected. This means that
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Figure 4.11: The regioDs allocated to two plots on a page (dashed rectangle),
in both portrait and landscape orieutations, based on the layout
created by expression (4.6).

the height of one row on the page will be the same as the width of one colurnn
on the page, no matter what aspect ratio the page has. The efiect of this is that
only the la,rgest region on the page with the appropriate aspect ratio is used for
arrangrng the plots. 151 o(e.mple, the following Lisp code creates the same layout
matrix as the previous exarnple, but specifies that the aspect ratio of the layout is
to be respected:

(nate-layott 2 2 ,((p1 p1)
(0 p2))

:respect T)
(4.6)

Figure 4.11 shows the regions that would be allocated to earh plot on a printed
page. Now only the la,rgest squaxe region (i.e., the largest region with an aspect
ratio of one) on the page is actually used for the plots, p2 is allocated a square
regron, and pl is allocated a region which is twice as wide as it is high.

It is also possible to specify the heights of the rows and the widths of the columns
of the layout matrix. For ocarnple,

(nake-Iayout 2 2 ,((p1 p1)
(0 p2))

:ror-heigbts , (2 1)
:col-uidths , (2 2)
:respect T)

produces the following layout matrix and height a,nd width vectors,

(4.7)

[2 2l

The aspect ratio of a layout is actually the sum of the row heights divided by
the sum of the column widths (which is the number of rows divided by the number

l?l ['; i;]
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Figure 4.12: The regions allocated to two plots on a page (dashed rectangle),
in both po*rait and landscape orientations, based on the layout
creatd by expression (4.7).

of columns when the row heights &nd colrrrnq widths axe all one; if heights or widths
are not specified then they default to one). This means that it is possible to specify
arbitrary aspect ratios simply by coutrolling the heights of rows and the widths of
columns (and respecting the layout aspect ratio).

Figure 4.12 shows exa,mples of the regions that each plot would be allocated on
a printed page for the layout described above. The fust point of interest is that
only the la^rgest region on the page with an aspect ratio of 0.75 (3/4) is used. Also,
plot pl is always twice as high as plot p2 and twice as wide. Fina,lly, both plots a^re

twice as wide as they are high.
The row-heights and column-widths can be specified in absolute units rather

than relative units- The Lisp expression,

(nake-layout 1 1 '((p))
:rov-heights' ((16 :cn))
:col-widths , ((10 :co)))

(4.8)

produces the following layout matrix and height and width vectors,

[16cm] [pj

[10crn]

Figure 4.13 demonstrates that the dimensions of the region allocated to the plot p
by this layout is constant regardless of the page size and orientation.

A margin can be specified for the layout. A margin may be thought of as extra,
empty rows and columns in the layout matrix. To avoid specifying these empty rows
and columns by hand, which would be tedious and inefficient, a syntarc is provided
so that the rows and columns are built into the lavout matrix automaticallv. For
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Figure 4.13: The region allocated to a plot on a page (dashed rectangle), in
both portrait and landscape orientatioDs, based on the layout
created by ocpression (4.8).

slarnpl€, the Lisp e)cpression,

. (rnale-layout 2 2 '((p1 0)
(o p2))

:nargj.ns , (3 : cn) )

produces the following layout matrix and height and width vectors,

(4.e)

l3,m, 1 1 3*l
Notice that the row heights a^ud column widths have defaulted to a lalue of one.

Figure 4.14 shows gxrmples of the regrons allocated to plots pr and p2 oa
different-sized pages. This layout demonstrates that absolute and relative units
can be combined. In effect, the absolute margins are first allocated around the
perimeter of the page and then the relative rows and columns are allocated using
the rema.inder of the page. The regions for pl and p2 arc not squaxe, even though
each plot occupies exactly one row of height one and one column of width one,
because the layout aspect ratio is not respected.

It is also possible to specify layouts for the a,rra^ugement of components within a
plot. A useful feature of layouts within this context is the ability to specify pa.rtial
respect of the layout matrix. This is achieved by specifying a matrix of 0,s and
1's for the layout respect. If a 1 appears in cell (i,j) of the respect matrix and
the width of column j is r times the height of rovr z', then the width allocated to
column j by the layout will be o times the height allocated to row i. This allows,
for exa,rrple, the user to specify that the width of column j be equal to the height

Hl lt T+tl
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I'igure 4.L* The regioae ailosat€d to tno plots on a page (dashed rectaagfe),
in both portrait aad h,ndscape qieatatin's, basd o.n the lalout
orcatd by cgpessioa '(d.9). The do$ed rcsran8lq tndicates tfre
ectent of the layout maryins.

of row d. As €Ea,Eple should cfadfy tbingp. The T,iqF oode,

(nake-layo.ut 2 2, ((y-arla riata-points)
(O r-aris))'

rror-beiglts r(1! 1)
:col-Eldt&s , (1 4)
:reapect ,((O 0)

(i, o))
:na!'gitre .5
:.reargin-respect T)

produces the following laXour matrix aod heigbt alrat width n€Gters,

(4.10)

0
datwpnints

't-AXiS

0

[.5 1 4 ,5]

which e.vr be used to a$angp the tbrce components witbin a plot regi,on.
Figure 4X5 shorvs the oubregius thaf a,re allooated to each co@ponent wtthir

an epcanple plet rr€glon, The height of the region atloeatd to the x-axig ib the sa@e
as tte widtb of the region a,lloeated to tbe y.a4ib. Tho nargin providec an a,r a of
blank space at the dges of the plot regioo. The margln asptrt ratios are respected
(:nargis.-respect T), which E€aos tbat, tb€ rclative heigF$s of rnargi$ rom,e and
the relative Elidths of the urargin solu:n:rs are respected. In +"hie case th€ mas.Eitr
roris a,re both 0,-s higb a,nd the:aargin coluinns are bo'th 01.5 wide so the'.argins
a,re the same or all sides of the plot.

il
ffl f3 s-l,b

LIJ L3 3
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Figure 4.15: The regions allocated to the components of a plot, within a plot
region (dashed rectangle), for different plot aspect ratios, based
on the layout created by expression (a.10). The dotted rectaagle
indicate the extent of the layout margias.

4.6 Results and Conclusions

4.6.1 Layouts
The layouts mechanism provides an intuitive and very powerful method for speci-
fying the €urangement of graphs on an output.

The primary feature of the layouts mechanism is that it allows the user to specify
a high-level description of an arrangement of plots, which is then automatically
converted into a low-level specification of the locations and dimensions of the plots-
The advantages of this are twofold. First of all, a low-level specification of a simple
axrangement of plots is not difficult to calculate, but it is tedious and inconvenient.
The specification of a matrix of plot Darles, possibly with row heights, column
widths and margins is a convenient and intuitive alternative.

Secondly, a low-level specification of a complex arrangement of plots ca,n be very
difficult to calculate. The ability to combine relative and absolute units and the
ability to respect the aspect ratio of only some rows and columns within a layout
matrix provide a mudr simpler description of more comploc plot arrangements.

It is significant that layouts can also be used within plots to arrange the compo-
nents of the plots. This provides a great deal of flexibility for the layout of plotting
elements. Most statistical graphics systems provide a very rigid plot structure and
severely restrict how much the user is able to modify the layout of this structure.
By providing layouts for the arrangement of plot components, SPG introduces a
great deal more power for the user to specify the layout of the plot structure.

A disadva"ntage of layouts is that it is not convenient for specifying a repetitive
layout such as a scatterplot matrix. For that sort of arrangement, it is much more
efficient and simple to specify just the number of rows a"rrd columns (as in, for
exa^rnple, $Plus and .R).
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4.6.2 Coordinate Systems

There are two ways in which SPG provides improved support for coordinate systems
in statistical graphics. First of all, there is a selection of coordinate systems for
locating and sizing all objects; there is an absolute coordinate system based on
centimetres, a relative system based on normalised coordinates, and an arbitrary
"native" system based on an x-scale and y-scale. This is in contrast to, for example,
text which is drawn in the ma.rgins of an Sgraph, where there is only one coordinate
system arrailable2.

F\rrthermore, the hierarchical structure of some plotting elements (e.g., the scat-
terplot) implicitly introduces further coordinate systems because the plotting ele-
ment, which has a rectangular bounding region, describes a new normalised coordi
nate system (with (0,0) at the bottom-Ieft, corner of the bounding region and (1, 1)
at the topright corner) and a new native coordinate system (via the x-scale and
y-scale of the plotting element).

Secondly, there is increased flexibility: all graphical objects (primitives and
plotting elements) can be located within any of the available coordinate systems (the
absolute system of centimetres, the relative system of normalised parent coordinates,
and the native system of the x-scale and y-scale).

There a;re no coordinate systems which correspond completely to those in the
S-Plus system for locating text in margins (regions can be given difierent directions
and a,rbitra.ry x- and y-scales, but there is no rrnit defined in terms of the height
of a line of text), however, the framework could easily be extended to support any
sort of rrnif fe1 positioning and sizing all graphical objects.

SUMMARY SPG's layout mechanism proddes benefits for specifuing both simple and,
complec orrangernents of plots. The loyout mechanism olso supports specilying the
orrangernents of components within a plot, which promotes fluible plot strz,etures.
SPG proaides two obsolute coordinate systems for specitying the location and dirnen-
sions of gruphiu'I objects. A third coordinate systern is also auailable for locoting
and sizing cornponents oJ a plot relatiue to the bounding region of the plot.

2On the otber hand, SPG does not provide a coordinate system corresponding to 9s margin
coordinate systems (where either the x- or y-dimension is measured in lines of text), but this and
any other coordinate system could be added relatively easily. The important point is that all of
the existing coordinate systems are available all of the time
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Chapter 5

R Graphics

This chapter describes work involved with the development of the graphics engine of
the I statistical progranming environment (Ihalra and Gentleman, 19g6). Some of
this work represents an implementation of some of the ideas that were investigated
in the experimental software that was described in the previous three chapters.

.R is being developed in the C progamming language.

5.1 Mathematical Annotation
Providing mathematical annotation in plots can be important when those plots are
to be used to summarise and present the results of a statistical analysis.

In most systems, mathematical annotations must be added yia some sort of
third-party software. For example, a chart from Systat may be combined with a
mathematical expression from MathType in a Microsoft Word document. This sort
of approach makes it very difficult to, for exarnple, include mathematical e.nnotation
in an anis label or locate a mathematical annotation at a particular data location
on a graph (e.9., when providing a label for a data symbol). Some systems provide
rudimeutary mathematical facilities within normal text anqotation (e.g., SigmaPlot
allows for superscripts and subscripts), but there are no sophisticated solutions
available.

The approactr described here uses a programmatic description of mathematical
annotation and uses software to reniler the equation into the plot. This is the seme
approach that is taheu in typesetting systems such as T$.

This approach partitions the problem into two subproblems. The first is that of
describing the structure of the mathematical annotation, and the second of render-
ing that desciption into graphics on the page.

5.1.L Describing Mathematical Annotation
Computations in .B are carried out by typing etpress,i,ons to an interpreter which
parses and executes them. The expressions accepted by the interpreter are specified
in infix notation. For example, the expression f (a,b) indicates that the computa-
tion should apply the procedure f to the axguments a and b. In addition, there is
certain arnount of syntactic sugar which permits binary operators to be typed in
the form a+b, in addition to their infix form '?+il (a,b).
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The expressions used to specify computations in .R are similar to traditional
mathematical notation. Because of this, they can also be used to describe the
structure of mathematical expressions to be used in graphical annotation. The
following table shows a number of simple mathematical expressions and how they
can be represented with R expressions.

Mathematics

@+il12
sin c

ssv
Ern

R
(x + y)/2
sia(x)

x(=y
sun(xlil )

In order to use r? expressions to describe the layout of mathematical expres-
sions, it is necessary to have a means of indicating that the expression is not to be
evaluated, but instead treated as a symbolic description. This can be achieved in
.B by using the quoting mecha.nism provided by the expressioaO function. The .R

expression

erpressi.oa( eIlr | | eupr2, . . .)

returns its unevaluated arguments €epr1, esg2,. . . in a uector of mode uptzssion.
The .B graphics code has been modified so that in any place where a vector of

text annotation strings could be passed as an argument to a graphics functiou, it
is also possible to pass a vector of expressions. When this happens, the expressions
are processed by the underlying equation renderer rather than by the graphics code
which draws text strings.

When the renderer receives an expression, it draws a representation of it on the
graphics device using its builtin set of layout rules. Some of these rules specify
special actions for mathematical operators such as summation and integration, and
others the way in which accents and radicals should be handled. Additional rules
provide simple text translations such as the translation of alpha into the corre-
sponding greek symbol a.

5.!.2 The Equation Renderer
The process of producing a mathematical expression on a printed page or a computer
screen involves two steps. First of all, the expression must be described in some way
that the computer software can recognise and, secondly, the software must convert
that description into the appropriate drawing operations - what to draw and where
to draw it. This section describes the secoad step, typesetting the mathematical
expression.

In order to introduce the basic concepts behind the typesetting process, first
consider what happens when a normal piece of text is typeset.

lypesetting basics

A piece of text consists of a number of characters. For example, the text ,'hello"
consists of the characters ttht', ttott, t'Itt, tt1tt, and rrorr. The basic text-drawing
operations automatically draw these characters in the correct position relative to
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heighl

- baseline

deplh

width

Figure 5.1: A diagrr- ofthe boundi'g box ofa character.

Figure 5.2: Typesettiag for the text ,,hey thereD.

each other. For exarnple, the bases of the cha^racters are vertically aligned, and the
"e" is drawn immediately to the right of the "h", and so on.

The information necessary for positioniag the characters is contained in each
character's !6sading box. The bounding box for a character roughly corresponds
to a rectangle which circurnscribes the region in which the character will be drawn
and is described by a width, height, depth, and baseline (see Figure s.1). The
bounding-box information is dependent upon the text's font (e.g., Times-Roman
10pt, Times-Italic 12pt).

It is not necessary that all of the character fits inside the bounding box (e.g.,
slanted or italic draracters often "stick out" the sides of their bounding boxes),
but the dimensions of the box are designed so that characters may be positioned
correctly relative to each other simply by eligning their bounding boxes. For exam-
ple, Figure 5.2 shows how the text "hey there" is typeset by placing the bounding
boxes of the characters side by side and vertically alig"ing the baselines of the boxes.

[rpesetting mathematical expressious

There are two diferences between typesetting a mathematical expression and type.
setting a piece of text: first of all, a mathematical expression ca,n be made up of a
gleater variety of elements (not just cha"racters) and, secondlg the rules for com-
bining the elements of a mathematical expression vary depending on the type of the
expression.

Although there are considerably more rules for typesetting mathematical ex-
pressions, the rules are still based upon the positioning of the $6ua.ling boxes for
the elements of the expression. For example, the rules for typesetting a fraction
(e.s.' t) require placing the baseline of the numerator a sufrcient distance above
the horizontal line, placing the baseline of the denominator a sufficient d.istance
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H
Figure 5.3: Typesetting for the ocpression over(r[i], I + 2).

below the horizontal line and aligning the bounding bo:ces of the numerator and
denominator so that they are centred on the middle of the horizontal line. The
rules used in this implementation were loosely based upou the rules described in
The T$book (Knuth, 1984); the rules a,re less general in .R because .R expressions
contain much more structure than the stream of tokens that T![ rules are designed
for-

Much of the variety in the elements of a mathematical expression arises from
the fact that the operands in a mathematical expression ca^n themselves be mathe-
matical expressions. This means that a mathematical expression must be able to be
considered as a typesetting unit itself. In particular, it must be possible to generate
a bounding box for a mathematical expression. This is achieved si-ply by gener-
ating a box which completely encapsulates the typeset expression. For example,
Frgure 5.3 shows how the expression over(x[i] , I + 2) is typeset; the numerator
and denominator ale themselves mathematical expressions with their own boundiug
boxes.

Parsing mathematical expressions

The previous section describes how bounding boxes are combined in the typesetting
process. This section describes how bounding boxes are obtained from the original
mathematical expression.

Expressions in rt are internally represented as lists of the form:

( operator operand operand ...)
For exa^rnple, consider again the ocpression over(x[i] , ! + 2). This is stored

internally as:

(over ([ x i) (+ y 2))

The operands are either firrther lists (expressions) or otoms. For example, ( [ x
i) is another list, but x and i are atoms.

Atoms can be converted into an individual characters, which have bounding
boxes. For exa,nrple, x converts to the character "x" and 2 converts to the character
"2". Some special atoms are defined to allow for special sorts of characters. For
example, alpha converts to the cha,racter *a". So the bounding box for an atom is
just the feqsrling box for the character that corresponds to that atom.

Lists are a bit more complicated, Consider first just a list which has atoms for
its operands; for exarnple, ( [ x i) or (+ y 2). These lists can be converted into
a set of characters; the characters from the atoms plus possibly a character for the
operator as well. For exanple, ( [ x i) converts to just "xt' ard "i", but (+ y 2)
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converts to "y", "+", and "2t'. The list of characters can be converted into a list
of bounding boxes which are combined in the typesetting process according to the
rules specified for the particular operator.

when an operand is itself a list, the operation of generating bounding boxes,
pa^rsing the expression, and arranging bounding boxes, typesetting the expression,
become intertwined. Consider the list (over ([ x i) (+ y 2)) in which both
operands are lists. In order to generate 3, ssunding box for the operand ([ x i),
the operand must be typeset (i.e., the list must be converted into bounding boxes
and those bounding boxes must be arranged appropriately). Once the operand has
been typeset, a bounding box for the operand can be generated by drawing a box
around the typeset operand.

The complete process for this exa.mple looks something like:

generate boulding box for "xil
generate bounding box for ilir
typeset ( [ x i) i.e., artange bound,ing boxes

generate bounding box for ([ x i) i.e., drawboxaround outside
ge!.erate bounding box for rryil

geuerate bounding box for r,+"

geD.erate bonndiug box for "2r'
ty?eset (+ y 2) i.e., attonge bounding boaes

generate bouading box for (+ y 2) i.e., d,raw box around, outside
typeset (over ([ x i) (+ y 2)) i.e., orro,nge bounding bozes

Controlling fonts

1':fus feunding box for a character depends upon the character's font. It is possible
to explicitly specify the font style in mathematical expressions (e.g., bold(x)), but
the renderer a,lso does some setting of fonts automatically. In particular:

o The font is automatically set to symbolfor certain characters. This is used to
obtain greek characters (e.g., a) and mathematical operators (".g., +, D, :,
.. .).

o The font style is automatically set to itatic for atoms (unless the font has
been set to symbol). This is because most normal characters in mathematical
expressions are nariables, which are traditionally typeset in italics (e.g., y =r+2).

o The font size is automatically reduced for superscripts, subscripts, and frac-
tions. This just follows the standard typesetting conventions (e.g., gi, i, ...).
This effect is cumulative so that subsubscripts are smaller than subscriits and
so on down to the smallest available font.

Device-speciffc typesetting

ff a device is to be used to provide mathematical annotation it must possess a
minimal level of functionality. Most importantly, it should provide access to a
special syrrbol font and also have accurate font metric information available (i.e.,
information about the bounding boxes of the characters in the font). Ideally, the font
information should include width, height, and depth measures for each individual
character.
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5.r.3 Capabilities
The mathematical operators currently supported (for mathematical typesetting) by
-E a^re shown below.

type operators
binary +, -, /, *
unary +, -
super/subscripts ^, I
accents hat, bar
fractions over, frac
relations ==
groupiag (visible) (
grouping (invisible) {
big operators sum, product, iutegral
radicals sqrt, root
absolute value l, abs
juxtaposition paste
typeface bold, italic, plain, bolditalic

5.1.4 Exarnples
consider a graph of the Normal probability density function (see Figure s.4). It
is obviously useful to be able to generate text annotations within a graph that use
mathematical formulae, but this graph shows tbat mathematical annotation on the
tick-mark labels can also be extremely usefirl.

The .R code used to produce this graph is as follows:

plot (-300:300/100, duoru(-300: 300/100) ,
tlpe=rrltrr xlab=rrrrr fla!=nn, axes=F)

axis (2)
axis(1, at=c(-3,-2,-L,0,!,2,3),

labels=expression ( -3* signa, -2r,sigma, -sigma, 0,
signa, 2*signa, 3*signa) )

text( -3, .25, expressioa(paste(frac(1, signa*sqrt(2*pi)),
t! [,

plain(e) -{frac (- (x-rqu) -2,
2'*siena'2) )) ) )

Figure 5.5 shows the usefulness of mathematical annotation in graph titles and
a^:<is labels. The code to produce this graph is as follows:

par (roar=c (5 . 1 ,5 . L ,4 .1 ,2. L))
x <- seq(o,0.5,1ength=501)
y <- rchisq(S01,2)
plot (x, fog(y) , tlrpe=rrlr' ,

xlab=express iou(paste (',Angular Frequency',, lambda) ),
ylab=erpress ioa(p1alu (1og) [10J *

" r'*{I tXXl ^ (T) } (larnbda) ) ,
main=expression (plaia (Log) [f OJ *

rt rr*rrPeriodogramtt) )
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5.1.5 Conclusions

Using .R language orpressions to describe mathematical ecpressions together with
a mathematical expression renderer which can use such erpressions as a dec.riptiou
of what is to appea,r in a plot, provides a simple way to produce mathematical
aanotations in graphs. While the capabilitits of the renderet are lirnited (compared
to a systen such as TEX) it provides most of the capabilities commonly required
when producing statistical grapbits.

Versions of B containing the capabilities described herein can be obtaiaed from
CnaN sitesr and in particular from StlrLrs.

lThe Comprehensive R Archive Network maintaiaed by Kurt trornik and Ftiedric.b Leisdr of
the Technicd University of Wien in Austria.
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5.2 Rewriting the r? Graphics Engine
The rewrite of the .E graphics engrDe was motivated by the desire for a number of
additional features. These were: multiple devices (e.g., more than one window open
on the screen at one time), the detection of user events (such as clicking the mouse
button and resizing windows), automatic redrawing of window devices when they
are resized, and extra layout facilities for positioning graphs on a device.

5.2.1 The old graphics engine
This section describes the state of the I graphics engine prior to the rewrite.

Ouly one device

There was only one device (or zero devices) in existence at one time. It was a.'
error to perform a graphical operation if there was no device active, but otherwise
all graphical operations occurred within the unique active d^evice.

There were a large number of graphicat pararneters stored for each active d.evice.
These can be divided iuto three groups:

basic device-driver properties provided a basic description of the device (e.g.,
dimensions, whether the device provided automatic cripping, ...). Most of
these parameters were set when the device was created and did not change
(the exceptious were the dimensions of a window which could be resized).

general parameters provided a description of the current graphical state of the
device (e.9., line type, font, text justification, ... ). These parameters were
accessed and modified via the par command. Many of these parameters could
also be set as additional arguments to graphics commands (e.g., plot, text,
.. .).

mapping pararrreters described the transformations between different coordinate
systems on the device (e.g., inches, normalised device coordinates, data or plot
coordinates, ... ). These were only intended for internal use.

The graphics pararneters were stored in two global structures, cp and Dp- cp
represented the current or temporary par4meter settings and op represented the
default or permaneat pararneter settings.

The general graphics parameters could be accessed and modified via the par
command (e.g., par("tty") returned the current line type and par(col="red") set
the default colour to be red). Some of the general para.meters could also be set as
additional arguments to graphics commands (e.g., plot(1:10, pch=,'.',) set the
plotting symbol to be a decimal point for that plot and text (1, 1, ilhi,, r ad.j=g;
set the justification of text to be left-justified for that piece of text). A few oi the
basic device-driver properties could be accessed via par (e.g., par("d.in") returned
the dimensions of the device in inches), but the user could not modify any of these
properties- The mapping paxarneters were not accessible to the user.

Setting a para.meter with par set the parameter in both cp and Dp, but setting
a para^meter via a graphical comma^nd (e.g., plot, text, . . . ) only set the parameter
in cp and only for the duration of that command.

The I graphics system was static. This means that, once something was drawn
on a device, it could not be modified. It was possible to add further graphical
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elements to a graph, but in order to modify an existing element, the entire graph
had to be redrawn. For exa,mple, suppose that a plot was created with the command

x <- rnoraa(1O)
plot (x)

This created a scatterplot with points and axes. It was possible to add, for
exarnple, text annotation to the plot, or even additional a:res:

text(5.5, 0, 'rSone raldon points")
axis(4)

However, it was not possible to change, for example, the label on the x-a:<is
or to modify the margins around the plot (to accomodate the extra alcis) without
generating the entire graph again. For e:cample,

par(nar=c(s. 1, 5 .L, 4.1, 3. 1) )
plot (x, xlab=tr0bservation Numberr')
text(S.5, 0, "Some random poiuts")
axis(4)

With such a system, there was a need for a function (or functions) to indicate
that it was tine to start a new graph rather than just add to the current graph.
In -8, a new graph was started when the user entered one of the "plot" commands:
barplot, boxplot, contour, coplot, dotplot, hist, piechart, pLot, or ts.

Another important graphical event was the erasure of the device surface. This
happened when the user entered one of the plot commands and there was no room
allocated for the new plot on the device or when the user specified a new layout for
the device. The first situation depended on the current layout of plots on the device.
For exa,rnple, if the current layout specified a2x2 matrix of plots (i.e., a total of
four plots) the fifth plot would clear the device (and start a new plot). The user
specified a new layout by entering one of the "layout" commands: par (rnf rou=. . . ) ,

par(mfcol=. . . ), or par(nfg=. . . ).
When a new graph was started, the para,meter values in cp were reset to the

default values in oe (hence the "temporary" nature of values in cr).
All graphical operations used the paxameter values in cr (hence the "current"

uature of the values in cr).
When a new device was created, the old device was destroyed and the graphics

para,meter settirgs in cp and DP were initrialissd for the new device, completely
overwriting the settings from the previous device.

Limited event-handliug
2The old system was commrnd-line driven. This mea,nt that nothing much hap-
pened until the user entered a command at the command-line. For exa^urple, if the
user resized a window, r? would take no action until the next user command was
entered (at which point the change in window size was detected and the new window
size taken into account in subsequent graphics operations).

When R was ready to accept a new command, it entered a loop which would
only return once a complete command had been entered. Once a complete command
had been obtained, .R would check for other user events (e.9., a window resize) and

2The details described here are applicable to the uxrx version of J?, but there may be some
differences in Microsoft Windows and Macintosh versions
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Figure 5.6: A figure layout produced by par(ona=c(A, 4, g, 4), ufron=
c (3 ,2) ).

ha"ndle these before looking for the next cornmand. In a system with a command-
line interface, the system typically spends most of the time waiting for the user to
enter a command. This meant that .E spent most of its time in a state where it
could not handle user eveDts.

The exceptions to this situation were the locateO and ideutify(...) com-
mands. These commands monitored mouse clicks in a window. locateO returaed
the location of the clicks in data or plot coordinates and id.eat if y ( . . . ) labeled
data points (when the clicks are sufrciently close to data points) and returned the
indices of the labeled data points. Both commands entered a local event-handling
loop in order to immediately respond to mouse clicks within a window. Although
these cornmands did provide immediate responses to user events, only mouse clicks
were haadled and the co'"mand-line was disabled until the user had fiuished locating
or identifuing points.

Plot layout facilities

The arrangement of plots on a device was controlled by a number of layout param-
eters (these are a subset of the general graphical parameters).

The device surface was divided into the outer margins and a,n inner region (which
was the device surface minus the outer margins). The outer margins were controlled
by the ona, omd, and omi pararneters.

The inner region contained one or more figures. Specifying par(nfrou=c(nr,
nc)), Par(nfcol=c(nr, nc)), or par(nfg=c(i, j, nr, nc)) created a matrix of
nrxncequally-sized figures in nr rows andnccolumns. Specifuing par(f ig=c(teJt,
right, bottom, top) ) created a single figure within the inuer region where tiyt, rlght,
etc . . . were proportions of the inner region. For example, Figure b.6 shows the six
figure regions resulting from the following layout command:

Par(ona=c(4, 4, 8, 4), nJrow=c(3,2))
Specifying par(fin=c(wid,th, height)) created a single figure centered within

the inuer region, wherc wiilth and height were in inches. For example, Figure s.Z
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E
Figrrre 5.7: A figure layout produced by par(ona=c(4, 4, 8, 4) , fia=

c@,D)-

shows the single figure region resulting from the following layout mmmand (the
dashed line indicates the inner region):

par(ona=c(4, 4, 8, 4), fin=c(4,4))
The figure region was divided into figure margins and a plot regioD. The figure

margins were controUed by the rnar and nai parameters. The plot region was the
figure region minus the figure margins unless the user specified a plot region usiag
the plt paxa,meter or the pin para,meter. For exa^rnple, Figure 5.8 shows the plot
region (the inner dashed rectangle) resulting from the following co"'mand (the outer
margin and figure region settings are the same as for Figure 5.7):

par(nar=c(3, 3, 5, 1))

Figure 5.9 shows the result of an explicit specification of the plot region as
follows:

par(pin=c(z, 2))

This layout mechanism was modeled on the S-Plus layout facility (see Figure
4.2).

The approach was good for producing simple arrangements of plots (arrange.
ments that involved multiple plots of the same size). It was also possible to produce
arbitrary arrangements of plots by specifying the f ig or f in paxameters, to position
a plot anywhere within the inner region, and fooling .R into thinking that a plot
had not yet been drawn by specifying par(new=T) before each new plot that was
to appea,r in the same window.

The difierent layout parameters could be specified in a number of different units,
but they were always stored in cp and Dp in a fixed unit. In particular:

r the outer ma,rgins could be specified in terms of the height of a line of text
(e.g., par(ona=c(0, 0, 3, 0))), as aproportion of the device surface (e.g.,
par(ond=c(0, .2, .2, o))), or in inches (e.g., par(oni=rep(1, 4))), but
the outer margins were always stored in terms of lines of text
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Figure 5.8: The plot region produced by par(uar=c(3, 3, 5, 1)).
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the figure regron could be specffied in terms of a proportion of the inner region
(the device surface minus the outer ma,rgins; e.g., par(fig=c(.5, 1, .5,
1))) or in incbes (e.g., par(fin=c(4,4))), but the figure region was always
stored as a proportion of the inner region

the figure margins could be specified iu terms of the height of a line of text
(e.g., par(nar=c(S.1, 5.1, 4.1, 2.1))) or in inches (e.g., par(nai=c(1,
1, .5, .2))), but the figure margins were always stored in terms of lines of
text

the plot region could be specified as a proportion of the figure region (e.g.,
par(plt=c(.25, .75, .25, .75))) or in inches (e.g., par(pin=c(2, 3))),
but the plot region was always stored as a proportion of the figure region.

5.2.2 Moti'rations for the new graphics engine
Multiple devices

The advantages of having multiple devices are: it is possible to create a PosrScRrpr
version of a picture in an xll window without having to destroy the x1l window
(so that, got sxample, the user can continue modifying the picture); it is possible to
compirre different plots without having to use small multiples.

Improved event-handling

The advantage of moving to a more event-driven system is that user events such as
resizing a window are detected and acted upon immediately (rather than having to
wait for the next comma^nd to be entered at the co--and-line).

Also, by making the system eveut-driven, it becomes possible to develop inter-
active graphical features such as linked brushing and spinning plots.

Display lists

In the old system, if a device was resized, the contents of the device were lost. The
command or commands that produced the contents had to be re-entered in order
to restore the contents.

A display list is essentially a record of the most recent graphics operations that
have occurred on a device. Display lists are useful for redrawing the contents of a
device if, for exa,rnple, the device is resized. Display lists are also useful for copying
the contents of one device to a.nother device (e.g., in order to make a Posrscnlpr
version of a picture in an xll window).

Layout facilities

A number of high-level graphics commands in .R are needed to perform quite dif-
ficult contortions in order to produce a desirable plot layout (notably the copl.ot
command where a matrix of plots is flanked by one or two marginal plots of quite
different size). A more powerful layout facility would simplify these commands and
provide a useful tool for creating new commamds.

Also, given that a device can be resized, it can be useful to record the units
in which a layout parameter was set. For exa^mple, suppose that the figure region
is specified in inches, as in par(fin). Under the old system, this was stored as a
proportion of the inner region (the total device surface less the outer margins) so
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that, if the device is resized, the figure would no longer have the dimensions that
were specified by the user. It would be preferable if the layout paxameters retained
the units that they were specified in.

5.2.3 The new graphics engine
Multiple devices

There can be multiple devices in existence at once (up to 64 devices). Each device is
represented by a device descriptor (oo). A oo consists of two structures containing
the graphics paremeters (i.e., instead of global cp and Dp structures, each device
has its own cp and ol), a third structure for graphics paxameters whic.h is a saved
copy of the DP structure for use with the display list, a structure containing device-
specific information (e.g., the xll resources associated with an x11 window-), and
a display list (see below).

One of the devices is denoted the actiae device (all other devices are inactiae)-
Graphical operations always occur in the active device. All devices are associated
with a device number and functions are provided to switch between devices:

dev.list returns the numbers and na^mes (x11 or postScRret) of all of the ex-
isting devices

dev ' next, dev . prev return the number of the next (previous) device in the list of
devices (the next device is found by lookingfor a device with the lowest device-
number higher than the device.number of the active device; if no such device
exists then the device with the lowest device.number is returned-which will
be the active device if only one device is active)

dev. set makes the device with the specified device-number the active device

dev.off closes the device with the specified device-number (or the active device if
no device.number is specified)

The cp and np within each device play the sarne role as in the old system (i.e.,
par sets the op values, plot and others set the cp values, and the cp values are
reset from the op values for each new plot).

AII graphics operations axe now given a DD (typically that of the active device)
and use the values of the graphics para^meters in tbe cp of that nn.

Handling user events

The code which handles user activity now monitors the command-line and other
user events (such as window resizes) simultaneously. This merns that, for example,
if the user resizes a window, .R will immediately respond by redrawing the window
contents (see below).

The entry of comma^nds is monitored at the same time as other user events
through the select function- This function is used to wait until either there is
activity on the command-Line or there is some other user event. If the activity was
on the command-line, the current com'nand is updated (if the command is complete
then it is executed). If there was a user event then that is handled (e.g., when a
window is resized, the contents of the window are redrawn).
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Display lists

A display list is not usually needed for a static device such as a PosrScn:pT device.
The following discussion only concerns dynamic devices such as xll windows.

A display list is a recording of the recent graphical activity on a device. There are
two major design issues: what consitutes "recent' (i.e., when should the display list
be reinitialised ?) and at what level should graphics operations be recorded-user
commands (e.g., plot and hist) or primitive graphical operations (e.g., GHoveTo
and GLi.neTo).

A natural place to initialise the display list is when the device is cleared; in
the .R system this occurs when a plot command is issued, but there is no room for
the plot. The number ofplots that can appeax on a device depends upon the cur-
rent plot layout for the device, which is set by par(nfrow=...), par(nfcol=...),
par(nfg...), or layout. For example, if the user specifi.es par(rnfror=c(1,1))
then the device is cleared for every new plot because there is only room for one plot
at a tine on the device.

There a.re (at least) three di.fierent levels of graphics operations in the .R system.
There are the primitive graphics operations provided by the graphics engine (e.g.,
GMoveTo, GLineTo, and GTert; these are implemented in C and are used internally
by fi), there a.re the basic -R graphics commands (e.g., plot.new, p1-ot.wiadow,
and plot.xy; these are inplemented in C and are used in higher level .E graphics
commands, such as plot and hist, and by users writing their own .B functions),
and there a^re high-level .R graphics commands (e.9., plot, hist, and piechart;
these are implemented in interpreted r? code-they a,re essentially predefined .B

functions).
The problem with recording primitive graphics operations is that all knowledge

of the relatiouships between the difierent graphical primitives is lost (e.g., the line
a^nd the piece of text on a tick-mark become completely independent entities). This
makes it difficult to maintain the relationships between the graphical primitives
when, for exa^mple, a device is resized and the graphical primitives have to be
relocated and/or resized. A simple option is just to scale every graphical primitive
so that it retains its relative location and size on the device, but this is by no
means guaranteed to generate a desirable result. For exa^rnple, the tidr-marks on
different a)ces may become very different in length, text may distort, and so on.
This problem is solved by recording higherJevel graphics operations because these
operations embody the relationships between the graphical primitives that they
generate. For exa.rnple, the axis command ensures the correct relative locations of
the lines a.nd text on an axis.

There axe two problems associated with recording high-level -E commands; first
of all, this would require creating ^R commands to start and stop recording. This
would be dangerous because it would mean that the user could take control of when
recording of the display list will start and stop. This would greatly increase the
chances of quite nasty situations arising (e.g., the user starts recording, performs
some drawing operations, resizes a window, then performs more drawing before
stopping recording). If the recording of graphics operations is kept internally in the
C code, then the task becomes much simpler; the implementation of display lists
can be controlled and fewer situations need to be considered.

The second problem with recording high-level j? graphics commands is that it
becomes possible to have nested recording (i.e., an fl graphics command begins
recording then calls another ,R graphics command which also tries to begin record-
ing). Agaiu, this adds to the complexity of the recording mechanism.
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Both of these problems are solved by recording only basic .R graphics commands;
the recording occurs within the C implementation of these commands so is invisible
to the user. There is no possibility of nested recording because none of the basic

^R graphics commands call any of the other basic I graphics commands. unfortu-
nately, this option has problems of its own. Just as recording primitive graphics
operations loses information that is implicit in r? graphics commands regarding
the relationships between different graphical primitives, recording basic ft graphics
commands loses information that is implicit in higher-level -R graphics commands.
For exrmple, suppose that a high-level command queries the current size of a device
and uses that information as a paremeter to a basic command (e.g., to deterrqine
where to position plots). By recording only the basic command, the querying of
the device size is lost and the size becomes a fixed pararneter in the recorded com-
mand. If the device is reslzed this information becomes outdated, with respect to
its original intention. Despite this drawback, recording currently occurs at the level
of basic I graphics commands.

The display list is part of the oo for a device. It consists of a list of basic .R
graphics commands-the command itself, plus a copy of the evaluated arguments
given to the command. The fact that the arguments have been evaluated means that
the display list records graphics commands in their original context. For example,
suppose the user types the following:

x <- 1:10
plot (x)
x <- rnorn(1O)

If the user now resizes the window, the plot will be redrawn with the original value
of x (i,e., 1:10).

Whenever a device is cleared, or when it is first created, the display list is erased
and the current state of the del'ice's oP is saved. The latter action captures the
current graphical state of the device just prior to the point when the recording of
graphical operations on the device was started.

All basic .B graphical operations are appended to the display list. This builds
up a record of all graphical operations on the device since the last time the device
was clea,red.

when the display list is replayed (e.g., when a device is resized), the saved op
values are restored (this restores the graphical state of the device to what it was
just before the display list began recording) and the comma.nds in the display list
are performed.

A comma,nd is recorded as the last action of the C implementation of the basic ^8
graphics command in order to avoid recording comma^nds that will generate errors.
Commands that fail-i.e., generate an exror-are not recorded.

F\nctions are provided to alloqr copying of display lists between der"ices and,
because the maintenance of a display list is fairly expensive in terms of memory, a
function is provided to turn the display list feature off.

dev.copy(device, ..., whicb=dev.nextO copies the display list from the ac-
tive device to either: the device specified by the which parameter (a device.
number, which defaults to dev.nexto); or to the device specified by the
device parameter (which should be the narne of a device function; e.g., x11,
or postscript)- In the latter case a ne*- device is created
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dev.priat(device = postscript) copies the display list from the current device
to the device specified by the device para.meter (which should be the narne
of a device function and defaults to postscript)

dev.controt("iDhibit") turns otrthe display list recording in the active device

Layouts

The layout facilities of the old system were retained. In particular, the
par(nfrow=...) mechanism is very efrcient for simple arrangements of plots of
the same size. The system was augmented by implementing the layouts mechanism
which was described in the previous chapter (see Section 4.3.4).

Layouts have been implemented only for the arangement of figure regions on a
device (i.e., not for the layout of components s/ithin a plot) and there a.re no layout
margins (because par(ona) already takes care of that). Also, the syntax of the
layout command difiers somewhat from the implementation in SPG. The .R help
file for the layout command is given below:

usage :

layout: Specifying complex plot arrangements

Iayout (nat,
widths=rep(1, din(rnat) [2] ) ,
heights=rep(1, din(nat) [1] ) ,
resPect=F)

argrunetrts :

mat a matrix object specifying the location of the next N figures on the
output device. Each value in the matrix must be 0 or a positive integer.
If N is the largest positive integer in the matrix, then the integers 1..N-1
must also appear at least once in the matrix.

widths a vector of values for the widths of columns on the device. Relative
widths are specified with numeric values. Absolute widths (in centime.
tres) are specified with the lcmQ function (see exa,rrples).

heights a vector of values for the heights of rows on the device. Relative
heights a,re specified with numeric values. Absolute heights (in centime'
tres) are specified with the lcmQ function (see exa^mples).

respect either a logical value or a matrix object. If this is a matrix then it
should have the same dimensions as mat and each value in the matrix
must be either 0 or 1.

descriptiou : layout divides the device up into as ma,ny rows and columns 3s
there are in mat, with the column-widths and the row-heights specffied in the
respective arguments. Figure i is allocated a region composed from a subset
of these rows and columns, based on the rows and columns in which i occurs
iu mat. The respect argument controls whether a unit column-width is the
same physical measurement on the device as a unit row-height.

exarnples :
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# ttivide the d,euice into two rows anil two colurnns
fi ollocate figure 1 all of row 1
$ allocate figure 2 the intersection ol column 2 ond row 2

layout(natrix(c(1, 1,0,2), 2, 2, byrow=T))
f show the regi,ons that haue been allocated to each plot

layout. shon(2)

fi diuide d,euice into two rows and two columns
fi allocate figure 1 ond figurc 2 as aboae

f respect relations betueen widths end heights
layout(ruatrix(c(1 ,7,0,2>, 2, 2, byrow=T), respect=T)
layout. shos(2)

ff create single figure which is 5cm squore
layout (natrix (1) , nidths=Lcm(5) , heights=1cn(5) )
Iayout. show( 1)

f aunte a scatterlot with marginal histograrns
x <- rnorn(SO)
y <- rnorn(SO)
xhist <- hist(x, brea.ks=seq(-3,3,0.5), plot=F)
yhist <- hist(y, brea.ks=seq(-3,3,0.5), plot=F)
top <- nax(c(xbist$counts, yhistgcouats))
xrange <- c(-3,3)
yrange <- c(-3,3)
layout(natrix(c(2,0,1,3),2,2,T), c(3,1), c(1,3), T)
par(nar=c(3,3r1,1))
plot(x, y, xlin=11:nge, ylin=Yruge, xlab=,'r,r yrlab=rrrr)
par (rnar=c (0 ,3 , 1 , 1) )
barplot(xhist$counts, axes=F, yLiu=c(0, top), space=O)
par(nar=c(3,0,1,1))
barplot(yhist$cor:nts, axes=F, xlim=c(0, top), space=0, horiz=T)

The addition of layouts required adding a number of extra paxa.sreters to the
cp aad DP structures. These additional paxa,meters replace those previously used
to store the old layout specification (nfrow, nfcol, and nfg). The old Iayout spec-
ification are still valid, but they are now stored within the new paxarneters in the
CP aad DP structures-

Thus, the new layouts are an altrnatiae to the old layout parameters. This
means that only one sort of layout specification can be enforced at once; a new
layout (from the layout command) or an old layout (from the par(mfros=...),
par(nf col-=. ' . ), or par(nfg. . . ) commands). For exa,mple, the following com-
mand sets the layout of the graphs as shown. The command par(ufrow=c(2,2))
sets the layout structure to:

loD
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The command layout (natrix (c (2, 1) ) , heights=c (2, 1) ) changes the layout

Finally, the command par(nfco}=c(2,2) ) sets the layout to:

Memory for units in layout paraneters

In the old static graphics system, when a window was resized, the contents of
the window were lost. The drawing commands had to be reissued by the user in
order to redraw the graph. In the new system, drawing commands are recorded
by the system so that when a window is resized the contents of the window are
redrawn automatically. This introduces a problem for the old style of recording
layout para,meters. Suppose that the user has specified that the figure region is to
be four inches square (i.e., par(fin=c(4,4))). When the window is resized, the
graph should be redrawn in a figure region which is four inches square. However,
the figure regron was only stored as a proportion of the inner regron so it was not
possible to redraw the graph correctly because the units in which the figure regron
was specified were lost3. This problem was resolved by storing the layout parameters
in all possible units and by recording the units that were last specified.

The cp and np structures in each DD have been expa,nded to record each layout
parameter in all possible units. In particular:

r the outer margins are now stored in terms of lines of text and x a proportion
ofthe total device surface ondin inches

r the figure regron is stored as a proportion of the inner region and it inches

o the figure margins are stored in terms of lines of text anil lt inches

3This is not a problem in the old system kaus€ the user had to reissue all of the drau'ing
commands, including tlre par(fil=c (4, 4) ) ommond.
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o the plot region is stored as a proportion of the figure region and,ln inches

In addition, there are extra parameters for storing which units were last used to
specify each layout pararreter:

r oUnits stores the outer margin units

o fUnits stores the figure region units

r nUnits stores the figure margin units

r pUaits stores the plot region units

The figure region is defaulted from the outer margins and the current plot layout
unless the user specifies par(fig) or par(fin). Defaulting of the figure region is
restored by specifying a new plot layout. If the figure region is defaulted, it is
specified as a proportion of the inaer region.

The plot region is defaulted from the figure region and the figure margins unless
the user specifies par(plt) or par(piu). Defaulting of the plot region is restored
by specifying the figure margins. If the plot regron is defaulted, it is specified as a
proportion of the figure region.

5.2.4 Internal details
This section is for developers of the internal C code of the .E system.

Multiple outputs

The device descriptions are held in a global array. The following functions are
provided for modifying the global array:

addDevice O The device'driver code whicb creates a new device description
should use this function to add the new description to the global amay.

CurentDevice O Returns a pointer to the description of the current device.

deviceNumber (deuiceDescription) Returns the index of the specified devie.De_
scription in the global array.

GetDevice (devireNumber) Returns a pointer to the description stored in the de-
uiceNumber element of the global array.

NoDevices O Returns whether the current device is the null device.

NunDevices O Returns the number of device descriptions in the global array.
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Display lists

The following functions are provided for manipulating a device's display list:

j,nitDisplayList (deuiceDescription) Clears the display list for the specified de.
vice and saves the current state of the device's graphical pararneters.

recordGraphic0peratiot (operation orguments deaiceDescription) Adds the sp
ecified command in the display list of the specified device. This is called within
all of the basic.R graphics commands (e.g., plot.Bew, axis, ...). In other
words, the display list consists of a number of basic .R graphics commands.

playDisplayList (dettiuDescription) Performs each of the commands in the dis-
play list of the specified device. The saved state of the device's graphicat
param^eters (see iaitDisplaylist) are restored first.

copyDisplaylist (deuiceDescription) Copies the display list from the specified
device to the current device ondcopies the saved state ofthe specified device's
graphical parameters to the current device and calls playDisplaylist on the
current device.

inhibitDisplaylist (deuiceDescription) T\rrns offthe display-list feature for the
specified device and clears the device's display list. This mearui that basic.R
graphical commands will not be recorded on this device.

Layouts

The layout specification is stored as part of the GPar structure which contains the
graphical para,meters for a device. The following fields are defined:

layout (integer) records whether a layout has been specified (i.e., whether the most
recent layout command issued by the user was layout rather than nfrow,
nfcol, or ufg).

nuorors/nnmcoLs (intqer,) record the number of rows/col'mns in the Iayout ma-
trix. They are also used to record the nunber of rows/colum"s specified by
nfrov, rofcol, and ufg.

currentFigure (integer) records the current figure number.

lastFigure (integer) records the highest possible value for currentFigure. If a
layout has been specified then this equals the largest value specified in the
order matrix, otherwise it is equal to nunrows times anrmcols.

heigbts/widtbs (ilouble an'ay) record the row-heights and column-widths for the
layout.

cnHeights/cml'lidths (integer anvy) record which of the row-heights and column-
widths were specified iro absolute units.

order (integer onay) records the layout matrix.

rspct (integer/ records the layout respect: 0 = no respect, I = full respect, 2 =
partial respect-see respect.
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respect (integer aray) records which rows and columns should be respected if
there is partial layout respect.

The current figure region is calculated in the function napFigureRegion. If a lay-
out has been specified, the figureregion is calcuiated as follows: the layoutRegions
function is used to calculate a set of row-heights and column-widths which repre-
sent portions of the inner region that have been allocated to each row and col-
umn in the layout matrix (see Section 4.3.4 for a description of these calcula-
tions); the figureExtent function is used to calculate which rows and columns
the currentFigure occupies in the layout matrix; fu.Uy, the subRegiou function
is used to generate a figure region which is a proportion of the inner region.

Coordinate systerns

The following coordinate systems are available for graphical operations:

device: these are the native device coordinates (rasters). the origin depends on
the device type (bottom, left for postscript; topleft for x11)

ndc: (normalised device coordinates) this has an origin at the bottom, left of the
device and (1.,1) at the top, right of the device

nic: (normalised funer coorrlin6,l,gs) this has its origin at the bottom, left of the
inner region a,nd (1,1) at the top, right of the inner regton

nfc: (normalised figure coordinates) this has its origin at the bottom, left of the
figure region and (1, 1) at the top, right ofthe figure region

npc: (normalised plot sesl.linatgs) this has its origin at the bottom, left of the plot
region and (1,1) at the top,right of the plot reglon

user: this maps data coordinates onto the plot region (the a:<es reflect the range
of yalues in the plot region);this has (:cnrin, ymin) at the bottom, left of the
plot region and ()max, ym&x) at the top, right of the plot region

inches; this has its origin at the bottom, left of the device and (device-width-in-
inches, device'height-in-inches) at the topright of the device (this is mostly
used for unit conversions)

lins53 this has its origin at the bottom, left of the device and (device-width-in-lines,
device-height-in-lines) at the topright of the device (this is mostly used for
unit conversions)

chars: this has its origin at the bottom, left of the device and (device-width-in-
chars, device'height-in-chars) at the topright of the device (this is mostly
used for unit conversions)

ornal: this has its origin at the bottom, left of the inner region and (1, oma[0]) at
the right of the inner regron and the bottom of the device (x-values are in nic
and increase to the right, y-values are in lines and increase down)

oma2: this has its origin at the bottom, left of the inner region and (1, oma[1]) at
the top of the inner region and the left of the device (x-values are in nic and
increase up, y-values are in lines and increase to the left)
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omas: this has its origrn at the top,left of the inner region and (1, oma[2]) at the
right of the inner region and the top of the device (x-values are in nic and
increase to the right, y-values are in lines and increase up)

orna4: this has its origin at the bottom, right of the inner region and (1, oma[3])
at the top of the inner region and the right of the device (x-values a,re in nic
and increase up, y-values are in lines and increase to the right)

marl: this has (:<min, 0) at the bottom, left of the plot region and (:rmax, mar[0])
at the right of the plot region and at the bottom of the plot region minus
ma.r[O] (x-values are in user(x) and increase to the right, y-values are in lines
and increase down)

nar2: this has (xmin, 0) at the bottom, left of the plot region and (xma,:<, mar[l])
at the top of the plot region and at the left of the plot region minus mar[l]
(x-lzlues are in user(y) and increase up , y-values a,re in lines and increase to
the left)

marS: this has (xmin, 0) at the top, left of the plot region and (xmax, mar[2])
at the right of the plot regron and at the top of the plot region plus mar[2]
(x-values are in user(x) and increase to the right, y-rralues are in lines and
increase up)

mar4: this has (xmin, 0) at the bottom, right of the plot region and (:<rra:r, maxp])
at the bottom of the plot region and at the right of the plot reglon plus mar[3]
(x-values are in user(y) and increase up , y-values are in lines and increase to
the right)

All of the primitive graphical operations (GCircIe, Gline, . . . ) take a coordinate
system as an argument. This meaas that a progralnmer can work in whichever
coordinate system is most convenient. For exa"rnple, in the code to draw an axis,
the location of the tick-ma.rks along the a>ris can be calculated in user coordinates
and the length of the tick-marks can be calculated in lines. The functions GConvert,
GConvertXUnits, and GConvertYllnits axe provided to make it easy to transform
between a,rbitrary pairs of coordinate systems. These functions are used in the
device drivers to perform the fiual transformation from an arbitrary coordinate
system to device coordinates.

Event-handling
a The function ProcessEvents is called whenever a user event is detected. This
function currently handles resizing windows a.nd closing windows via the wiadow
manager.

5.2.5 Conclusions

The new .R graphics engine has a number of useful features: multiple output devices,
user event handling, automatic redrawing, and a powerful layout mechanism. In
addition to the immediate benefit from these features, the chanles provide a strong
basis for further development of B's graphics capabilities. In particula^r, the more
event-driven user interface makes it possible to contemplate developing interactive
graphics features such as brushing plots (McDonald, 1982; Becker and Cleveland,
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1987) and spinning 3D plots (Fisherkeller, Fliedman, and Tirkey. 1974), the layout
mechanism provides improved support for developing new interpreted R plotting
functions, and the freedom to work in an arbitrary coordinate system makes it
easier to develop new basic .E graphics operations.
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Chapter 6

6.L Static vs. Automatically-Updating Graphics
In a static graphics system (e.g., S-Plus), once a graphical element has been createdl
it cannnot be modified. F\rrcher drawing elements can be added to the same pic-
ture (e.g-, add an additional y-axis, add text annotation, ...), however, if existing
elements require modification, the complete graph must be recreated. For exam-
ple, suppose that a user creates a scatterplot and then decides that the number of
tick-marks on the x-a>cis is wrong. In order to modifu the number of tick-marks,
the user must discard the ocisting scatterplot and run the function again to draw a
new one with the correct number of tick-marks.

A system which provides automatic updating allows the user to modify an exist-
ing graphical element. This makes it possible to edit a graph by simply eutering a
command to edit the appropriate feature as opposed to re-entering all of the origiual
commands, with the appropriate modification included.

In Simplisp, Xtend, and SPG, automatic updating is provided as follows. A
graph (or an a:<is, or a piece of text, ...) is represented by an object. The object
stores the description of the graph and this description can be modified by the user.
The object knows where it is being viewed (which windows it appears in) and forces
a redraw whenever it is modified.

In Simplisp, a separate command is provided for every possible editing operation.
Fbr exarnple, there is a function for editing the text of the label on an axis, a,nother
function to edit the distance of the label from the a:<is, a further function to edit the
location of the label along the axis, and so on. This has the disadvantage that there
are an enormous number of functions to learn. In Xtend and SPG this problem is
oyercome by having a single editing firnction, edit-slot, which has parameters to
specify which object to edit as well as what aspect of the object is being modified.
Forexa^urple, theexpression (edi.t-slot x-axis :num-ticks 7) specifies that the
trum-ticks slot of the x-axis object should be set to the value Z).

simplisp also has a problem with allowing editing of objects which are compG.
nents of another object (i.e., objects which are embedded within an object hierar-

1I differentiate here between crenting a graphical element artd ttndering a graphical element,
which means dravring the element on an output. Tlpically, both static and automatically-updating
systems automatically render a graphical element when it is created; the diference is that in an
automatically-updating s)rstem! the system also automatically renders a graphical element when-
ever it is modified. This difference is sometimes referred to x immdiote-mode versus rclained-
mode graphics.
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chy). It is possible to select such objects with the mouse! but they are inaccessible
from the command-line. A partial solution involves having slots in the top-level
object (the object which owns the components a^nd is accessible from the command-
line) which are copies of the slots in the components. p61 sxa.mple, an a)ds object,
which owns a text object to represent its a,:ris label can have a : labet-height
slot which copies the :height slot of the tect object. When the user edits the
:label-beight slot of the a:cis, the axis modifies the :height slot of the te:rt ob-
ject accordingly. The problem with this approach is that higher-level objects tend
to get a rather silly number of slots (copies of all of the slots of all of their com-
ponents, which will include copies of the slots of their components, and so on).
Xtend and SPG solve this problem also by providing a special syntaJ( which allows
slot specifiers to be concatenotd. For example, the expression (edit-slot x-axis
:Iabe1 :height .05) specifies that the :height slot ofthe object iq the :labe1
slot of the x-axis object should be set to the value .05.

The work on display lists in .R is a somewhat different form of updating. To
explain this it is necessary to make a distinction between the graphics engine of. a
system aad the output deoices of the system. The graphics engine accepts commands
from the user to create and modify graphical elements and it sends commands on
to the output devices to render those graphical elements. In an automatically-
updating system, the graphics engine retains some sort of represeutation of the
graphical elements that have been created. This allows the user to modify these
elements and allows the graphics engine to render the modified elements. Sepa^rately
from this, the output devices may retai4 some representation of the rendering that
they have performed. This allows a device to perform the sa.me rendering again
when, for example, a window is resized. The difference is that, when a device
uses a display list it is performing the same rendering (possible within a different
device context; €.8., & differently-sized window), whereas when a system performs
automatic updating it performs a new rendering.

The difference betvreen the display lists in .B a,nd the behaviour of output devices
in ,S is the level at which rendering activity is represented. In the .E display lists,
the original .R comma^nds (including the original paxarneter r"alues) are recorded. In

^9 
the reuderiug is recorded at a lower level whicb means that some of the "intelli-

gent" features of a graph are not kept. For example, whm a window containing a
scatterplot is resized, the dimensions of the scatterplot margins and the locations
of axis and tick labels are simply scaled for the new window size rather than being
recalculated using the original plotting code.

6.2 Customisation
Customisation refers to modifying the fine details of a graph. Customisation was
achieved in Simplisp and Xtend by fragmenting a graph into many components,
each with its own description. In a traditional graphics package, a graph consists
of a rigid structure. F'lor example, a scatterplot consists of a,n x-axis, a y-axis, a
set of points, plus possibly a secondary y-ards. Each element of this structure has
a number of parameters that can be modified in order to change the element's
appearance. For example, a.n ilcis has parameters which describe the number of
tick-marks on the arcis, the range of values on the arcis, and so on. In Simplisp and
Xtend, each of these elements is further broken down into individual components
(e.g., an axis consists of a label and some tick-marks) and each of these components
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may even be broken down into further components (u.g., a tick-mark consists of
a line and a label). The idea behind this is that, rather than having a single
description of entire plotting elements in one place, there are a multitude of small
plotting elements, each with their own description. Each element can be interacted
with directly-for exa^urple, the colour and size of an individual tick-mark c.an be
modified independently of the a,>cis that the tick-mark is contained iu by modifying
the tick-mark's own descriptiou-or indirectly via its pa,rent-for exa,mple, all of
the tick-marks on an a:cis ca.n be resized at once by modifying the ocis description.

Arranging the components ofstatistical graphs in a hierarchy has been suggested
previously by Hurley and Oldford (1991) and Wilks (1996)- Hurley a^nd Oldford
describe two useful reasons for using hierarchies of objects:

1. the localisation of information within components of a hierarchy means that
the description of each crmponent is relatively simple-each component needs
to know that it may have a parent and/or children, but it needs to know very
little about its parent or children. This advantage is particula^rly apparent in
Xtend and SPG because the edit-slot function allows the user to access the
specific component of an object so that the information for each component
only needs to reside with that component. Also, xtend and spG allow objects
to be combined in a very generic manner, which further allows the desiguer of a
new componmt to concentrate solely on the description of the new component
vrith little rega,rd for potential parents or children of the component.

2. different graphs can use the sa,me object prototypes for components that they
have in common (e.g., a scatterplot and a histogran can use the seme axis
prototype for their a,:<es).

The object hierarchies in girnplisp, Xtend, and spG are different from those
described by Hurley and oldford (1991) because they are more fine.grained. The
original motivation for object hierarchies in Simplisp was to provide access to every
detail of a graph, right down to individual graphical primitives. Consequently
the object hierarchies in simplisp, Xtend, and SpG include more components and
each component is smaller and simpler. This does allow a far greater degree of
customisation and a greater potential for reusing prototypes (see Section 6.4).

Pictor (Wilks, 1996), also represents graphical elements in a hierarchical "tree"
structure. The motivation for hiera,rchies q'ithin this system is to allow the compo.
nents of graphical elements to be arra^nged relative to each other in a more flexible
and efrcient manner. The hierarchies are very fine.grained, going down to the
level of graphical primitives, but this system is aimed more at the designers of new
graphical elements rather than at allowing a high degree of customisation; Pictor
graphics are static so axe not designed for being manipulated in fine detail by the
user. Pictor is discussed in more detail in Section 6.5.

An alternative approach to allowing unlimited customisation would be to simply
make the high-level description more and more detailed. For example, the descrip-
tion of an a:ris could include a length for each tick-mark instead of, or as well as,
a single length for all tick-marks. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
produces clutter and complexity in the highJevel description, which translates to
clutter and complexity in whatever interface the user encounters-commaad-line pa-
rarneters or dialog boxes. In the hierarchical approach, the description ofa plotting
element is nof concerned with the details of the components of the element-those
details can be found in the components themselves.
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Some packages only allow for customisation to a certain level of detail. This
can be a''.toyingly restrictive, but it can be argued that some sort of restriction is
required.

The approach taken in this thesis is that the user should be allowed as much
freedom of expression as possible; the role of the statistical graphics package is
not to frustrate, but to facilitate. On the other hand, what wisdom there is on
the correct desigrr of graphical displays espouses simplicity and clarity and casti-
gates the scourge of gratuitous decoration or chartjunk (e.g., T\rfte, 1983, 1990).
Should these design recommendations moderate a drive toward ever-greater powers
of customisation ?

Consider the graphics facilities of S-Plus (version 4). In this system, the user is
allowed a high degree ofinteraction with the graphs that the system produces. For
exa,mple, the user is able to select and drag separate elements of a graph axis and
relocate them independently of the other elemeuts of the a:ris. This capability can
be used to produce the most hideous results possible. Does this mean that these
interactive facilities should be removed ?

The situation is analogous to that of a researcher developing a technology with
a potentially dangerous application; who is responsible for the darnage caused by
such technology: the researcher or the person who applies the tecinology ?

This is a difficult question (although the outcomes are not usually as life-
threatening in graphical statistics as in, say, nuclea.r physics). A possible safety
feature in a graphical statistics package would be a way to get back from whatever
private hell users manage to immerse themselves in. This might be in the form
of an "undo" facility or some way of restoring defaults that the system normally
provides- For example, if a user manages to scatter the various components of an
axis to the four corners of a plot and realises the folly of this sort of manipulation,
normality can be restored by undoing each of the unwanted modifications one at a
time, or even all at once by re.enforcing the default a:cis layout. This sort of facility
may be required to make a^rbitrary customisation a safe feature, but at least until
restrictions which are motivated by principles of correct graphical design have been
formalised and agreed-upon there should be no restrictions enforced.

6.3 Incremental Graphics
Incremental graphics is concerned with allowing the user control over the structure
of a graph. The structure of a graph is the type, number, and layout of the com-
ponents which make up the graph (e.g., a scatterplot might be allowed up to four
a:ces which are arranged around the outside of the region sentaining the points)-

In a standa^rd graphics paclsage which provides a set of predefined graph types,
the structure of a graph is largely immutable. For ocarnple, a scatterplot is com-
posed of a y-arcis, an x-axis, a,nd some data points. It may be possible to annotate
the graph with additional text s1'linss, but these additional elements know nothing
about the locatiou or coordinate systems of the graph (e.g., it is not possible to
locate a piece of text at a specific data location other than by eye).

The 5 system provides somewhat more freedom for the structure of a plot.
Graphs come with a standard structure (a standa^rd set of compouents and a stan-
dard layout for them). It is, however, possible to add further graphical elements to
a graph which can be coordinated with the existing graph, including lines and tert
anil axes and data points. This is possible because the coordinate system implicit in
a graph in 5 is available to a number of other drawing operations. For example, the
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text comm''d positions text within the coordinate system of the data in a graph,
the ntext command positions text within the ma^rgins of a graph, and so on.

Simplisp takes the approach that a graph is an arbitrary collection of graphical
elements. This has the advantage that any graphical elements can be combined
together. Unfortunately, although Simplisp removes the traditional restrictions on
the structure of graphs, it does not provide enough glue to automatically generate
the standa^rd ties between graphical elements (e.g., the sharing of coordinate systems
between a:ces aod data points). This means that it is easy to lump a number of
graphical elements together, but it is not easy to get them to behave in concert.

Xtend persists with the idea that graphical structure should be fully modifiable,
but provides much more support for allowing the components of a graph to share
information (e.9., sharing scales betweeu axes and data points). This is achieved
by providing an inheritance mechanism. For any graphical elemeut in xtend, it is
possible to specify that the element witl look for certain information in its parent (if
it has one). For exa,mpler ,n axis object will look for an x-scale and a y-scale in its
parent (which is likely to be some sort of plot; e.g., a scatterplot or a histogran).
The information is sea.rched for by looking for slots in the parent with a specific
na,rre (see Section 3.3.2). This means that a paxent can provide information for its
children simply by having the information in a slot with the appropriate name. This
sharing of information allows graphical elements to behave in a coherent manner.

A weakness in both Simplisp and xtend is the lack of support for specifying
the layout of the elements of a graph; both packages malce it easy to combine
an arbitrary number of graphical elements together in a single graph and Xtend
makes it easy to coordinate the behaviour of the elements, but the placement of
these elements still requires effort and coordination from the user. SPG provides a
layout mechanism which allows the elements of a graph to be arranged easily and
intuitively.

Pictor (wilks, 1996) represents graphs as hierarchies of graphical components
and allows the user to specify graphs as arbitrary combinations of graphical com-
ponents, so how is it difierent ? The differeace is that pictor's graphs are not
incremental. In Pictor, a graph or graphical element, such as an a:cis, is specified
by a function. For exa.rnple, the following code defines a function for a bottom axis
(from Wilks, 1994a):

<- fu.nction(fur)

xPos <- nice(Rx, out=F)
rx <- length(xpos)
gpaste(axislire = segmeDts(xposhJ, 0, xpos[ux], 0),

ticks = seAnents(xpos, rep(O, nx), xposn rep(l,nx)),
ticklabels = text(xpos, 1, fo:nat(xpos),

textadjust="top*") ,
constraints = list(constraint(rryscaletr , tt/r,, rrrt, _0.2)))

)
The significant feature of this function is the gpaste command. This command is
where the components of the a>cis are specified along with how the components a^re
to be arranged and the relationships between their coordinate systems. Suppose
an acis is constructed from this function. The structure of the a-xis is fixed by
the description given in the function. It is not possible to alter the structure of
that alcis. In order to modify the structure of a graphical element, it is uecessary

baxis
{
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to edit the function which produced the argument (or write a new function) and
create a new graphical element. It is not possible to add components to (or remove
components from) an existing graphical element as in Xtend and SPG.

The significa,nce of incremental graphics can be seen by considering the different
ways that a graphical object, for example a piece oftext, could be added to a graph;

1. add text as annotation (e.9., add a title at the top of a page). This requires
absolutely no knowledge of the graph or its coordinate systems; the text is
located and sized n'ith respect to the device surface only. Most graphics
packages allow this sort of a.nnotation.

2. atd text to a graph (e.g., add a label to a point or line in a graph). The text
is located and sized relative to the graph so that if the graph is modified (e.9.,
different data are plotted or the graph is resized), the text will be relocated
and/or resized appropriately. This requires knowledge of the coordinate sys-
tems associated with the graph- For exa,mple, .9 provides the tert function
for positioning text relative to locations within the data region of a graph and
the nt,ext function for positioning text in the margins of a graph.

3. add text to a component of a graph (e.9., add a label to the internal region
of a boxplot or to the inside of a data symbol). The text is located and sized
relative to the component so that if the component is modifisd (e.g., resized
or even deleted) the text will be relocated and/or resized (or removed) as
is appropriate. This requires that the structure of the graph is represented
somehow (".9., * a hiera,rchy of graphical components) and that the user has
access to the components of the graph.

4. add (or remove) teld to (or from) a component of a graph interactively (e.g.,
create a graph and then add a label to a data symbol within the plot). The
text is added independently of the definition or creation of the graph and its
components. This requires that the structure of the graph can be modified
interactively (i.e., notjust when the graph is created or defined).

An importa,nt requirement for the latter two items in the above list is that
information about the graph must be retained. In .9, limited informatiou about a

$aph is retained in the form of coordinate systems for the current figure (e.g., where
is the current figure in the window and what are the current range of values in the
data region). However, Sdoes not retain information about what has been drawn so
it is not possible for subsequent drawing operations to be coordinated with previous
drawing operations (other than through the sha^red coordinate systems). In contrast,
the softwa,re described in this thssis lslrins a representation of graphical elements-
plotting elements are represented by objects. This means that it is possible for new
plotting elements to get information about existing plotting elements, which means
that the new plotting elements can be sensitive to or be coordinated with the existing
plotting elements in arbitrary wag* In other words, incremental graphics, as they
are defined in this thesis, are dependent upon some sort of retained graphics.

6.4 Extensibility
Extensibility is the ability to create completely new graphical components; to extend
the capabilities of the graphics system. The Xtend project (Chapter 3) takes a new
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approach to providing extensibility (for graphical statistics) whidr is based on the
use of general constraints.

Constraints are used in Pictor (Wilks, 1996) to specrfy the arrangement of plot-
ting elements relative to each other and, to specify relationships between the coordi-
nate systems of different plotting elements, however, only a limited set of constraints
are available and they a^re available only for these specific purposes.

Hurley and Oldford (1991) discuss links between objects in a statistical graphics
system within the context of constraints. In the Quail system, a number of different
links are possible (e.g., between data points in separate graphs ond between a text
object and the value of a slider), however, there are only a limited number of such
linking constraints available. Hurley and Oldford discuss the usefulness of general
constraints for being able to cleate links between arbitrary pairs of objects.

The earliest exa,mple of the explicit use of constraints in a statistical graphics
system that I a^rn aware of is in the Antelope system (McDonald, 1gs6). This system
provides simple constraints with the following features:

. constraints are sepaxate objects

o constraints are between two objects; one is the leader and one istbe follower-
The constraint object has a pointer to each of these

o each constraint has a strategg to determine when the leader should send the
follower an update-rnesl o,ge

I if the constraint stratesr is immediate then the coastraint sends the follower
the update-message whenever the leader receives a state-chonge-messoge

o if the constraint strategy is on-re4uest then the constraint sends the follower
the update-message whenever the follower receives a query-message

A constraint is created by specifying a leader object, a follower object, a stratery,
an updat+message, a state-change.message, and a query-message.

Antelope does not provide a complete ssnshaint system. In particular, only
simple dependency constraints are allowed (e.g., the state of object A can depend
on the state of object B, but the state ofobject B cannot also depend on the state
of object A at the same time; this is called circular dependency). However, the
system does provide some support for general constraints, whidr is the requirement
for being able to generate a.rbitrary relationships between objects.

Xtend is based upon the KR module of Garnet (M3,ers et al., 1gg0), which
provides a complete constraint system. This allows the user to specify arbitrary
relationships between arbitrary objects within the system, which is a siguificant
boon for extensible software. The adrrantage of such a constraint system over a
generic progralnming environment is that the user only has to declare the relation-
ship between two objects and the constraint system takes care og *41161ning the
relationship (which involves determining when to update the relationship as well as
actually performing the updating).

This is particularly pertinent in a system which allows the user to modify existing
graphical elements. For exa,rnple, consider the task of designing a scatterplot which
consists of an x-a>cis, a y-ancis, and a set of data points. The positioning of the
components of the scatterplot depends on the location and size of the scatterplot,
It is a simple matter to specify how to calculate the positions of the components from
the location and size of the scatterplot (this is the declaration of the relationship
between the scatterplot and its components). What the constraint system does is
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automatically maintain the relationship if the location and/or size of the scatterplot
are modified. Without a constraint system, the designer must specify when the
relationship should be updated, which requires some way of detecting when the size
or location ofthe scatterplot has been modified (this is oue reason why there are so
many specific editing functions in Simplisp).

The situation is significantly more complicated if components can be added
to an existing graphical element. For example, suppose a boxplot is added to a
scatterplot to indicate the marginal distribution of the y-variable. In this curse, a
new relationship must be specified between the new component a,nd the existing
graphical element. For exa,rrple, the location and size of the boxplot will depend
on the size and location of the scatterplot. It is extremely useful to have the new
relationship maintained automatically instead of having to determine how cha,nges

in the existing graphical element may afiect the new component. For exarnple,
without a constraint system, it would be necessary to modify the code which handled
changes to the location and size of the scatterplot in order to make sure that such
cha,nges caused a,n update of the location and size of the boxplot.

However, Xtend does not simply ride upon the coat-tails of KR's constraint
system. All graphical elements in Xtend are derived from the group object. This
means that a number of behaviours are automatically inherited by all new graphical
elements. In particula.r, no new code is required for rendering a new graphical
element and no new code is required for selecting the new graphical element and its
components with the mouse. Also, all new graphical elements inherit the behaviour
which allows them to sha,re information with their components and any other objects
which they are a component of (see the previous section on Incremental Graphics).

There are three important aspects to the environment that Xtend provides for
developing novel graphical elements- First of all, Xtend provides a single, simple,
coherent framework for extensible statistical graphics. In Xtend, there are three
parts to a graphical element: a high-level description of the element; a description
of the components of the element; and a description of the relationship between
the element and its components. Secondly, Xtend provides significant support for
the dificult part of describing a graphical element-the relationship between an
element and its components. This support consists of a general constraint system,
which takes care of maintainiag relationships, and an inheritance mechanism, which
provides a way for an element to provide information for its components and for
the components to find information in the element without either the element or
the component knowing anything about each other. Fbr orample, an a:cis can
provide information for a tick-mark without knowing whether the tick-mark is there
let alone that it is a tick-ma,rk. Simila^rl5 the tick-mark can find information in
the a>cis without knowing that it is looking in an acis. Finally, Xtend encourages
experimentation with graphical elements by allowing components *O t"1.1ieaships
to be added and removed interactively.

The extensible environments provided by XlispStat and Quail are also based
upon deriving new graphical elements from a template provided by the system,
however there are differences in the nature of the templates in the support provided
for fine-tuning the new graphical element.

XlispStat is extensible because it is an object-oriented environnent which al-
lows the existing graphics functionality to be modified for new purposes. This is
achieved by deriving new graphical objects from existing ones in order to inherit
useful graphical features and defining new methods (behaviour) to specialise the
new graphical object. The fact that a new graphical element can be created by
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modifying an existing one mears that tbe user does not have to start from scratch.
However, users are pretty much on their own after that. There is no support for
generating or maintaining sophisticated relationships between graphical elements.
Furthermore, the choice of graphical objects to build on is not appropriate for
developing arbitrary statistical images. There are two primary objects on which
to base a graphical element, the graph-windov-proto and the graph-proto. The
graphical structure provided by the graph-proto is quite rigid; the graph is divided
into a plot region consisting of. a content rectangle, outside which axes are drawn,
and a morgin (which goes outside the plot). This sort of rigid structure is by no
means appropriate for arbitrary statistical images. In order to avoid this structure
it is necessary to use the graph-window-proto instead. This object provides basic
support for graphical operations, but no sophisticated data-handling (e.g., there is
no concept of scales or sepaxate coordinate systems). In summary then, the envi-
ronment allows the user to create new graphical objects easily as long as they are
similar to graphical primitives or scatterplots; otherwise a considerable amount of
work is involved.

Quail also allows extensibility through deriving new graphical elements from ex-
isting ones. Quite a range of graphical elements are available and there is support
for arbitrarily combining elements together and for creating liuks between cer,cain
types of elements. The major difference with Quail is that there is no single, coher-
ent method for creating new graphical elements from existing ones; there appears to
be a distinct approach for each different graphical element. This ma.kes it difficult
to determine what approach is required for a new graphical element.

Constraints axe not the only feature which contribute to the extensible nature
of Xtend. The fact that graphical elements are represented by object hierarchies
also provides an excellent basis for extensibility. Section 6.2 mentioned that one
advantage of object hiera^rchies is that the components in a hierarchy become rel-
atively simple to design. The significance for extensibility is that new graphical
elements can be created as a collection of quite simple components. This means
that each component is easier to design and each component can be used in other
new graphical elements.

In the discussion of customisation (Section 6.2), I considered the dangers of
providing the user with too much power for customisation. An extensible graphics
system by comparison is positively lethal. Should extensible systems be outlawed ?
We can begin to see how ridiculous this objection really is. There is no limit to how
much trouble a prograrnmer can get into with a conventional progra^mming language
Iike C or Lisp, but this doesn't mean that all the potentially dangerous commands
a,re removed from these la.nguages (there would be nothing left !). Instead, the user
is responsible for understanding the tools in order to expect to use them properly.
The same principle should apply to statistical graphics.

6.5 Presentation-Quality and Flexibility
Many statistical graphics packages produce very high-quality graphical output, but
a,re relatively inflexible in terms of the graph structure and cannot be extended. On
the other hand, some packages provide a lot of flexibility and extensibility, but ouly
poor output quality.

Typically, a statistical graphics system will provide a very flexible BD graph
which is of very poor quality or a high-quality 3D graph which the user cantrot
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interact with much. Simplisp (Chapter 2) provides high-quality 3D graphs which
can be accessed as much as 2D graphs.

A major problem in an extensible (i.e., very flexible) system is that of specifying
the arrangement of plotting elements. In a graphics system which only provides a
choice ofpredefined plot structures, the layout ofthe graph is predefined (with pos-
sibly some pa.rarneters to make slight modifications; e.g., change the direction of the
tick-marks on an a:cis). In Simplisp, Xtend, and SPG, a graph could be constructed
by combining an arbitrary number of different plotting elements together. In Xtend
and SPG, plotting elements could be a^rbitrarily combined within another plotting
element (e.9., a data-series could be added to a scatter-plot, a piece of text could be
added to a data symbol, .. . ). In these situations, it is not possible to know o priori,
what the components of a graph (or a plotting element) will be so it is not possible
to determine an artangement of components which will be guaranteed to satisfy. It
is possible to provide a default axrangement in most cases (e.g., a scatterplot has a
default set of components for which a default axra.ngement can be defined), however,
there is a need for being able to modifu the complete arrangement if further com-
ponents are added (or a new plotting element is created). The layout mechanism
described in Chapter 4 provides the required power.

Pictor (Wilks, 1996) approaches the layout of graphical elements in a somewhat
different way. Like Simplisp, Xtend, and SPG, graphical elements in Pictor are
broken down into components, which ."" alanged in a hierarchy. The desiguer of
a new graphical element expresses the relationships between the components of the
graphical element (the relative positions of the components and the associations
between the coordiuate systems of the components) by a set of constraints. The
total set of constraints are then "solved" to determine where each component is
placed on an output and what the coordinate systems a,re for each component.
This differs from SPG's layout 6s6[aniss in that the specifcation of a layout is
more of a suggestion in Pictor and more of a ilirectiae in SPG. In Pictor. the user
specifies a set of constraints and the software produces a solution to those constraints
which maximises the sizes of the components (so as to use the space available
most efficiently). In SPG layouts, the user specifies how the components are to
be arranged and the software simply does the number-crunching to achieve that
layout. Another difference arises from the fact that Pictor is a procedural package
dsaling with static graphics, while SPG is an object-oriented package dealing with
automatically-updating graphics. The difrerence is that SPG has to be able to
dea,l with graphical elements whose structure can be modified interactively. Recall
that in SPG components may be added to or removed from an existing graphical
element (e.g., the user c4n create a graph, then add an axis, then remove it again).
Accordingly it is possible in SPG to simply specify a new layout for a graphical
element interactively (e.g., when a new axis is added, a new layout is also specified
which allows room for the new a:ris). In contrast, the layout mechanism in Pictor is
expressed as part of the procedural description of a graphical element. For exarnple,
the function to draw a scatterplot includes descriptions of the a:ces and constraints
which specify the locations of the axes. It is not possible to add a further acis to
this scatterplot without writing a new function which includes a description of the
new axis and constraints to specify where the new axis should be located.
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6.6 Stand-Alone Graphics
Simplisp, Xtend, and SPG are all desigued to be stand-alone statistical graphics
packages. This means that they do not include any statistical analysis features and
rely on other software to provide them. This means that they have to communicate
somehow with other software. The Xtend and SPG packages include a facility for
communicating with the .R system (ftaka and Gentleman, 1996).

XGobi (Swayne and Cook, 1990) is a stand-alone statistical graphics package
which has solved the communication problem in a number of ways (see Section
1.3.6). However, XGobi difers significantly from Xtend and SPG. XGobi is designed
to provide a number of predefined graphical features for the analysis of data; Xtend
and (to some extent) sPG are extensible graphics systems designed to provide a
basis for experimentation with new graphical features. Not suprisingly then, the
communication facilities in XGobi are quite diferent from those implemented in
Xtend and SPG. The emphasis for XGobi is communicating either raw data or
a finite set of commands (corresponding to the finite set of graphical features)
.lhorn software which performs statistical analyses to XGobi (i.e., XGobi is used as a
graphics engine for a statistical analysis package). In particular, the communication
is implemented by the developers of XGobi (and/or the analysis soft,ware) and is
hidden from the user.

In Xtend, the emphasis is on communicating commands from Xtend to R (i.e.,
ft is used as a statistical engine for XGobi). This is because the analysis features
of .R are required as support for developing new graphical images. In particular,
the user has to be able to send a^rbitrary commands with all of the detail of normal
.R commands. This is achieved by sending I co"'maads as text via urclx pipes
and receiving results from r? in the srme way. The commrrnication between .ft and
Xtend is therefore more complete and more dynarnic because new .R features are
instantly accessible.

6.7 Lessons Learned
This section provides advice for designers of new statistical graphics systems.

Development platform. The Lisp environment is excellent for the rapid develop.
ment of code. It is not a popular environment for usels, but the significance
of this wouid depend on the potential audience for the software; resea,rch
statisticians might be *iiling to overcome the hurdle of Lisp synta)c in order
to use a powerfirl statistical graphics research tool, but applied statisticians
who require an easy-touse ready-made graphics package are unlikely to be
tempted.

Programrning paradigm. The object-oriented programmiag paradigm is excel-
lent for developing and maintaining code, especially for graphics applications.
This approach is also useful as a basis for extensibility as in XlispStat (Tier-
ney, 1990) and Quail (Hurley and Oldford, 1991).

User interf;ace. The choice between a command-line interface and a cut depends
largely on the intended audience for the softwa.re. At this time. a command-
line is really the only option for software which allows the user Eo program
new features. As demonstrated by xlispstat (Tierney 1gg0), both types of
interface can coexist.
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Retained graphics. A system whieh just draws to the screen and does not re-
member anything about what has been drawn is quicker and easier to develop
initially. However, there are many benefits to be gained from having a system
which retains information about what has been drawn. For example, it is
easier to redraw an image when windows are resized and it is easier to add
cul features which rely on interaction between the user and the image (e.g.,
the system has information to identify objects within an image on the basis
of a mouse click). Also, a system must have retained information about an
image in order to provide incremental graphics capabilities.

3D graphics. 3D graphs need to be handled as a separate case from 2D graphs-
viewing a 3D graph (see Section 2.2.2) involves much more complexity than
viewing a 2D graph (see Section 3.2.1) and user-interaction with 3D graphs
is different from that with 2D graphs (e.g., it is ouly really sensible to drag
objects within a 2D graph and it is only really worthwhile spinning a 3D
scatterplot). On the other hand, Simplisp demonstrates that many of the
standard features of 2D graphs, such as the ability to select the components of
a graph with the mourie and the ability to customise any of those components,
can also be provided for 3D graphs.

Coordinate systems. It is very useful if coordinate systems are available for lo-
cating and sizing any graphical object (i.e., do not have coordinate systems
that only work for certain types of graphical object) a.nywhere within a graph.
The margin coordinate systems in ,9 and fi are particularly usefirl for posi-
tioning text relative to axes.

Extensibility. An important part of providing extensible graphics is providing
a clear and simple method for creating new graphical objects. A constraint
system may be difficult to incorporate, depeucli'tg upon the development plat-
form, but it does provide an excellent basis for defining the behaviour of new
graphical objects and the relationships between them. The ability to cre-
ate graphs incrementally makes it easier to experiment with new graphical
objects.

Customisation. The basic idea behind allowing customisation is not to make any
arbitrary decisions about the structure or appearance of a graph that the user
caJrnot override. In practice, this is quite difrcult to avoid. The best solution
is to make the system extensible so that, if users really cannot nodify an
existing object to meet their needs then they can create a new object.

Graph layout. Many systems lar:k a simple, but powerfirl a1s6fienism for arranging
plots on a page. The layouts mechanism described in Chapter 4 could be
implemented in any system to provide this functionality-

6.8 F\rture Directions
Supporting Custornis6li6s

It has been argued throughout that users should not be protected from themselves.
The user should be assisted in the creation of graphs by providing sensible defaults
for the structure and layout of a graph. However, the user should be able to override
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all of. the defaults. Providing ultimate powers of customisation has been the mo-
tivation behind many of the issues described in this thesis. Several possible topics
for future investigation arise from this approach.

First of all, given a system which allows the user to change virtually anything,
it would be usefrrl to provide some sort of "undo" or "reset defaults" mechanism.

Secondly, it was argued that users of an extensible graphics package should be
given all of the freedom and responsibilities of users of conventional progranming
languages. This suggests that the users of extensible graphics software would benefit
from the sorts of tools available to progra"'mers. In a conventional prograrnming
la,nguage, there are many diagnostic tools for detecting problems in a progra.rr (e.g.,
compiler warnings and run-time debuggers). Possibly some sort of similar facility
could be developed for graphical statistics. Parsers and debuggers already exist for
.E and S expressions, but perhaps some sort of graphical paxser could be developed
which evaluates a graphical composition and warns against any horrible errors and
suggests improvements.

Fine Tbning Xtend

One of the virtues of the Xtend system is the ability to modify the structure of
graphs interactively. This is achieved by allowing the user to add components to a
graph interactively and define new slots in a graph which are automatically detected
and inherited by the children of the graph. The current limitation of this feature
is that tbe slots that children look for in their parents (the inherited slots of an
object) can only be specified in the definition of a graphical element. It would be
worthwhile allowing these to be edited interactively too so that the user could not
only add or remove slots in a parent for the components of the parent to detect, but
also modifu which slots the components will look for. Similarly, the private slots
(slots which compouents cannot detect) a^nd the data slots (slots which will contain
variables) can only be specified in the definition of a graphical element. If these
could also be specified interactively then the inheritance ofvalues between objects
would become still more flexible and the functionality of graphical elements would
be further enhanced (e.g., ao extra variable could be added to a data series which
could then represent the extra variable by the size of its symbols).

The other major goal would be to investigate how to solve the speed and memory
problems of Xteud. As mentioned in Section 3.6.4, the irnrnsdi3ls aim would be
to reduce the number of constraints in the system by implementing the inheritance
mechanism by hand rather than using KR constraints. It is important to stress
that this only involves removing constraints from the internal implementation of the
Xtend system. Constraints would retain an integral role in specifying the behaviour
of new graphical objects and in specifying the relationships betweeu objects.

Solving the Accidenfal rnhgritance Problem

The inheritance model implemented in Xtend to provide support for incremental
graphics is based upon the use of slot names. That is, object .4 can provide iaforma-
tion for object B to inherit by having the information in a slot with an appropriate
narne. Unfortunately, object B has no way of knowing whether a slot in object A
has been given a certain name for the purpose of allowing object B to inherit the
value in that slot or whether the slot has that narne just because it seemed like
a good name for the slot. This is essentially an example of what is known as the
narnespace problem. Consider the following Lisp function:
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(defua double (x)
(* 2 x))

This function doubles the value in the argument by multiplying it by two. Suppose
that this function is part of a program and that, later in the program, another
function is written which doubles the value in the argument by returning a list
which contains the elements twice:

(defnn double (x)
(list x x))

Now, when the double function is called, which action should be performed ? What
will happen is that whichever function definition was most recent will be in effect,
ho*'ever, this is not desirable because sometimes the function will be called in order
to multiply a value by two and other times the function will be called in order to
generate a list with a value repeated twice. The obvious solution is to change the
name of one of the functions, but ideally it would be nice if the situation could never
arise; it is not always a simple matter to determine that a prograrn is performing
incorrectly because of this sorb of problem. Also, it is convenient for a progra.mmer
to use a narrle which is most appropriate for a particular function rather than
choosing a n:rne which avoids conflict with other existing names.

The Lisp nanespace problem described above is only really relevant in large
prograns (where the number of function narnes gets large so it is difficult for the
programmer to remember whidr na.rnes have already been used). The solution to
this problem in Common Lisp is provided by the packages feature. This allows
narnes to be assigned to a package so that, for exa,mple, the name doubLe in the
paclsage nurneric-package can be differentiated from the neme double ia the pack-
age list-package. In Xtend, a similax approach is taken by allowing slot na,mes to
be specified as priaate. This splits narnes into two categories so that an object ca^n

only inherit a value from a slot with the appropriate name which is not priuate.
Another solution to the namespace problem involves using a special prefix or

suffix for certain names. For exa,rnple, in C it is possible to define rna,cros which
allow a value or a series of cot '"'ands to be associated with a na-e (they are
like functions only faster). There are a number of predefined macros with most C
systems which would be lost if the d prograrnmer defines a new macro with the
salne narne in a progra.m. To avoid this, the nemes of the predeff"ed macros are aJl
of the form:

This means that all C prograrnmers just have to know not to use this sort of format
for their macro narnes in order to avoid conflicts with predefined macros. It may be
worthwhile investigating a similar sort of naming convention to try to solve Xtend's
namespace problem.

Putting It AU Together

There are a number of desirable features in each of the Simplisp, Xtend, and SPG
packages. The most exciting application of these features is to the development of
an extensible statistical graphics system.

The framework for creating new graphical elements in Xtend, supported by gen-
eral constraints and an inheritance mechanism provides a good basis for extensible
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graphics. Xtend already includes a number of useful features first developed in Sim-
plisp: statistical elements are represented by hiera^rchies of components; statistical
elements are represented as persistent objects which allows them to be interactively
modified; and outputs are automatically updated when statistical elements are mod-
ified. It has already been noted that Xtend's performance would be improved by
implementing some of the internal mechanisms, sud as inheritance, directly rather
than relying on constraints. The Xtend environment would be firrther enhanced by
incorporating the following features from SPG:

o Ma,ny of the relationsbips between a graphical element and its compoDents are
concerned with the location and size of the components relative to the element
(e.g., the positions of axes within a scatterplot, the positions of tick-marks
and labels within an a:cis, ...). Such relationships are typically not difficult to
specify, but the specification is often tedious (e.g., to position a rectangula.r
data symbol relative to a data location requires specifying four constraints for
the left, bottom, width, and height of the rectangle). The layout mechanism
developed in SPG (Chapter 4) provides a much more convenient and efficient
means for describing such relationships.

o A very usefirl feature of SPG was the ability to specify a unit for vaJues so that,
for exa^mple, the location of a tick-mark could be specified in data coordinates
and its length could be specified in inctres. This feature should be included in
an ideal system.

Such a system would provide a very powerful and fertile environment for data
analysis. The ability to easily create statistical graphics which are not constrained
by traditional graphical structures would promote the development of new graphical
techniques. It would also encourage the choice of data representation to be driven
by the data; rather than having to choose the most appropriate type ofgraph from
a predefined set ofoptions, the data analyst could construct customised data rep
resentations which are ideally suited to the exploration and presentation of specific
data sets.
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Appendix A

An introduction to
Object-Oriented
Programming
in Common Lisp

A.1- Programming in Lisp
Progra,mming typicaly involves three steps. First of all, a source file is created
containing the progran comrn4xds in a highJevel language (such as C, Pascal, or
Lisp). Secondln the source file is compiled into an esecutoble fi.Ie, which merns
that it is translated into a language*independent lowJevel representation that the
computer will understand. Finally the executable file is run, which me{urs that the
computer executes the program commands.

The archetypal progranming challenge is the "hello world" program, which
prints the message "hello world" on the computer screen. In a typical c pro-
granming enyhonment in UNIX, this progra,m would be created as follows:

1. create a source file, say Eysource.c, which contains the code:

*iuclude <stdio.h>
naino
t

priatf ('rhello yorld\n") ;

)

2. compile the source fi.le to produce an executable file, say myexec, by typing:

gcc -o myexec nysource.c

3. run the prograrn by typing:
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In this case, the C environment only provides a compiler gcc. There a,re much
more sophisticated environments (especially in the Macintosh or Microsoft Windows
environments) which provide, for exarnple, powerful text editors for creating the
source file in addition to the compiler, but this only changes ftou the three steps
are performed.

The source file for a program consists of a number of commands (e.g., printf
("hel1o world\n");). These are typically organised into ftrnctions or procedures,
which are just collections of commands. ps1 sxample, the following C code defines
a function to generate the mean of a set of values:

double neaa(double values[], int n)
r

!

double sum = 0;
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
t

sum += values [i] ;

)
retunr sun /u;

at

Within a function, commands are executed in the order they appea.r. pe1 s;sampl€,
the mean function sets the value of sum to zero, performs a loop o times to accu-
mulate the sum of the values, and returns the sum of the values divided by the
number of values.

Progra,ms have a,n entry point to determine which firnction should be executed
first (e.g., in C, the eutry point for a progra.m is the naiu function).

Most Lisp environments work a little differently to this. For a start, there is
usually a.n interactive interpreter, which allows the program"'er to evaluate indi-
vidual commands without having to write a complete source file and compile it into
an executable file. Secondly, every function is a complete prograrn, which caa be
executed on its own or called from another function; there is no special entry-point
function.

For example, the cMUcL environment provides a command line for entering Lisp
commands to be evaluated. The "hello world" progra,rr can be run simply by typing
the following command at the cMUcL command-line:

(print "hello wor1d")

The command is interpreted (i.e., the progra,mmer does not need to compile the
command in order to run it) and the print command is run as a prograrn in itself
(without having to be embedded within a special nain function). This makes it very
easy and quick to experiment with and test code. It also promotes the development
of programs via small, simple code fragments which can be properly tested and
made stable before incorporating them into larger, more complex progre.rns.

The problem with interpretiug commands is that it is slower than running com-
piled commands. Consequently, it is possible (usually once the code has been made
to work) to perform the normal three'step process to generate compiled executable
code. For example, the "hello world" program could be created as follows:

1. create a source file, say uysource.lisp, which ggaleins the code:

(defur ny-hel}o-rorld o
(print "hello world"))
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2. within the Lisp environment, compile the source file to produce a compiled
file, say mysource. sparcf , by typing:

(conpile-f ile "rcysource. lisp")

3. within the Lisp environment, load the compiled fiie and run the progra,m by
typing:

(load t'nysource. sparcf ")
(ny-he11o-sorld)

A.1.1 Lisp Syntax
Lisp comma,nds are generally of the form:

(funetion-nome arg-I arg-Z . ..)
In the ,,hello world', sxnmpl€, priat is the function_narne and "heLLo norld" is the
argument. This syntan can take some getting used to, particularly wheu the argu-
ments have an implicit ordering or when the arguments are further Lisp expressions.
For exa^mple, the difference between four and two is obtained from:

(-42)
>>2

and the command to calculate the mean from a set of data containing three I's,
four 2's, and one 3 requires:

(/ (+ (* 1 3) (* 2 4) (+3 1)) (+ a 4 1))

In standard form, this would be somewhat more fa.rnilia.r:

(1+3 + 2*4 + 3*L) / (3 + 4 * t,

L.1.2 Lisp and Lists
The list is a fundemental data type in Lisp (lisp actually stands for LISI Processing).
Lisp provides m:rny cosrmands which ma,ke it very ezrsy to create and manipulate
lists. The most important of these comma^nds a,re:

I list I this command creates a list from the arguments. For example:

(list 1 2 3)
>>(123)

Icar I this command returns the first element in a list. For example:

(car (Iist L23))
>>1
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| "at I 
tt it command returns ali of the elements in the list (as a list) except the first

one. For example:

(cdr(1ist123))
>> (2 3)
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A.1.3 Symbols

Most Lisp commands return a value. Symbols provide places to store these values
between several commands. The value of a symbol is set using setf and the value
of a symbol is returned if the symbol itself is e\ialuated. For exa,mple:

(setf my-syuboL l)
ny-s1mbo1

>>1

A.1.4 Special forms

some Lisp commands have a special syntax. A couple of important exa,mples are
given below.

ld"tt-""] this command repeats a command. or series of commands n times:

(dotiroes (i n)
some-lisp-urnrnands)

@ tUit command performs one set of actions rf the conditdoa is true and another
set of commands if it is false:

(Lt condition
commonds-if-tne
commond,s-if-false)

lf"t I tUit command performs a set of actions with a set of symbols locally defined:

(Ler ( (locol-syrnbol- 1 aalue-of-Iocal-syrnbol- 1)
(Iocal- sgmbol- 2 ualue- of-local- symbol- 2)
...)

some-lisp-commands)

ld"furl this command allows the progremmer to define a new cornmand:

(defun function-name (argument-list)
some-lisp-commanik)

A.1.5 Keyword Arguments
A Lisp function has zero or more required arguments. When the function is called,
a value must be provided for each required argument. In addition, a Lisp function
can have a number of keyword axguments. A value does not have to be supplied
for a keyword argument; if no value is supplied, the keyword argument takes a
default value (specified when the function was defined) or the value uil. A value is
suppplied for a keyword argument by specifying the name of the keyword argument
(preceded by a : ) and a value. The following sxarnpl€ demonstrates how a new
command is defined with keyword arguments and how it can be called:
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(defua ny-fuac (arg-1 aag-2 &key arg-3 (arg-  a) )
(print (Iist arg-l arg-2 arg-3 arg-4)))

(ny-fuac 1 2)
>> (7 2 nil 4)

(ny-func12:arg-33)
>>(1234)

(ny-func12:arg-45)
>> (t 2 nil 5)

(ny-fr:ac 1 2 :arg-3 6 :arg-4 7)
>>(1267)

(ny-fuac12:arg-S8)

(ny-func :arg-4 8)

4.2 CLOS: Object-Oriented Programming in
Common Lisp

The four basic elements of the ct os implementation of OOP ate classes, instances,
generic functions, nd methods.

A.2.1 Classes and Instences
A class is a description of a data structure. The description consists of a na.sre for
the class plus descriptious for a number of slots. Each slot description consists of a
name for the slot plus information about an initial value for the slot to contain and
functions to access this rralue. For exa.rnple,

(defclass ny-class o
((stot-t :iuitarg :slot-1

:accessor ny-slot-1)
(slot-2 :initforn 2

:reader ny-slot-2)))

describes a class called roy-class with two slots called slot-1 and slot-2 (the
detailed slot information is explained below).

A class serves as a template for creating instances. Every instance of a class is
created with the slots that are described in the class. Each slot in the instance is
a place where a value can be stored (in this sense, an instance is like a collection
of symbols). The class can specify an initial value for a slot in an instance. For
example, the expression : ini.tforu 2 in the definition of ny-class glsnns that
every instance ofny-class is created with a slot called slot-2 coutaining the value
2- Alternativelg the class can specify a keyword argument to be used to specify a
value for a slot when an instance is created. For exa.mple, the ercpression : initarg
:s1ot-1 in the definition of ny-class means that every instance of ny-class is
created with a slot caJled slot-l and a va,lue for this slot must be specified using
the keyword argument :slot-1 when the instance is created.

The function nake-iast'nce is used to create an instance from a class, For
example,
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(setf ny-insta.Dce (nale-iast"ce 'my-c1ass :slot-1 1))

creates an instance of ny-ctass and stores it in the symbol ny-iustance. The
object thus created has a slot called slot-1 containing the value 1 and a slot called
slot-2 containing the value 2.

The class definition also describes functions which may be used to access the
values of slots in an instaace. The expression :reader roy-s1ot-2 in the defini-
tion ofny-class means that the function ny-slot-2 caa be used to get the value
contained in slot-2 of a,ny instance of ny-class- For example,

(ny-slot-2 ny-instaace)
>>2

The orpression : accessor ny-slot-l in the definition of ny-class means that
the function ny-slot-1 can be used to get and set the value contaiaed in slot-l
of any instance of ny-class. For example,

(oy-slot-1 ny-instaace)
>>1

(setf (ny-slot-l ny-instance) ttltt;
(ny-slot-1 ny-instaace)

>> rrlrl

Subclasseso Superclasses, and fnheritance

When a new cla.ss is defined, it can be derirdfrom an existing class. The new class
is called a subclass of the existing class, which in turn is known as the supercloss of,
the new class. The subclass inherik the slots of the superclass in addition to any
slots that it defines itself. For exa,mple',

(def class my-other-class (my-class)
((s1ot-3 :initarg :slot-3

: accessor ny-slot-3) ) )

defines a new class called ny-other-class which is derived from ny-class. In-
sta^nces of ny-other-class will have three slots: slot-l for which a value must be
provided (inherited from ny-class); sJ.ot-2 which always has the value 2 (inher-
ited from ny-class); and stot-3 for which a value must be provided (specific to
ny-other-c1ase). For exa,mple,

(setf instance-of -my-other-c1ass
(nr\e-instaace ,ny-other-class :slot-1 1 :slot-3 3))

(rny-s1ot-2 iustan ce-of -ny-other-class)
>>2

4.2.2 Generic Functions and Methods
Just as a class is a description of a data structure, a generic function is a description
of a function. The definition of a generic function consists of the na.rne of the generic
function plus a specification of the function's para,meters. For exa,mple,
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defines a generic function called identify-yourself with a single required pararn-
eter (the object that should identify itself).

Just as classes a,re used as templates to create instances, generic functions are
used as templates for methods. A method is a function with the seme name and
para;neter list as a generic function- For example,

(defuethod ident if y-yourself ( (the-obj ect rny-class) )
(priat 'rI'rl arr j.Dstance of ny-class'r))

creates a method for the generic function identify-yourself. The expression
(the-ob5ect ny-class) means that this method will only work for objects which
are instances of uy-class (this method is speniolised for ny-class).

Methods are inherited in a similar way to slots. This means that, if a method
is defined for ny-class then it will work for all instances of ny-c1ass and for all
instances of any class that is derived from uy-class (e.g., instances of roy-other-
class). For example,

( ident if y-yourseJ-f my- instaace)
>> ttl,p an iaglence of ny-class,t

(identify-yourself instance-of -ny-other-c1ass)
)) "Irm an instance of my-c1ass,'

Generic functions are useful fol 6[6aining difierent results from the same function
call, based upon the nature of the object that the function is called on. For example,

(defclass another-class O)
(setf aaother-iastaace (nale-iustan6s ):nsther-c1ass))
(defnethod identif y-yourself ( (tbe-obi ect arother-c1ass) )

(print "I,n a.u instaace of another-class',))
( i,deut if y-yourself aaother-iastance)

)) rrf It aa instance of another-classtt

It is an error to call a function with a paremeter for which there is uo method.

keyword arguments to methods

The argument list for a method has to have the sa'''e required arguments as its
generic function. A method also must have every keyword argument that its generic
function has, however, the method may also have additional keyword arguments
that the generic function does not have. For exarnple,

(defgeueric a-func
(defnethod a-fuac

..,)
(defnethod a-fuac

...)

(required &key key-l))
((required ny-class) &key key-1)

( (required another-c1ass)
&key key-1 key-2)
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fndex

3D graphs, 12, 39,48
selecting, see picking
viewing,20
vs. 2D graphs, 14, 15,48+9

accessing plot components
from comman&line, 50, 90, 164
with mouse, see picking

accideutal inheritance, 106, 175-176
AnteJope, 169
arbitrary graph structure, 19, 52, 66,

167
in Quail, 5

arbitray graph structure, 43
arranglng graph, see layouts
automatic updating, 2t,74, ILT

clos, 23, 115, 183
CMUCL, see Co-mon Lisp
6sxofining objects, 52, L7\, L72, see

also incremental graphics
Com:non Lisp, 23, 68, 115
Common Lisp Object System,

see cl,os
components

of graphs, see hiera,rchies
constraints, 68

and extensibilitS 92
and inheritance, 74
in Antelope, 169
in KR, 69
in Pictor, 6, 169

coordinate systems
in .R, 159
in 5i 110
in Simplisp, 20
in SPG, 113, 135
in Xtend, 65, 96

customisation,2, L64
and extensibility, 102
limiting, 166, 171

display lists, 150, 152, 158

vs- automatic updating, 164
dragging

ia 3D, 48

editing Brapb, see customisation
equations, see mathematical

annotation
event_handling, lb0, $1
o<ploratory data analysis, 8, 56, 177
extensibilitg 2, 62, 93, 101, 168

in Quail, 5, 171

in XlispStat, 8, 170

formulas, see mathematical
annotation

Garnet, 68
graphical statistics, I
hiera,rchies, 26, 165

and extensibility, 171

a,nd picking, 38, 51
in Pictor,6

images
in Simplisp, 20
in Xtend,65

incremental graphics, 62, 102
and retained graphics, 168

inheritance
accidental, see accidental inheri-

tance
in object-oriented program'ning,

184
in Xtend, 80

rules of, 74
interactive graphics, 103, 168, 172,l7-a,

see clso incremental graph-
ics

KR,68-70

layouts, 109, 118, 12E
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and extmsibility, 172 XGobi, 8
in Pictor, 172 static gaphics, 4, l4b
in B, 154 vs. automatic updating, 168
in ,9, 109
in Tbellis, 110 three'dimensional graphs,

linking, 5, 51, 169 see 3D graphs

Lisp, 179, sen also Common Lisp trees' see hierarchies

mathematical ennotation, 137 units, 123, 156,

modifying graphs, see customisation see coordinate systems
uNrx, 37

object hierarchies, see hiera^rdries inter-process communication, 9,
object-oriented prograrnming 63

adrrantages of, 23 pipes, 75
and extensibility, 8, 170
in cr,os, 183 viewPorts
in KR, 68 in SimPlisP, 20

OOP, see object-oriented in SPG, 115
progrAmnring in Xtend, 65

picking, 17, 37, 57-52 XGobi, 8
Pictor,6 stand-alone graphics, 173

constraints, 169 XlispStat, 7
layout of plots, 172 e:ctensibility, 170

object hierarchies, 1.65, 167
pictures

in SPG, 113
presentation-quality output, 15

and flocibility, 3, 171

Quail, S

extensibilitg 171

R,4
graphics engine, 145
mathematical annotation, 137

redrawing, see automatic updating
relationships, see constraints
resizing windows, see automatic up

dating, see display lists
retained graphics, 168, see also auto-

matic updating

s,4
layout of plots, 110

selecting, see picking
sharing information

between components, 66, 102
between graphs, 16, 50

S-Plus, see 
^9

stand-alone graphics, 63, 173,
see also uNlx, pipes
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